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Today, most of the lubricants in the market are based on mineral oil
from paraffinic crudes, but under new CLP (Classification, Labelling
and Packaging of chemicals) regulation, mineral oils with a viscosity
below 20.5 cSt (mm²/s) are classified as Aspiration toxicity category
1 (H304, May be fatal if swallowed and enters airways).

If most of the industrial lubricants, for example, hydraulic oils and
gear oils, have a viscosity superior to 20.5 cSt and therefore are not
impacted by the CLP regulation, this is not the case for many metal
working neat oils. 

An alternative to consider for engineering companies are cutting
fluids based on renewable raw materials. 

For example, the QUAKERCUT® XP Series are neat cutting oils
based on advanced ester technology from renewable raw
materials. Building on more than 20 years of experience from Binol,
the market leader in Scandinavia and an affiliate of Quaker
Chemical, this series of fluids has a proven track record of bringing
operational benefits, i.e. increased tool life, low oil consumption
and increased filter lifetime, as well as Health & Safety benefits such
as reduced oil mist, no labelling according to CLP legislation and
environmental benefits to a broad range of customers in the
automotive and mechanical industries.

When selected carefully, ester-based products provide better
lubricity, due to the strong adsorption of the ester base fluids on
metal surface. They form a strong lubricating film ensuring
increased tool life and better surface finish. They have a very low
evaporation rate compared to mineral oils, even synthetic ones
such as PAOs, from two to seven times lower. Not only is oil
consumption reduced but oil mist is also largely diminished,
providing a much better working environment.

These oils have a very high viscosity Index (180-200), which is
superior to standard mineral oils (80-120) and hydrocracked oils
(120-150). Consequently, QUAKERCUT XP has a lower viscosity at
working temperature than mineral oils, hence a better filterability
and a lower consumption.

In conclusion, these products combine safety, by nature, and
performance, when designed carefully.

Quaker Chemical UK
Tel: 01453 820800
Email: info@quakerchem.com
www.quakerchem.com
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According to the most recent figures
available from the SMMT, UK car production
grew 13.1 percent in February 2016 due to
new models such as the Vauxhall Astra and
Jaguar XE entering full production.
Moreover, commercial vehicle output
increased by 1.5 percent and engine
production by 11.1 percent (nearly 231,000
engines were made here in February). If this
pattern of growth continues, some industry
analysts are predicting that an all-time
record for UK car production will be set by
2020.

From a machine tool perspective,
although typical demands from the
automotive supply chain include faster
spindle speeds and traverse rates,
sometimes the emphasis is on working
smarter rather than faster. A case in point
can be seen at Bridgnorth headquartered
casting solutions provider, Grainger &
Worrall (G&W), which as part of a project to
grow its automotive machining capabilities
has installed a £1.5 million turnkey FMS
(flexible manufacturing system) featuring a
trio of Mazak Variaxis i-600 5-axis machining
centres. 

This enhanced manufacturing capability,
which is designed for automotive
components such as powertrain products,
will meet the shorter turnaround times and
reduced inventories required by lean auto
OEM plants.

“The 20 pallet system allows fixtures to
remain set, so that feeding the three i-600
5-axis machining centres is both efficient
and repeatable,” says Edward Grainger,
director at G&W. “This solution offers good
flexibility to cater for changing demands
while minimising labour requirements.”

Investment in the latest turning machines

also remains high at all tiers of the supply
chain, as can be seen at Northampton-
based Auto Turned Products. ATP has since
2012 been taking advantage of an Index MS
32 six-spindle CNC auto of 32 mm bar
capacity (with an opposed spindle) for
turning a family of automotive components
in batches up to 250,000. The work was
previously completed on a series of six,
single-spindle cam-type machines. 

Such has been the success of the Index
MS 32 that ATP installed a 40 mm capacity
Index MS 40 in July 2014, and a second,
similar model late last year – all acquired
from UK agent, Geo Kingsbury. The Index
MS machines at ATP are dedicated to
producing component batches down to
10,000-off for OEMs such as Jaguar, Land
Rover, Rolls-Royce, Bentley and Aston
Martin.

"If the same bar is used, a setter can
re-tool an Index multi for a new job in a
couple of hours, which increases to about
half a day if the bar size also needs to be
changed,” says production engineer Vic
Pais. “The equivalent time for a cam multi
could be two weeks." 

Vic Pais also says that a CNC multi can
produce more complex components three
times faster than a cam-type machine.
Factored into the calculation is 95 percent
uptime of the CNC spindles compared with
60 percent for a cam multi, as well as the
latter's long resetting time. Furthermore,
one setter and one operator can attend
three of each machine type, so for the same
output there is a three-fold saving in labour. 

As can be seen at ATP, the reward for
machine tool suppliers able to deliver a
successful installation is repeat orders. This
was also discovered recently by TW Ward

CNC Machinery (Ward CNC), the UK agent
for Hyundai Wia, which received an order for
two more of these Korean-built turning
machines from Metrol Springs, adding to
three existing models at the company’s
Northampton facility.

Metrol Springs specialises in the
manufacture of parts such as industrial gas
struts, gas springs and gas spring systems.
The company recently installed a
Hyundai-Wia L300LMSA CNC lathe with
C-axis, sub-spindle and driven tooling, and a
L250SY CNC lathe with sub-spindle and
Y-axis to produce steel housings and pistons
(machined from carbonised, mild and tool
steel) in varying batch sizes to suit demand
from automotive clients in the Far East. 

"We looked at alternative brands but
have found our existing Hyundai-Wia
models to be very durable, reliable and fit
for purpose,” says joint managing director,
Andy Marks. “With bar feeds, conveyor
unloading and tool monitoring they are
often left to run unattended round the
clock." 

Yamazaki Mazak UK Ltd
Tel: 01905 755755 
Email: sales@mazak.co.uk
www.mazak.eu

Geo Kingsbury Machine Tools Ltd
Tel: 023 9258 0371 
Email: sales@geokingsbury.com
www.geokingsbury.com

TW Ward CNC Machinery Ltd
Tel: 0114 276 5411 
Email: sales@wardcnc.com
www.wardcnc.com

Thriving on driving
As UK car, commercial vehicle and engine manufacturing continues to rise, so
does supply chain investment. Steed Webzell reports
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or email sales@mazak.co.uk
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West Midlands-based JH Lavender & Co Ltd
(JHL) recently committed to a £2 m
investment programme in order drive its
business operations forward into 2017 and
beyond. This strategy has been adopted to
ensure the company’s future as one of the
largest and most successful UK-based
aluminium foundries.

JHL was originally founded in 1917 by
John Herbert Lavender and has the
accolade of probably being the oldest
privately owned aluminium foundry in the
UK today. During the early years of
industrialisation, JHL was a key supplier to
the marine, automobile and motorcycle
industries supplying great British
Companies such as Ariel, AJS, BSA,
Matchless, Norton, Panther, Triumph and
Villiers to name but a few. JHL took great
pride in delivering a first class casting service
and provided many engine manufacturers
with a range of reliable and durable cast
components. The outstanding results
achieved by the experienced JHL team of
craftsmen, subsequently led to other OEM’s
placing orders for their castings from the
company’s Midlands headquarters.

The vast experience gained during those
early years has ensured that a solid
engineering knowledge and depth of
expertise is retained to this day. To meet the
demands of new products, mass production
and increased quality control, JHL has
consistently invested in the latest

technology in order to ensure the company
retains its position as a leader in its field. This
positive approach has kept JHL at the
forefront of the UK manufacturing industry
in terms of both process capability and cost
competitiveness. 

The recent significant investment
programme is now nearing completion in
2016. Installations include new fully
automated Colosio high pressure die cast
machines, Mazak & Fanuc CNC machining
centres and two new factory extensions. The
modern facilities now boast state-of-the-art
machines manufactured by international
brand leaders who are renowned for their
superior engineering quality and reliability.
The result is a truly modern site housing tool
design and manufacture, pressure and
gravity die casting, as well as product
finishing and machining all under one roof.

Subsequently, JHL is now able to offer
buyers an extensive range of casting and

finishing options when it comes to sourcing
considerations. What has driven these
changes and continues to do so is our
consistent and relentless commitment to
ongoing improvements and cost-
effectiveness.  An appreciation of Industry
wide pricing sensitivity has also become a
key component in supporting the
customers’ ever changing needs and
assisting in joint business growth. 

To complement this investment, JHL has
achieved all of the relevant quality
accreditations to support its wide range of
prestige customer requirements, i.e. ISO

9000, ISO 14001 & ISO TS 16949:2009.  The
privately owned company continues to
receive commendation for quality from
numerous industry leaders in the
automotive, gas, healthcare, medical and
white goods sectors. 

At the beginning of the 21st century, JHL
is still located at the heart of the industrial
Midlands and will be successfully
celebrating its centenary in 2017. The
company’s strength has always been in its
attention to detail, commitment to the
continuity of excellence and serving
customers with a responsiveness that
exceeds their expectations. 

Engineering buyers are welcome to visit
the JHL site to see the new casting and CNC
machining bays, fully automated production
cells, precision test & assembly area and
secure storage.

JHL will be exhibiting at:
Automechanika, NEC, Birmingham,
7-9 June, Stand: 9A 51.

J.H. Lavender & Co Ltd
Tel: 0121 588 2273
Email: info@lavender-diecast.co.uk
www.lavender-diecast.co.uk

Driving force in castings celebrates 100 years of trading

JHL combines latest technology with over 100
years’ experience

Left to right: Kevin Ruston - gravity foundry supervisor (43 years’ service), Albert Bullivant - toolroom
supervisor (48 years’ service), Phil Cashmore - quality manager (34 years’ service),
Wendy Lloyd - machining/assembly operator (35 years’ service)

Lavender staff standing alongside one of the robot
operated casting cells
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Telsonic’s Hot Air Cold Staking technology (HACS) is fast becoming
the process of choice for multi-point joining applications on
automotive components. With Telsonic systems already in use for a
variety of interior trim assemblies within UK Tier 1 operations, it
comes as no surprise that the technology has been selected yet
again, this time to produce seatback assemblies for SUV’s.

Telsonic’s latest HACS system is used to produce seat back
assemblies comprising of typically four main components: an
ABS/PC/Nylon hybrid material backboard, map pocket, carpet
panel and metal clips. The individual items are assembled and
secured with 21 separate stake points within a floor-standing
machine, used to produce both left hand and right hand seat
versions for two different vehicle model variants, plus aircon and
non-aircon versions.

The fully automatic system, designed and manufactured by
Telsonic at its Poole facility, uses a servo-driven power slide table to
transfer the components between the operator load/unload
position, heating area and the staking station. The presence of each
component is confirmed using sensors before each cycle begins, to
verify that the correct variant and hand of substrate and carpet
components have been loaded and that the correct number of
metal clips are present. The sensing systems have also been
designed in such a way that they will cater for forthcoming product
variants or specification enhancements.

Each hot air unit has its own separate temperature controller,
ensuring a consistent heat profile across the twenty one separate
staking points and repeatable results on each part. The machine
operates on a 45 second cycle and provides an effective solution
that balances production volumes, number of stake points and
capital cost. Machine control, including the setting and adjustment
of the temperature for the individual hot air units, is achieved via a
touchscreen unit, and operator safety assured by light guards at the
load/unload station. A servo-driven power slide table with resident
part sensing is used to transfer the component between the three
stations within the machine.

Now in full production, this compact machine is providing an
efficient and cost-effective solution to the application.

Telsonic UK Ltd   Tel: 01202 697340
Email: info.uk@telsonic.com   www.telsonic.com 

Demand heats up for
HACS technology

9
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The Kyal Machine Tools stand at MACH
2016 gave exhibition visitors an opportunity
to see the most innovative machine tools
from a range of manufacturers, all from one
UK supplier. Kyal used the show to
demonstrate the latest technology from
WFL, FPT and Willemin-Macodel.

As the sole UK agent for a number of
high-end European machine tool
manufacturers that specialise in turnkey
solutions for the aerospace, nuclear, oil &
gas, medical and automotive industries, the
Lincolnshire-based company also showed a
variety of technologies at MACH. These
included the colossal M80 Turn/Mill centre
from WFL. Developed for heavy industrial
applications, the WFL M80 is a turning
centre with the option of 1, 2, 3, 4.5 or 6 m
between centres and a maximum turning
diameter capacity up to 1 m. The powerful
machine offers a turning spindle power of
56/80 kW with a 58 kW milling spindle
output. The machine capacity and spindle
power immediately puts the M80 ahead of
its rivals in terms of material removal rates
and productivity, while the swivelling B-axis
and Y-axis provide unparalleled flexibility for
one-hit machining of large parts. 

Kyal also showed the impressive new
Willemin-Macodel MT 508. This machining
centre with turning capability was fed round
bar stock to demonstrate its multi-process
machining capabilities. Equipped with a
back working unit and 3-work position
turret, the MT 508 is a flexible production
unit that enables all complex parts to be
machined in a single cycle. It  is extremely
precise, powerful, flexible and productive. 

For the production of smaller turned
parts, Kyal represents the Weiler brand in
the UK and had a selection of demo parts on
the stand at MACH to show the potential of
the machines in the range. With over
150,000 machine installations worldwide,

the Weiler brand encompasses con-
ventional, servo-conventional, cycle-
controlled and CNC precision lathes and
radial drilling machines. 

For large bed milling capacity, Kyal
introduced machines from the established
FPT brand. The impressive line of robust and
highly capable Italian machine tools was
represented at MACH by a gantry type
milling machine with a 5-axis fork head and a
5-axis swivel type head. Kyal engineers
eluded to the capabilities of the FPT
machines with a number of machined parts
on the stand from Formaplex. For engineers
unfamiliar with Formaplex, the Havant-
based subcontractor is one of the UK's most
prominent and innovative subcontract
manufacturers with close ties to the
motorsport, defence and mould and die
industry sectors. 

If you are looking for hard turning for high
precision machines, Kyal also represents
Hembrug turning machines, which are
manufactured in the Netherlands. A range
of finished machined components were
shown on the stand at MACH which fully
demonstrate the precision elements of the
Hembrug machines.

As well as introducing a host of machine
tools and their respective potential at
MACH, the engineering team at Kyal
discussed application specific machine
solutions with visitors to the show. 

Managing director Simon Pollard says:

"Kyal Machine Tools was formed in 1985
and my wife Hilary and I bought the business
in August 2006 with the aim of taking the
existing product lines and expanding the
product base, so we could grow the
business."

"We now supply machines from WFL
Millturn Technologies; Weiler MDI lathes;
FPT horizontal and vertical borers; Hembrug
supplying micron turning machines; Famar
that produce vertical lathes for the
automotive sector with higher volume
production and Willemin Macodel high
precision millturn centres for high speed 3-
and 5-axis machining. 

"Kyal as a business is designed to supply
machinery for complex component
manufacture. We are all about high value
technical solutions to enable economic
production of complex parts. Our team at
Kyal comprises six staff and is very well
supported by each of the individual machine
tool suppliers to ensure we provide
exceptional levels of service and support. By
combining our in-house expertise with the
support and technical excellence provided
by our suppliers and their machine tools, we
have an exceptional team that can supply
the desired production solution."

Kyal Machine Tools Ltd
Tel: 01780 765965
Email: simon@kyalmachinetools.co.uk
www.kyalmachinetools.co.uk

All machine tools great and small 
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Over the past five years, German
automotive toolmaker Konrad Schäfer
Modell und Formenbau has switched all its
static and portable CMMs, as well as its
hand scanners, to Delcam’s PowerINSPECT
inspection software. The results of
standardising on single software have
included lower training expenses, greater
staff flexibility and perfect CAD
compatibility.

The company’s roots in manufacturing
models date back 110 years, originally in
Muehlhausen, where Konrad Schäfer GmbH
now has an additional production site.  

Complementary activities include models
for vehicle interiors and prototypes for
vehicle lights, as well as jigs and moulds for
aerospace carbon fibre composites.  

“Metrology is an important part of our
core business,” says Jörg Große-Beilage,
head of the modelmaking department. This
resulted in Konrad Schäfer GmbH starting to
convert its whole range of metrology
machines to single universal software.

Components in all CAD file formats can
now be inspected with PowerINSPECT,
something particularly important for Konrad

Schäfer GmbH. In addition to the extensive
feature set and the support from Delcam,
the user-friendly interface was a key factor
for Jörg Große-Beilage and his team. The
CAD File Manager in PowerINSPECT is just
one example, as it makes it easy to manage
component groups. PowerINSPECT also
offers by far the best price-performance
ratio.

Konrad Schäfer GmbH currently uses 16
licenses of PowerINSPECT, which have been
purchased progressively.  At the start, in
2009, the company purchased two licenses
and contracted to buy four additional
licenses in each subsequent year.  

Five Faro Gauge arms are already used, all
supported by PowerINSPECT. 

“Manual measuring arms have the
advantage in that I can measure quicker
than with a stationary measuring machine,
because I can just measure one zero point
and then inspect everything else from top to
bottom without adjusting anything,”
explained Jörg Große-Beilage. “But
because I’m limited by the part size, the
movable stand measuring machine is
definitely better suited to a whole car”. 

Christian Wollbrick, a metrologist who
works daily with the software, confirms that
PowerINSPECT’s ease-of-use means that
even untrained staff can get started
immediately:

“Elements can be interactively selected in
the CAD view, for example.  This makes
inspection programming significantly easier
and quicker, something that is really useful
when you just work with the system from
time-to-time.”  

Delcam Ltd
Tel: 0121 683 1081
Email: marketing@delcam.com
www.delcam.com

Automotive toolmaker standardises on Delcam’s PowerINSPECT
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A new degree of precision to achieve
extreme accuracies on machine positioning
and pitch is now possible with GF Machining
Solutions’ hallmark AgieCharmilles CUT
1000 X, CUT 1000 X OilTech, CUT 2000 X,
CUT 2000 X OilTech and CUT 3000 X
machines. 

To support their extraordinary precision,
adapted mechanical structures for high
accuracy, high standard thermal stability and
dedicated machine calibration and testing
are mandatory. 

Today, the increased pressure on
manufacturers across a variety of segments
to produce always more complex and
accurate components in large volumes
makes the choice of machine absolutely
critical in terms of precision and reliability. In
the context of just-in-time production flows,
rejected parts can have devastating effects
on timing, costs and a manufacturer’s
image. As those manufacturing demands
become more extreme, GF Machining
Solutions’ AgieCharmilles X series takes
highly accurate wire-cutting EDM to a new
extreme by eliminating pitch and
positioning errors. 

GF Machining Solutions’ specific and
uncompromising calibration testing on the
machines’ production site is similar to the
demands manufacturers face daily. The CUT
1000 X and CUT 1000 X OilTech deliver
pitch accuracy of ±1.0 μm over 200 mm by
140 mm, and M-shape form accuracy of ±1.0
μm. The CUT 2000 X, CUT 2000 X OilTech,
and CUT 3000 X deliver pitch accuracy of
±1.5 μm over 340 mm by 240 mm (460 mm
by 320 mm for CUT 3000 X size) and form
accuracy of ±1.5 μm. 

Best tolerances for positioning and
geometrical controls 
Expert geometrical and erosion inspections
ensure the results that manufacturers’
customers expect. Prior to installation, GF
Machining Solutions’ experts machine a
large number of holes in a plate, then use a
high-precision coordinate measuring
machine (CMM) to measure the position of
each hole’s centre. The CMM results are
then reloaded into the computer numerical
control (CNC) of the X series machine. The
correction of the CNC guarantees perfect

pitch and positioning accuracy
from the very first die or mould
that the customer machines. 

Thanks to that expertise in
testing and calibration,
manufacturers can confidently
produce stamping tools and
multi-cavity moulds for
electronics, information and
communications technology,
as well as the tiniest
components for MedTech and
watchmaking. Optimal
machining conditions for
extremely demanding micro applications
are ensured by the X series machines’ high
precision axes, short measurement loops,
dual measurement system on all axes,
consistent separation of the EDM area from
heat sources, and the submerged working
area. 

Moreover, quality and accuracy are
guaranteed during assembly of an X series
machine, due to GF Machining Solutions’
thorough measurement and high process
control standards for all assembled
mechanical components. 

Highest productivity 
In addition, the X series machines offer
manufacturers a wide range of productivity-
and quality-enhancing features: an exclusive
Automatic Wire Changer (AWC) two-wire
spool allows the use of larger diameter wire
or premium wires for the main cut and then
automatically switch to smaller wire for the
finishing cut resulting in huge increases in
cutting speeds. Productivity is boosted by
fast and reliable wire threading and simple
and dependable wire disposal with the
integrated wire chopper; highest flexibility
to insert urgent machining jobs, thanks to
the onboard Job Management System;
perfect wire threading, even under the
most difficult conditions, with the
THREADINGEXPERT, a retractable device
driving the wire from the upper guide to the
start hole (upper surface); absolute quality
results, thanks to the Integrated Vision Unit
(IVU Advance). With an embedded
charge-coupled device (CCD) camera linked
to a backlight installed on the lower arm of
the machine, IVU Advance allows pre-

setting, in-process local measurements and
scanning of the contour machined. 

GF Machining Solutions is a world leading
provider of machines, automation solutions
and services to the tool and mould making
industry and to manufacturers of precision
components. The products range from
electrical discharge machines, high-speed
and high-performance milling machines,
including clamping and palletisation
systems, and 3D Laser surface texturing
machines, to services, spare parts and
expendable parts, consumables and
automation solutions. 

GF Machining Solutions Ltd
Tel: 02476 538666      
Email: info.gfms.uk@georgfischer.com                                
www.gfms.com

Wire-cutting EDM machines take micro
machining to the extreme

Thanks to professional, dedicated machine testing
on GF Machining Solutions’ production site, the

AgieCharmilles CUT 1000 X, CUT 1000 X OilTech,
CUT 2000 X, CUT 2000 X OilTech and CUT 3000 X

provide the extreme precision necessary
to achieving extraordinary pitch an

positioning accuracy
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Victor CNC has now extended its impressive
line of machine tools with the introduction of
the new VCenter-AX800 vertical machining
centre. Taking flexibility to a new level, the
new AX800 incorporates a swivelling head
B-axis and a C-axis rotary table to fully
facilitate 5-axis machining of large parts up
to 1 m diameter.

The new VCenter-AX800 has rigidity and
precision built into every aspect of the 5-axis
offering. This is characterised by the C-axis
table with its spacious 800 mm diameter
that is clamped at high torque (3433 Nm) for
heavy cutting, ideal for heavy duty
machining without compromise. In addition,
the B-axis swivel head includes a hirth
coupling with 1° increment that further
enhances the rigidity to deliver 4 + 1 axis
machining capability.

Incorporating a rotary table that is built
into the fixed table, it is equipped with a
swivel head on the travelling column to
implement 5-axis machining on large parts.
Furthermore, with a Rollercam-drive®

mechanism for both rotary axes; the AX800
ensures sufficient rigidity for 4+1 axis heavy

machining with high rotation compared to
less robust conventional worm gear
mechanism machines. This combination
ensures maximum rigidity that eliminates
vibration when conducting particularly
heavy cutting on difficult materials. 

This robust new machine has a BBT-40
taper spindle that is fed by a 40 tool ATC
that has a twin arm type ATC. This tooling
configuration performs quick and reliable
tool changeovers beyond most machine
tools and a 60 tool magazine is also available
as an optional extra. The new AX800 has a
15,000 rpm spindle that delivers a power
output of 22 kW for conducting heavy
machining processes to optimise material
removal rates. To support heavy machining,
the AX800 has large diameter ball screws
coupled with the servo motor to maximise
rigidity and performance levels. What's
more, the roller gear mechanism minimises
the backlash and guarantees high accuracy
at an arbitrary angle. 

The new flexible AX800 provides a whole
host of options that include 8+1
hydraulic/pneumatic ports to direct the

power through C-axis and pallet for multiple
point clamping and air sealing detection to
assure clamping forces are maintained. In
addition, the VCenter provides the option of
a chip conveyor, through spindle coolant,
linear scales/angular encoders, auto tool
length measurement, auto part measure-
ment and also a selection of control units
that include the Fanuc 0i, 32i and the 31i
control or the Heidenhain TNC 620 and 640
control units.

Victor CNC 
Tel: 01706 648485
Email: sales@victorcnc.com
www.victorcnc.com

New flexible 5-axis machining centre

linear encoders  rotary encoders                angle encoders                length gauges                contouring controls                digital readouts

 The measure of excellence
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  For more information, please contact:   01444 247711       
  sales@heidenhaingb.com    www.heidenhaingb.com

HEIDENHAIN’s new generation TNC620 and TNC640 
      further contribute to the legacy of excellence in 
           machine tool controls. Over 30 years of 
                development continue to deliver 
                     innovative new features whilst retaining
                        simple programmability.
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An Italian-built Biglia CNC lathe with
twin-opposed spindles and three Y-axis
turrets supplied by Whitehouse Machine
Tools has taken over the manufacture of
terminal lugs from 38 mm diameter copper
bar at the Plymouth factory of subcontractor
Morris Engineering. 

The improvement has been dramatic.
One-hit cycle time to machine the
component at both ends has been reduced
to just three minutes, compared to 21
minutes previously required by a
twin-spindle lathe with a single Y-axis turret,
which has now been replaced by the Biglia
turning centre.

Managing director, Tim Winzer
comments: "We could not have accepted
this job on a long-term basis without
investing in a new machine, as the contract
would not have been profitable.

“The cycle time has been reduced by such
a large amount because we are able to carry
out a lot of balanced turning and milling at
both spindles, as the third, lower turret
serves both. Often during the cycle we have
three tools in cut simultaneously.

“We knew we needed to invest in new
technology to move forward and to be
competitive when quoting for production of
complex components. For this purchase we
wanted at least two turrets on our
replacement lathe, but decided instead to
go for three to future-proof our
investment.”

The Biglia Quattro 465 T3Y3 lathe with a
Fanuc control and Marposs tool probing was
installed at the Plymouth factory in January
2016. It was preceded by extensive
applications engineering at Whitehouse
Machine Tools’ technical centre in
Kenilworth, where the terminal lug
production process was established and
programs were written for producing three
variants, followed by a one-week prove-out
of the lathe cell.

When the subcontractor was visited the
following month, the machine operator
commented in the afternoon that a full
week’s production of terminal lugs had been
completed on that day using the new lathe.

An LNS Quick Load Servo 80 magazine
was supplied as part of the package from
Whitehouse Machine Tools for loading
one-metre bar up to 65 mm diameter. In the

case of the 38 mm copper stock, 17 such
bars can be held in the magazine, providing
considerable potential for lights-out
production between the end of the second
shift at 1.30 am and the 7.00 am start of the
first shift on the following day. 

Unattended production is of considerable
benefit to the subcontractor, which
traditionally has produced batches of
between one and 500 but which is now
routinely producing 2,000s and quoting for

jobs involving quantities of 15,000 and
above.

Two lathes for the price of one
Morris Engineering considered various
triple-turret lathes on the market and found
that, for the price of one competitor’s
machine, two Biglia lathes could be
purchased. The decision was therefore
taken to buy a pair of the Italian-built
machines. A second, smaller Biglia Quattro
436 T2Y2 twin-spindle lathe, with two Y-axis
turrets and a Mitsubishi control, will be
installed in March 2016.

There are two major advantages for the
subcontractor. First, production potential is
doubled by having two machines rather than
one. Second, the smaller Biglia lathe with its
more nimble axis movements will be even
more efficient at producing turn-milled parts
from bar at the lower end of the size range,
up to its maximum bar capacity of 36 mm.

According to Morris Engineering’s
production director Antony Dyer, the
smaller lathe is so quick that its cycle times
can compete with those of sliding-head
turning centres. The subcontractor
therefore plans to bring in-house a
considerable amount of Swiss-type work
that is currently subcontracted out:

“When mills are cut in the driven turret
stations of the Quattro 465, they sound as
though they are on a machining centre. It is
not like listening to a lathe trying to mill.

“With its three 12-station live turrets, the
turning machine has already taken a large

Triple-turret turning machine increases
productivity by 86 percent

From left to right in front of the Biglia Quattro 465 T3Y3 lathe: Tim Winzer, managing director and Antony
Dyer, production director, Morris Engineering, with Tim Whitehouse, managing director of Whitehouse
Machine Tools

The Biglia Quattro 465 T3Y3 lathe in use at Morris
Engineering, Plymouth
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workload off our milling section and has
freed a lot of capacity. When the 436
machine arrives, even more machining
centre time will be saved.

“Additionally, by not having to transfer
nearly as much work from the turning
section for a second operation,
work-in-progress is reduced and we gain all
the usual benefits of one-hit production,
including higher accuracy parts through not
having to re-fixture them and lower scrap
levels.

“With multi-tools we can have 50 cutters
in the working area and potentially up to 70,
so we are able to run a suite of contracts
without downtime for machine set-up
between jobs, improving productivity and
lowering manufacturing cost per part.”

Optimisation of tooling is a particular
focus at the Plymouth factory, with the
production team already using 4-to-1
speeder heads to attain rotational speeds of
up to 20,000 rpm. A system of preset
quick-change tooling is currently being
investigated for both Biglia lathes.

About the Quattro design
There are a number of features of the Biglia
Quattro build that Anthony Dyer particularly

likes. One is the provision of a twin conveyor
arrangement on the output side, rather than
a parts catcher. A component emerging
from the machine on one conveyor is
directed onto a second conveyor at right
angles that carries it into a waiting container
at the front. However, by the time a bar
remnant arrives on the first conveyor, the
control has already told the second
conveyor to reverse direction so that the bar
end is routed to another container at the
rear.

Another feature specific to the Quattro
436 is that the counter-spindle has two
degrees of freedom, in the Z-axis as well as
the X-axis, allowing it to be offset by 170

mm from the centreline of the main spindle,
eliminating interference between the turrets
when simultaneously machining the front
end and reverse end of complex
components. It also allows an unusual
arrangement where a tailstock can be
advanced in the space vacated by the offset
counter spindle to enable turn-milling
between centres using the main spindle and
simultaneous reverse-end machining by the
counter spindle and second turret.

A general observation Anthony Dyer
makes about the turning centres is that they
have manageable working envelopes with
easy access to the turrets for tool exchange.
Additionally, steep guarding discourages
swarf from collecting on machine surfaces.

Tim Whitehouse, managing director of
Whitehouse Machine Tools comments: “The
lathes represent Italian engineering at its
very best, with in-house manufactured
spindles and turrets and externally supplied
components sourced only from top quality
suppliers.”

Whitehouse Machine Tools Ltd
Tel: 01926 852725
Email: timw@wmtcnc.com
www.wmtcnc.com

Airfield Road, Christchurch, Dorset, BH23 3TG
01202 499 400

general@ellesco.com  sales@ellesco.com  service@ellesco.com
www.ellesco.co.uk

With One Simple Operation On The Timesavers  
Through-Feed Machines You Can:
• Deburr
•  Edge Finish and Radius -  

Even On Complex Forms & Holes
• Graining/Surface Finishing

Benefits: 
• Consistent Finishing Every Time 
• Improved Component Quality 
• Improved Productivity & Efficiency 
• Reduce Health & Safety Risks 

Copper terminal lugs mill-turned from 38 mm bar
on the Biglia Quattro 465 T3Y3 lathe at Morris
Engineering
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Keith Donnellan and Chris Murphy, directors
and joint partners of Riteway Engineering in
Galway, Western Ireland, have enjoyed
considerable success since starting their
company in 2006 with a handful of manually
operated machines and a single customer.
By 2011 they were employing eight staff and
operating a range of CNC machine tools
including three machining centres and a
lathe from Hurco.

Business has mushroomed since then. At
the end of 2015 the company had twice as
many employees, five times the factory
space at 15,000 sq ft and six times the
turnover. The same period saw the addition
of six more Hurco machining centres and a
move to double shifts, six days a week, with
a third shift added when needed. 

Keith Donnellan said that all of this
growth, which continued throughout the
last recession, has been organic and has
come mainly from referrals from satisfied
customers. Rather than just working for firms
in the Galway area, Riteway now supplies
companies throughout the whole of Ireland
and in the UK as well. 

Contracts from the medical industry have
held up well and account for about half of
the subcontractor’s business, especially the
design and manufacture of prototype and
pre-production surgical and pharmaceutical
products. Additionally, strong entry into

assembly aid manufacture for the
automotive industry and into tele-
communications has seen these sectors
each rise to become 25 percent of turnover.

It is clear that such rapid business
development needs careful manage-
ment. Keith Donnellan explains: “Doubling
our personnel in four years meant
introducing a lot of new employees to the
way we operate.

“It was a real bonus that all of our shop
floor recruits knew how to program and
operate Hurco machines, as there are so
many of them in use in the west of Ireland
and indeed throughout the whole of the
country.

“We do not have any other make of
machining centre here, so every new
machine operator was up to speed quickly,
making the transition with each intake of
people seamless.”

A majority of programs at the Galway
factory is prepared conversationally at the
Hurco machine controls using the
proprietary Windows-based WinMax
software, which offers extensive graphics
support. The facility is useful for checking
that the cycles are correct as programming
progresses. Another benefit of WinMax is
being able to merge conversational code
with external data blocks for more complex
parts of a cycle generated using an external

CAM system. It was the ease of use of the
Hurco control system that was the decisive
factor in Riteway opting for this make of
vertical machining centre in the early days,
when a contract to manufacture aluminium
carrier plates for stents was too much for the
subcontractor’s 2.5D CNC milling machines
and manual mills. 

The directors knew Michael Gannon,
Hurco's local representative in Ireland, from
contact at a previous manufacturing
company and the first of what would
become nine 3-axis, vertical machining
centres was installed in 2007. A fourth CNC
axis indexing unit was also purchased and is
swapped between the machines.

The Hurco lathe has been particularly
beneficial to Riteway’s operation since it was
installed in 2009. The TMM8 turning centre
is equipped with an 8 inch (203 mm) chuck,
12 driven stations in the tool turret and a
Hydrafeed short bar magazine for feeding
stock up to 52 mm diameter.

Compared with pre-existing turning plant
on site, the machine at least halved
production times across a range of turned
components, reducing manufacturing
cost-per-part significantly. It also allowed
Riteway to bring in-house some of the more
complex turn-milling work that was being
subcontracted. Tight tolerances are held,
often down to ±10 or ± 20 microns.

Hurco Europe Ltd
Tel: 01494 442222
Email: sales@hurco.com
www.hurco.com

Shop-floor recruits have short learning
curves on Hurco machines
Nine machining centres and a lathe from Hurco continue to support Irish subcontractor’s rapid growth

Riteway’s most recent purchase, in January 2015, was a pair of latest generation Hurco VM10i machining
centres

A job on a Hurco machining centre at Riteway
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Haas Automation’s small-footprint DT-1
Drill/Tap Center and DM-1 Drill/Mill Center
are well known for their speed, accuracy and
ability to increase throughput, while
optimising floor space.

Haas has now expanded its successful
Drill/Tap/Mill product line with a pair of
high-speed, lean-style machining centres,
the DT-2 and DM-2, that provide the same
high acceleration rates, fast axis speeds, and
short tool change times as their smaller
brethren, while offering an additional 203
mm of X-axis travel and table length with
only a slight increase in footprint. 

The new DT-2 and DM-2 are identical in
specifications, except for spindle taper and

tool changer. The DT-2 is a BT30 taper
machine, with a 15,000 rpm inline
direct-drive spindle and a high-speed 20+1
side-mount tool changer. It is available with
an optional 20,000 rpm spindle. The DM-2 is
a 40-taper machine, with a 15,000 rpm inline
direct-drive spindle and a high-speed 18+1
side-mount tool changer. The new DT and
DM both allow high-speed rigid tapping to
5,000 rpm, with up to four times retract
speed to shorten tapping cycles.

Both machines offer a 508 x 406 x 394 mm
work cube and 864 x 381 mm T-slot table.
The increased table size, longer X-axis
travel, and larger work envelope easily
accommodate multiple fixtures and
multi-spindle rotary tables for increased
production and setup flexibility. Yet, their
compact footprint still allows multiple
machines to be placed side-by-side for
efficient use of valuable shop floor space.

The spindle on both machines features a
11.2 kW vector drive system that provides
62 Nm of cutting torque. The spindles are
coupled directly to the motors to reduce
heat, increase power transmission, and

provide excellent surface finishes.
Cutting feed rates for both machines are
30.5 m/min, and 61 m/min rapids and high
acceleration rates combine to shorten cycles
times and increase throughput.

For efficient chip removal, the DT-2 and
DM-2 feature steeply sloped internal sheet
metal. Optional twin chip augers transport
chips to exit at the rear of the machine,
allowing multiple machines to be placed
close together. A rear chip-lift auger is also
available for higher-volume applications. A
170 L flood coolant system is standard, with
options for a programmable coolant nozzle,
and high-pressure through-spindle coolant
systems. A wide selection of options is
available to further boost productivity,
including high-speed machining software,
wireless tool and work probing, 4th- and
5th-axis capability, and much more.

Haas Automation Ltd
Tel: 01603 760539
Email: cnc@haas.co.uk
www.haas.co.uk

Expanded line of drill/tap/mill centres

Yamazaki Mazak has teamed up with
machine tool peripherals expert, LNS
Europe, to offer a unique swarf manage-
ment system for its VC Smart range of
vertical machining centres.

LNS Europe’s Turbo MH series has been
developed with a view to improving the
effective removal of swarf, regardless of
chip size or shape, from the machine tool
bed. Mazak will introduce the technology as
part of its ‘Performance Package’ of
machine peripherals for machining centres
in its VCS range of vertical machine tools.

The LNS system has a built-in scraper bar
attached to the hinge belt that continuously
runs along the bottom surface of the

conveyor frame throughout the
machining cycle to gather even the
smallest chips. The swarf is then lifted
onto the top of the conveyor as the
belt rotates and is able to exit in the
same manner as the larger swarf.

The Turbo MH system also feeds
coolant into the machine through a
filter box, mounted between the
conveyor belt flights, which is fitted
with either 250 or 500 micron filters. The
additional brush fitted to the underside of
the conveyor belt will wipe the box as the
belt rotates and any further swarf chips will
fall to the bottom of the conveyor frame to
be collected by the scraper bars and then
discharged.

Nigel Hampson, head of Sales UK and Eire
at LNS, says: “Our system effectively
combines a conveyor with a filtration system
which simultaneously removes the swarf and
cleans the coolant. The Turbo MH system is
ideal for volume cutting applications, typical
of those serviced by Mazak’s VCS range.”

Richard Smith, managing director UK &
Ireland Sales Division at Yamazaki Mazak,

adds: “The Turbo MH series will form part of
the Mazak ‘Performance Package’ of
machine peripherals for our VCS range of
machining centres and can be both
retrofitted to an existing machine or added
on to a new product prior to dispatch. This
technology is ideal for high volume swarf
applications and we are delighted to be
offering this solution to our customers as
part of the VCS range.”

Yamazaki Mazak UK Ltd
Tel: 01905 755755
Email: sales@mazak.co.uk
www.mazak.eu

Mazak to offer LNS swarf management system for VCS range
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Environmental Technologies’ partnership
with Switzerland’s Motorex has created a
unique sales and support service for
manufacturing companies looking for
leading edge metalworking fluids from
Motorex combined with Cardev coolant
handling systems.

The metalworking industry is defined by
its drive for innovation encompassing
state-of-the-art materials, increasingly
complex machining processes, ground-
breaking tools and highly efficient machine
tools. At the same time, suppliers of
machined parts face cost-down pressures,
while minimising the impact on people and
the environment wherever possible.

Metalworking fluids and liquid materials
are right in the centre of this area of conflict,
and they have to be developed to deliver
maximum performance around the clock
behind the scenes. This new partnership will
provide customers with a cradle to grave
approach to metalworking use and
consumption.

“We are very excited about our new
cooperation with Environmental
Technologies, our partner for industrial
products in the UK and Irish markets.” says
Stephan Lanner, Motorex’s head of Business
Unit and member of the Management
Board. “Environmental Technologies has
the ability and know-how to introduce, sell
and service our industrial products in a
demanding marketplace”.

The synergy between the two companies

will deliver significant benefits to customers
by enhancing productivity, reducing
machining costs, overall manufacturing
costs and environmental impact.

“From the perspective of a supplier of
coolant recycling and management systems,
we see all too often customers changing oil
supplier to shave a few pence off a litre of
product,” says James Byrom, managing
director of Environmental Technologies.

“This is all well and good, but if nothing
changes on the shopfloor apart from the
colour of the drums there is little benefit for

a business. We are constantly asked ‘how
can we reduce our metalworking fluid
spend?’ The straightforward answer, as we
have proven many times over to countless
customers, is that the real savings come
from properly managing a fluid from the
moment it comes out of the barrel.” 

What this means is accurate mixing,
monitoring health and safety issues, and the
movement of product around the factory,
and finally cleaning and recycling. The
majority of this can be achieved with the
Cardev range of coolant mixing, handling
and recycling systems, along with swarf
management equipment, which on its own
will dramatically reduce the volume of
metalworking fluid required. A further
benefit is the significant cost reductions
achievable through reduced disposal costs
for used fluids. 

“Our process involves enhanced training,
on-site support, improved monitoring, and
access to a range of bespoke equipment.

The direct results of correct fluid
management are increased tool life,
improved machine uptime, reduced health
and safety concerns, and happier and more
productive operators. Add to that the
significant overall cost savings, which are
way beyond anything that can be achieved
by getting your metalworking fluid supplier
to ‘sharpen their pencil.’ Once the
metalworking fluid is correctly managed
only then can the customer fully appreciate

A winning partnership

Moto2 rider Thomas Luthi

Motorex Swisscool
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the real benefits of high quality fluid. That is
why we have taken the opportunity to
complete the circle and partner with
Motorex in the UK and Ireland,” says James
Byrom.

The Bucher-Motorex Group is still an
independent family business nearly 100
years after company founder and pioneer
Arnold Bucher started producing REX
leather and floorcare products in the
Langenthal area of Switzerland in 1917. The
company became Motorex in 1947 when
the focus shifted to lubricants. Today, under
the Bucher-Motorex Group banner, it
continually strives to create innovative
quality products and services using
state-of-the-art technology. 

Environmental Technologies will be
responsible for the sales and support of the
full range of Motorex’s high performance
Swissline industrial range: Swisscool
Miscible high performance metalworking
fluids, Swisscut neat cutting oils, Swissgrind
grinding fluids and oils, and Spindleline
long-life spindle oils and coolants, as well as
the complementary range of Motorex
industrial lubricants products, cleaning and
corrosion protection products and machine
tool oils. Day-to-day management of this
partnership will fall to Alan Dalton,
Environmental Technologies sales manager,
who has extensive experience in the
metalworking fluid sector.

“We knew that if we wanted to enter what
is a highly competitive and technical market
we had to be confident in the products that
we could offer to customers. With their core
competence and industry-wide experience
in lubrication technology Motorex is an ideal
partner. Through its close co-operation with
machine and cutting tool manufacturers,
with its Motorex Synergy Projects, the
resulting Motorex products are packed with
valuable practical expertise, as well as
meeting all of the required environmental
directives and guidelines. Given our existing

customer base we also needed a range of
metalworking fluids that was strong on
water miscible products and equally strong
on the sometimes overlooked neat cutting
oils, spindle oils, and coolants. Motorex
gives us that, along with the high
performance we needed and the capability
of living up to the potential increased
lifespan we can offer through proper fluid
management,” says Alan Dalton. 

Environmental Technologies will now be
able to maximise its vast experience of the
metalworking sector gained through the
supply of equipment to end users and oil
companies, both in the UK and
internationally. 

“The knowledge we have means that we
understand the best ways to unlock the
potential of high performance, long-life
metalworking fluids. By bringing together
that experience with the products available
from Motorex, we now have the product
portfolio to extend the high service levels to
support our customer base. The key driver in
this technical partnership is to ensure that
we give the customer the best overall
technical solution, while eliminating the
conflict of reducing metalworking fluid
consumption for customers versus the need
to make volume product sales. Our focus
will firmly be on what is best for the
customer,” adds James Byrom.

The timing of this announcement
between Motorex and Environmental

Technologies is ideal with Motorex bringing
its latest cutting fluid development to
market. The new high performance
water-miscible Motorex Magnum UX 550,
part of the Swisscool range, is a
state-of-the-art boron and bactericide free
product. Due to its unique formulation it will
allow higher cutting speeds and feeds,
helping to increase the productivity of
modern machine shops. 

In the area of neat cutting oils there is the
industry-leading Motorex Ortho NF-X
product line. Making use of the unique
Vmax technology, Ortho NF-X cutting oils
make targeted use of the heat and pressure
generated in the cutting process, by using
synergistic chemical effects to transform the
performance of the machining process. The
Ortho NF-X products generate some of the
highest chip-removal capacity and increased
productivity in the industry, while featuring
excellent compatibility with machines and
human health.

Working closely with Environmental
Technologies will be Motorex’s Area Sales
and Coolant applications manager Joerg
Haas, who already has extensive knowledge
of the UK market:

“Each of our customers has a different
requirement depending on their own
technical needs and applications. Our
products are designed for sustainable, safe
and long term use. When combined with
Environmental Technologies’ extensive
experience in the precision manufacturing
sector, we will have a powerful partnership
to develop the business and enhance the
performance of those customers that
choose to work with us.”

Environmental Technologies Ltd
Tel: 01423 522911
Email: jb@env-t.com
www.env-t.com

19

Motorex Swissgrind

Motorex Spindleline

Motorex Swisscut

Motorex headquarters in Switzerland
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Although mineral oil-based cutting fluids are
still widely used in the industry, demanding
operations and Health & Safety concerns
urge manufacturers to move to more
advanced technologies. State-of-the-art
ester-based cutting fluids provide one of the
best answers in the market today. Quaker
Chemical Corporation, a global provider of
process fluids, chemical specialties and
technical expertise, launches the
QUAKERCUT® XP Series, based on more
than the 20 years of experience gained in
Scandinavia by its affiliate Binol.

The QUAKERCUT XP Series are extra
high-performance neat cutting oils based on
advanced ester technology from renewable
raw materials. The QUAKERCUT  XP  Series
can be used in all metalworking operations,
from grinding, tool grinding, honing and
lapping, with the low viscosity grades to
most severe operations of tapping,
broaching, deep hole drilling and gear
hobbing. Based on more than 20 years of
experience from Binol, the market leader in
the Nordics, the QUAKERCUT XP Series has
a proven track record of bringing significant
benefits to a broad range of customers in
the automotive and mechanical industries.

Where did it come from?
It originated in Sweden, where customers
from Binol asked for mineral oil-free neat
cutting oils. Major concerns were mist
formation and avoiding the use of
non-sustainable materials. These
ingredients lead to the generation of the XP
series, providing a complete portfolio of
cutting oils.

What are the benefits of the QUAKERCUT
XP Series?
We need to distinguish between
operational, health & safety and
environmental benefits. With respect to
operational benefits we observe a lower
consumption of the oil, sometimes more
than 25 percent. This is due to a lower
evaporation, as measured with the Noack
test (see graph) and a reduced film left on
parts and chips. 

A second benefit is a reduction in filter
material consumption. Typically with candle
and Transor filters the regeneration times
are increased and the lifetime of the candle

filters or filter sticks are extended. A third
benefit is a possible increase in tool life and
better surface finish, because of a better
adsorption of the polar esters to the metal
surface, creating a strong lubricating film,
and because of a better heat transfer by
QUAKERCUT XP compared with other
mineral oil-based fluids (see graph above).

The QUAKERCUT XP Series has a very
high viscosity Index (180-200), which is
superior to standard mineral oils (80-120)
and hydrocracked oils (120-150).
Consequently, QUAKERCUT XP has a lower
viscosity at working temperature than
mineral oils, hence a better filterability and a
lower energy consumption, which is another
operational benefit. 

Are there other benefits of the
QUAKERCUT XP series?
The benefits related to Health & Safety are
often not so easy to quantify in euros.
Nevertheless, once these advantages of the
QUAKERCUT XP series are acknowledged,

it becomes clearer what the impact can be
for the workers and working environment:
less mist, reduced risk of fire, good skin
compatibility and cleaner working
environment. 

The already mentioned reduced volatility
compared to mineral oils (even synthetic
ones such as PAOs, from two to seven times
lower) is an indirect measure for less mist
formation. There is also a significant
improvement on flashpoint in comparison
with mineral oil-based cutting oil with the
same viscosity, sometimes up till 50 °C. This
reduces the chance on a possible fire on one
hand. The QUAKERCUT XP Series also show
an excellent skin compatibility and a much
cleaner working environment. 

Last but not least, according to CLP
(Classification, Labelling and Packaging of
chemicals) regulation, mineral oils with a
viscosity below 20.5 cSt (mm²/s) at 40°C are
classified as Aspiration toxicity category 1
(H304, May be fatal if swallowed and enters
airways). The QUAKERCUT XP Series

High-performing by design and naturally safe
By Jan Vosmer, business development manager, Quaker Chemical Corporation
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provide a safer alternative as they are not
classified, regardless of the viscosity. 

Are case studies available showing the
benefits?

Case study 1:
Precision turning with QUAKERCUT 005 XP 
Application: Turning of small precision
components 
Machine: Citizen, Rotex
Material: Brass and stainless steel 

Customer benefits using QUAKERCUT
005 XP by changing from water miscible to
QUAKERCUT XP comprise: no dirt build-up
in machines causing production stop; no
coolant waste disposal, nor biocide
treatment anymore; reduced machine
maintenance; re-use of oil from chips, parts
and washing machine; productivity
Improvement of 40 percent, realising a
saving of 8,500 € per machine/year

Case study 2:
Grinding with QUAKERCUT 010 XP 
Application: Grinding of transmissions for
heavy-duty vehicles 
Machine: Junker Quickpoint 5002 
Material: Steel, hardened high-alloy 

Customer Benefits using QUAKERCUT
010 XP comprise: no oil change for 12 years;
lower consumption (-66 percent); oil mist
down from > 1mg/m3 to < 0.05 mg/m3; no
reports of skin or respiratory irritation
anymore; filter cleaning prolonged from
once every fortnight to once every three
months; total cost saving of 5,400 € / year /
machine 

Case study 3:
Gear cutting with QUAKERCUT 020 XP 
Application: Gear cutting 
Machine: Pfauter P 900 CNC (Vertical Gear
Hobbing Machine) 
Material: Steel SIS 2541 (CrMoNi steel) 

Customer Benefits using QUAKERCUT
020 XP comprise: tool life increase of +15
percent; lower consumption of -30 percent;
productivity increase of +20 percent; oil mist
significantly down; no reports of skin or
respiratory irritation anymore; total cost
saving of 465 € / year / machine 

Quaker Chemical UK
Tel: 01453 820800
Email: info@quakerchem.com
www.quakerchem.com

At this year's Drives & Controls Exhibition,
Carter Manufacturing Ltd showcased its new
range of Cobra Solid Lubricants for ball and
roller bearings. 

Cobra Solid Lubricant is a graphite-based
solid lubricant that is injected into a clean
bearing and then thermally cured to harden
within nearly 100 percent of the space between the inner and outer
races. It is specifically designed for ball and roller bearings and
completely encapsulates the balls or rollers along with the cage.
When the bearing rotates, the graphite deposits a thin film of
graphite on every contact surface, providing a low coefficient of
friction over the races. This is particularly effective in high
temperature applications, since no lubrication will purge from the
bearing, which ensures a longer and more effective bearing life.

To cater for a broad range of applications, Cobra solid lubricant
bearings are available in high temperature ranges at a maximum
temperature of 250°F (121.11°C), 450°F (232.22°C) and 660°F
(348.89°C). Carter offers a variety of models such as: Standard - for
applications in idler, converting, packaging, radiation and food
applications; High Speed - for a quieter and smoother operation at
high speeds; Super High Speed - utilising proprietary UTA
Nanotechnology to achieve the highest speeds with the quietest
and smoothest performance; Vacuum - for applications where
minimal outgassing is required

Carter Manufacturing Ltd   Tel: 01865 821720
Email: sales@carterbearings.co.uk   www.carterbearings.co.uk

Carter showcases new Cobra range of solid lubricants

• Up to 50% coolant saving
• Reduced topping up

• Swarf value
• Improved price for swarf without coolant

• Up to 90% saving in disposal
• Reduction in disposal cost to remove coolant

• Improved housekeeping
• No coolant collecting outside the machine or leaking on the floor

• Manpower reduction
• No manual intervention to empty coolant in swarf bin as it is done automatically
• Only swarf will require emptying from the bin

• Environment
• Not only recycling coolant but NO external powerrequired

or outside coolant leaks

Tel: 07557 107892
Email: sales@wogaard.com
www.wogaard.com

For soluble and neat
oil up to 12c/s

for neat oil up to 32c/s

NEW FOR 2016
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Renishaw is one of the world's leading
engineering and scientific technology
companies, with an enviable reputation in
precision measurement and healthcare
equipment. The company supplies products
and services used in applications as diverse
as aero engine and wind turbine manu-
facture through to dentistry and brain
surgery.

At its Stonehouse UK machining facility,
the award-winning Wogaard Coolant Saver
is running around-the-clock, recovering the
neat oil coolant used on each of Renishaw’s
CNC sliding headstock lathes. 

The Renishaw Group currently has more
than 70 offices in 35 countries, with over
4,000 employees, of which 2,700 people are
employed within the UK. The majority of the
company's R&D and manufacturing is
carried out in the UK. Up until the expansion
of its Miskin facility, near Cardiff in South
Wales, in 2012, the Stonehouse,
Gloucestershire facility was the company’s
main machining operation in the UK.

Today, as part of the business risk
management strategy the manufacturing
sites mirror each other such that any
catastrophes or natural disasters may
disrupt, but will not halt, production. Milled
and turned parts up to 500 mm3 are
necessarily complex and run in batches of
between three and tens of thousands. A
variety of machine tools are used to support
the around-the-clock manufacturing
operation, with 25 machines in RAMTIC
(Renishaw’s Automated Milling, Turning and
Inspection Centre) cells equipped with
25,000 rpm spindles for aluminium parts or
12,000 rpm spindles for difficult-to-machine
materials such as stainless steel. An
extremely efficient system, it takes just three
of the 160 staff on site to run all these
machines.

As well as efficiency, the company is
always considering its environmental impact

and a project that started on a Mazak
Integrex i300 at the Miskin site has since
been rolled out in Stonehouse.
Engineering Group leader,
Jon Davis recalls: “The
machine was running for 20
hours and gathering
water-miscible coolant in the
base of the swarf bin. So we
fitted a Wogaard Coolant
Saver and that solved the
problem. We then thought we
could use this simple effective
solution elsewhere.”

His team’s focus fell on the
Citizen multi-axis CNC Swiss
sliding headstock lathes Renishaw operates
for its turned parts. Machining aluminium,
brass or stainless steel, the lathes use a low
viscosity neat oil coolant that was being
dragged into the bins by the swarf.

“Operators were replenishing the oil on a
regular basis, which is both expensive, time
consuming and has potential hazards
associated with it,” explains Jon Davis .

“We tested the Wogaard Coolant Saver
on the neat oil and it worked extremely well,
and now all the Citizen lathes have been
upgraded with the units. As we have to
exchange and empty the swarf bins

frequently our engineering team devised a
quick fit connection system so the Coolant
Saver head remains fitted to the base of the
bin with external stainless steel piping. The
design allows it to be simply uncoupled from
the Venturi unit on the machine’s coolant
pump that generates the vacuum required
to extract the coolant and return it to the
machine tool’s sump.”

While the engineering team at
Stonehouse does not have exact savings in
terms of the litres of neat oil saved, the
positive impact of the Wogaard system is
appreciated in a number of areas.

“We have significantly reduced the time
wasted topping up the oil in the sump of the
machines, negating the risk of neat oil being
spilt or leaking onto the shop floor and
saved our labourers’ time vacuuming out the

oil from the skips. 
“These machine tools are part of the

plan, we have already purchased the
Wogaard units we just need to go
round all the machines to fit them. With
around two skips per shift required for
each machine we will follow a similar
quick coupling design, and we already
know the Coolant Saver to be a proven
solution,” concludes Jon Davis.

Wogaard delivers products focusing
on cost-cutting and optimisation for the
manufacturing industry. Primary
customers are CNC machine shops, of

all sizes, that are constantly looking to
improve their competitive edge and reduce
any impact on the environment from
day-to-day manufacturing processes.

Wogaard Ltd
Tel: 07557 107892
Email: Jh@wogaard.com
www.wogaard.com

Innovation meets application
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Houghton International, a global leader in
metalworking fluids and services, has
received approval from Pratt & Whitney for
the use of Hocut® 4940 Metalworking Fluid
in the production of its aircraft engines and
military power units under the Pratt &
Whitney reference PMC 9151.

Pratt & Whitney approved Hocut 4940 for
contact with gas turbine engine parts made
from a variety of aerospace alloys including
aluminium, steel, stainless steel, nickel-
based alloys, single-crystal nickel alloys,
cobalt-based alloys, magnesium, titanium,
and titanium based alloys. 

Hocut 4940 is a semi-synthetic advanced
metalworking fluid designed for machining
these tough alloys in the most complex
metal removal operations, providing high
lubricity without the use of chlorinated
additives. It is low-foaming with high
detergency, so it runs clean. It delivers high
lubricity at low usage rates and provides
high corrosion protection for both
components and the machine tools.

“Hocut 4940 is truly a global formulation
enabling aerospace companies to achieve a

step-change in productivity while incorp-
orating new environmental requirements,”
says Lee Bowditch, Houghton plc sales
director. “It is especially valuable for
aerospace companies with significant
international operations because it
conforms to all health and environmental
regulations including TSCA, REACH, DSL,
METI and PRTR. This enables a single
product to be supplied locally to global
operations.” 

In addition to being chlorine-free, Hocut
4940 does not contain formaldehyde
releasers, boron, TEA, DCHA or any other
secondary amines. This makes it one of the
most environmentally responsible fluids
available to the aerospace industry.

Hocut 4940 also provides performance
advantages that support the Pratt &
Whitney approval, including increased tool
life, longer sump life, higher productivity,
improved quality of surface finish, and
reduced cycle time, all contributing to the
lowest total cost of operation. 

For decades, Houghton has been a
supplier of advanced fluid solutions for
global aerospace manufacturers’ most
demanding metalworking operations as well
as for the automotive, metals, mining,
offshore and beverage industries.
Headquartered in Valley Forge,
Pennsylvania, Houghton operates research,
manufacturing and office locations in 33
countries around the world delivering
solutions that increase productivity, reduce
operating costs and improve product quality
for its customers. 

Houghton plc
Tel: 0161 874 5000
Email: info@houghtonintl.com
www.houghtonintl.com

Metalworking fluids gain new aerospace approval

TRIM® MicroSol® semi-synthetic coolants from Master Chemical are
known for their high mechanical lubricity and ability to optimise
production costs through higher cutting quality, longer tool life and
long sump life. Now there is another highly cost-effective addition
to this family whose advanced formulation means that it is free from
boron, formaldehyde and all aggressive biocides.   

Developed by Master Chemical Europe in the UK to meet the
needs of European manufacturers, TRIM MicroSol 519 is based on
the chemistry of TRIM MicroSol 690XT, a premium product that has
enabled aerospace manufacturers, in particular, to achieve higher
productivity and compatibility across a range of manufacturing
materials.  

TRIM MicroSol  519 is effectively its general purpose counterpart
which has been introduced at the request of customers requiring a
medium to high performance coolant that provides full compliance
with the strictest health and safety guidelines.  It provides medium
to high levels of lubrication without the need for chlorinated or
sulphurised extreme pressure additives. 

This latest addition to Master Chemical’s growing stable of
boron- and formaldehyde-free products is particularly well suited to
machining and grinding cast iron.  It also does very well in mixed
metal production thanks to its compatibility with all steels,
aluminium alloys and yellow metals.

Good corrosion inhibition on all ferrous and non-ferrous metals
and exceptional hard water tolerance are further benefits of this
product.

A German automotive manufacturer was
one of the first manufacturers to adopt TRIM
MicroSol 519 after trialling it on a milling
application on tool steel for six months. The
product was directly compared with two
competitive products and was not only
found to be much more biostable but also
considerably more cost-effective. In fact, the
machines consumed 50 percent less of TRIM
MicroSol 519 than the alternatives. 

Working closely with the worldwide
metalworking community, Master Chemical
Corporation has developed and marketed a
full line of specialty cutting and grinding
fluids, cutting oils, concentrated washing
and cleaning compounds, and rust
preventives under the TRIM and Master STAGES™ brand
trademarks. These products are both environmentally sound and
when used in conjunction with Master Chemical’s XYBEX® Coolant
Recycling and Filtration Systems, are the most durable and stable
products available anywhere today. Master Chemical serves
customers globally. For further information, contact:

Master Chemical Europe Ltd   Tel: 01449 726800
Email: info@masterchemical.co.uk   www.masterchemical.com

Expanded boron- and formaldehyde-free coolant range
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The constantly rising demand for ever more
efficient means of machining grooves is
directly linked to the increasing complexity
of components. In short, more complex
parts mean more grooves and the need to
undertake additional intricate grooving
operations. This growing production
problem is further complicated by the rising
use of difficult to machine materials.

As every industry and each material has its
own unique characteristic grooving tool
requirements, a wide range of diverse
grooving solutions are needed to
accommodate the needs of different
industrial sectors and the various materials
they use. ISCAR's standard range of
grooving tools spans widths from 0.5 mm up
to 51 mm and internal bore diameters from
2 mm and beyond. Enabling a compreh-
ensive variety of grooving applications to be
satisfied, ISCAR’s all-inclusive range
encompasses economic pressed inserts,
precision ground inserts and a wide range of
chip breakers and carbide grades.

ISCAR’s high-quality grooving tools have
a flexible design that allows the tools to
perform side turning in both right and
left-hand directions, enabling the
completion of a much more efficient
machining process. This original ISCAR
innovation has become a world standard
and is now commonly referred to as
‘Groove-Turn’.

ISCAR’s many years of experience in
providing first-class grooving solutions has
enabled an extensive standard range of
highly efficient grooving tools to be
launched, and for ISCAR to now be
recognised as the global market leader in
this challenging machining area. 

Drawing on the company’s detailed
knowledge of the subject and its in-depth
understanding of both conventional and
exotic materials, ISCAR’s prolific R&D
department has developed an all
embracing, highly efficient range of
advanced Groove-Turn tools.

Heavy Industry
ISCAR boasts two high-quality product
families that are designed specifically for
demanding heavy duty grooving and
groove-turn applications: SUMO GRIP and 
DOVE-IQ-GRIP. Sizes range from 8-20 mm,
with both families sharing the following
advantageous properties essential for high

performance in this type of harsh
application: the absence of an upper jaw
across each range enables unobstructed
chip flow; the effective delivery of a direct
coolant supply ensures that the tools’
cutting edges remain effective even whilst
cutting the deepest of grooves in tough
situations. In addition to substantially
extended tool life, efficient coolant delivery
significantly increases productivity and
results in improved surface finish; a robust,
rigid clamping system engineered to
withstand the heavy loads associated with
heavy duty grooving conditions, convenient
and reliable indexing. 

ISCAR understands that ‘one-size’ does not
fit all
Mindful that each industry has its own very
specific needs and unique range of
problems, the staff of ISCAR’s R&D
department has worked closely with leading
companies in all of the world’s main
industrial sectors. This policy of industry

specific cooperation and product
development has ensured the delivery of
highly efficient grooving tools that have
been further improved and refined in
‘real-world’ machining situations.

Bearing industry applications
As the vital components produced by the
bearing industry perform a critical role
across a diverse range of applications, from
machine tools to wind turbines, the
technical staffs at ISCAR are familiar with the
sector’s unique and challenging grooving
requirements. The solutions developed and
now provided by ISCAR accommodate the
bearing industry’s highly demanding
precision requirements and surface finish
needs and also enable bearing
manufacturers to increase productivity. 

ISCAR continues to work closely with
leading bearing manufactures to provide
unique and innovative cost-saving solutions
such as: profiling solutions based on V-lock
inserts and unique multi-corner solutions.

Productivity stuck in the groove?
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Products for Swiss-Type machines and
small lathe applications
Mindful of the specific precision
requirements of Swiss-Type machines and
various small lathe applications, ISCAR is
continuously increasing its offering in this
fast growing market segment. Based on the
new SwissCut Innoval inserts, ISCAR has
added grooving inserts with effective
pressed chip-formers to its range. ISCAR’s
standard grooving tools have also been
upgraded by the application of an
innovative side clamping mechanism, which
is much more user friendly when used on

Swiss-type machines. Meanwhile, ISCAR's
PICCO line for mini-internal grooving inserts
enables performing a groove from a bore
diameter of 2 mm.

Aerospace applications
Over recent years the effective reduction of
global air travel costs has enabled ever
increasing numbers of passengers to fly. In
part, this passenger increase has been made
possible by the unremitting reductions in
the cost of manufacturing aircraft.  This
on-going ‘cost-down’ pressure means that
aircraft and engine manufacturers continue
to demand that subcontractors produce the
same high-quality components at ever

reduced prices. The
challenge of delivering
year on year cost-per-
part reductions, whilst
maintaining quality and
profitability, has
encouraged
subcontractors to search
for more efficient
tooling solutions that
will release the latent
productive potential of
their expensive machine
tools. Increasing
numbers of aerospace
manufacturers are
turning to ISCAR to
enable the required
efficiencies and
‘cost-down’ savings to
be achieved. 

In addition to several other aerospace
related sectors, ISCAR boasts a long and
extensive experience in providing efficient
machining solutions for jet engine parts that
are made from titanium and a range of other
difficult to machine heat resistance alloys. In
recent years ISCAR has substantially
extended its standard product offerings that
are aimed at the aerospace industry’s
challenging grooving applications. 

To enable ever more efficiencies to be
gained within the area of aerospace
grooving applications, ISCAR provides a
huge range of modular adapters with
JetCut, pin-pointed coolant directed and
precisely delivered to the cutting edge. The
entire range can be used with high pressure
coolant up to 340 bar. The effective delivery
of coolant to the cutting edge extends
significantly extends tool life and often
enables cutting speeds to be doubled. As
they are dedicated to and optimised for the
effective machining of titanium and other
heat resistance alloy, ISCAR’s new IC806
and IC804 grades provide aerospace
industry users with the required efficiencies
and ‘cost-down’ savings.  

Automotive industry applications
ISCAR's range of groove-turn products are
used extensively throughout the global
automotive industry. The main application
areas include the manufacture of gear box
components, synchronising rings, shafts,
pulleys, brake systems and turbo chargers. 

Usually, these common automotive
applications run 24/7, almost totally
unmanned. As a result the chips created
must be small and controlled to enable the

continuous smooth operation of machine
tools. 

ISCAR’s GIMN inserts are especially
effective in these highly automated
situations. When producing these parts, in
most cases, following heat treatment, a
finishing operation is also required. ISCAR’s
GITM line of CBN tipped grooving inserts
provide excellent performance in these
demanding operations that require the
machining of materials with hardness values
of 50-68 Hrc.  

Aluminium alloy wheel manufacture
Alloy wheels are made of aluminum with
magnesium and silicon additives that
provide far superior mechanical properties
when compared to pure aluminum.  

Aluminum wheels are stronger and lighter
when compared to steel wheels and, as a
result, provide greater fuel economy and
reduce vehicles unsprung weight.

As a leading tooling supplier to the global
automotive sector, ISCAR now provides a
range of leading solutions for the efficient
machining of aluminum wheels, including
unique inserts with a front stopper for extra
stability and new quick change system
dedicated to aluminum wheels machining. 

Iscar UK Ltd
Tel: 0121 422 8585
Email; djones@iscar.co.uk
www.iscar.co.uk
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Gateshead-based Impress Group has a
diversified portfolio of customers that are
serviced by a similarly diverse range of
manufacturing technologies from the
group‘s five business units. These provide
metal pressings, fabrication, laser profiling,
high volume turned parts, coded welding
and general subcontract machining. The
materials it processes are equally varied, but
with a growth in the aerospace sector it is
seeing more and more light alloy parts on its
range of XYZ VMCs. It is here that Impress
Group called on the expertise of WNT to
improve productivity on one particular, high
volume, component.

Maximising the efficiency of both machine
tool and operator is vital to all businesses
and, for one such as Impress, where it is
making inroads into manufacturing sectors
such as aerospace, being competitive
becomes more important. Having won a
long-term contract for the machining of
some light alloy brackets in relatively high
volumes.

Impress director, Steven Young wanted to
set about improving the process. “Our
desire to break into the aerospace sector
saw us quote a very keen price for this job
and, having won the contract we knew we
would have to work extremely hard, or
clever, in order to both make it profitable

and also ensure that we retained the work in
future."

Having already built a good relationship
with tooling supplier WNT (UK) Steven
Young called on local technical sales
engineer Rob Buxton to assess the job and
come up with a solution.

The opportunity to take advantage of the

high speed (12,000 revs/min) spindle on the
XYZ 1060 HS high speed VMC made WNT’s
Centro P toolholding system an obvious
choice. The Centro P range of precision
collet chucks are ideal for maximising the
performance of solid carbide milling cutters.
Due to their precision and power the main
benefit of Centro P is the ability to run at
high spindle speeds with runout accuracy of
three micron, while reducing vibration due
to design and clamping forces. The Centro P
collets were paired with WNT’s W-HPC Alu
Ripper cutters for the roughing operations,
with the objective being to remove as much
material as possible in the shortest space of
time. Additionally, the original HSS drills
were replaced with WNT’s solid carbide
tools, which delivered further cycle time
gains. 

Steven Young says: “Throughout the
process Rob stood with the operators on the
duckboards to ensure that everything went
according to plan and to ensure that
everything was running to its optimum
performance. Not only that, in these initial
stages the trials of the tooling and
workholding were at zero risk to Impress as
WNT was willing to make the investment in
our processes on an ‘if it works you buy it’
basis.”

Cutting tool and workholding expertise
slash cycle times 

WNT’s Centro P collet chucks, W-HPC Alu solid carbide cutters and its ZSG Mini vice system combined
with the applications knowledge available from WNT drastically reduced cycle times for the Impress
Group
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Having proved the actual machining strategy, the next step was
to further rationalise the manufacturing process. This was achieved
by the introduction of new workholding in the form of WNT’s ZSG
mini concentric vices. The decision was made to load multiples of
these low profile vices on to the machine table. This has a number of
positive benefits, the first being that by having several components
available to be machined at the same time, this reduces the number
of toolchanges and workpiece loadings. 

With these vices in place and with them fully loaded, the machine
is able to run without any operator intervention for an extended
period. The machine is now monitored by any one of Impress
operators who can reload components once the cycle is complete.

Furthermore, each individual tool is presented to multiple
components before the next toolchange is required, which has a
significant impact on the overall cycle to complete the load of
components. For example, if we take a simplified machining cycle of
drilling, countersinking and tapping a hole in a component, using a
single clamping vice this would require three toolchanges to
complete the operation as follows: drilling the hole; countersinking
the hole and tapping the hole. Whilst the actual machining time is
only 15 seconds, the cycle takes 45 seconds to complete, taking a
typical 10 second toolchange time into consideration. Now, if you
multiply the number of vices and clamp ten workpieces in a single
setup, the savings are realised immediately with cycle time reduced
to 18.5 seconds to give a saving of near 60 percent as the sequence
is now to drill ten parts, countersink ten parts then tap ten parts
eliminating multiple tool changes. The new cycle time would now
be 10 pieces drilled = 69.5 seconds; 10 pieces countersunk = 29.5
seconds; 10 pieces tapped = 84.5 seconds, giving a total of 183.5
seconds to complete ten parts or 18.35 seconds per part saving
26.65 seconds or 59.22 percent compared to the single clamping.
The ability to use multiple clamping setups generate major savings
due to faster throughput, freeing up valuable machine and operator
time. The results at Impress saw the cycle time to machine one
individual component reduce from 58 minutes to just 14 minutes.

Steven Young says: “The work that Rob and WNT did on this
project has been invaluable. By looking at the project with a fresh
pair of eyes they have come up with a very viable solution enabling
us to maximise the machine and operator capacity that we have and
ensure that we remain competitive as we move forward into new
market sectors.” 

WNT (UK) Ltd   Tel: 0800 073 2 073
Email: tony.pennington@wnt.com   www.wnt.com
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The resounding success of the ChaseFeed
line from TaeguTec has now prompted the
company to extend the popular milling
range. The Korean cutting tool specialist has
expanded the ChaseFeed series with the
addition of a new smaller high positive
SBMT09 insert line. The ChaseFeed family of
highly efficient SBMT09 inserts and relevant
tool holders has now been introduced to
permit the same high feed performance
characteristics to smaller depth of cut
applications. 

The existing ChaseFeed SBMT13 tools are
available from 32 mm diameter and
upwards, whilst the arrival of the new
SBMT09 Series now extends the benefits of
the ChaseFeed to tool diameters from 25 to
42 mm diameter, modular type end mills
from 25 to 42 mm and face mill cutters in
diameters from 32 to 80 mm. As a smaller
insert designation, the SBMT09 is designed
for reduced cutting depths at higher feed
rates. The ability of the SBMT09 to run in
many cases at feed rates up to 25 percent
faster than the larger 13 mm inserts is credit
to the additional insert seats that can be
accommodated on the SBMT09 tool bodies.   

The new SBMT09 insert has a high helix
positive cutting edge that has been
developed to reduce cutting forces and the
stress on the machine spindle during high
feed cutting. Like the larger SBMT13 Series,
the SBMT09 is a single-sided insert with four
cutting edges. The SBMT09 inserts are
available with three different geometries.
The 'M' geometry has been developed to
generate optimum machining conditions on
steel whilst the 'ML' geometry is suited for
machining stainless steel and heat resistant
alloys on low powered machines or in
unstable long overhang applications. The
final geometry is the 'MR' insert. This has
been developed with a remarkable
toughness and edge stability, which makes it
ideal for cutting particularly hard materials

and working under interrupted cutting
conditions. 

TaeguTec’s R & D team has refined this
line to exhibit a level of durability that makes
this smaller ChaseFeed series ideal for a
variety of materials and application ranges.
The new inserts can achieve a feed rate of
1.5 mm/tooth at a maximum depth of cut of
1.2 mm. This exceptionally high feed rate is
credit to the strong insert composition and
its 4 mm thickness that enhances the
performance of the SBMT09. 

The design of the cutter bodies has been
optimised with an insert seat design that
restricts insert movement and reduces the
stress on the cutting edge. Furthermore, the
ChaseFeed tool holders provide the option
of through coolant to ensure the work
envelope remains clear of swarf when
conducting high feed machining. The
high-pressure through coolant facility
guides the cutting fluid through the

channels direct to the cutting edge to
prolong tool life and enhance machining
performance. 

A combination of a strong insert design
with an innovative geometry has delivered
extremely positive results when compared
to alternate products. When applied to
mould steel, the ChaseFeed SBMT09 has
increased metal removal rates by over 90
percent compared to leading competitor
tools. 

For more information on how you can
improve your high feed milling applications
with TaeguTec, contact your local
representative.

TaeguTec UK Ltd
Tel: 01937 589828
Email: staylor@taegutec.co.uk 
www.taegutec.com

Feeding the positive milling champion
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Dormer Pramet has launched a new chip
breaker and grade for heavy roughing
applications. 

The HR2 geometry expands Dormer
Pramet’s range of single-sided inserts for
machining a wide range of materials
including steels, cast irons and stainless
steel.

Designed for rough forgings and castings,
such as cylinders, shafts and large pins, the
HR2 features a positive, stable geometry for
improved tool life and performance. 

Its cutting edge design and wide
peripheral land promote increased
productivity, while offering reliable chip
formation and evacuation at high feeds
(0.7 mm/rev). This promotes a continuous
production process with less machine
downtime, resulting in a more cost-effective
operation.  

The new chip breaker compliments the
existing HR insert which covers semi-
roughing to roughing applications. 

HR2 is available with a new turning grade,
T9226, also launched by Dormer Pramet this
April.   

The versatile T9226 grade achieves
impressive results in heavy roughing and
peeling operations. For these applications it
replaces Dormer Pramet’s existing 6630
grade. 

Providing high insert reliability and
durability in adverse cutting conditions, the
T9226 offers greater cutting edge strength.
This is primarily due to a new functional
gradient substrate which contains a higher
amount of cobalt binding and finer grain
structure. 

A special treatment added to the
coating's surface promotes reduced
adhesion to the workpiece and resistance to
the formation of heat-related cracks,
resulting in greater operational reliability
and longer tool life. 

In a recent example, machining P4 steel
without coolant and in an interrupted cut
operation, the T9226 grade lasted for 52
minutes, compared to a competitor grade
which operated for just 25 minutes (cutting
speed 55 m/min, feed 0.8 mm/rev and 8 mm
axial depth of cut). 

An overview of all new products launched

by Dormer Pramet in April is available in its
latest 2016.1 brochure. To order a printed
copy or for more information contact your
local Dormer Pramet sales office.

With a combined history of more than 150
years, Dormer Pramet is the result of a
merger between rotary tooling manu-
facturer Dormer Tools and indexable
specialist Pramet Tools.

Dormer Pramet
Tel: 0870 850 4466
Email: simon.winstanley@dormerpramet.com
www.dormerpramet.com

Heavy roughing made lighter

At MACH 2016, the UK's showpiece
manufacturing event, Floyd Automatic
Tooling showcased a vast array of tooling
innovations for milling, drilling and in
particular the turning of complex and
intricate components on sliding head
turning centres.

As the UK's leading supplier of tooling
solutions for specialist applications, Floyd
Automatic enthused at the opportunity to
present the new Applitec FLO-Tool back
working tools for sliding head turning
machines at MACH. Ideally suited to
machining parts in the sub-spindle of small
turning centres, the new FLO-Tool offers a
host of application possibilities for
producing parts on sliding head turning
centres such as Tornos, Citizen and Star
machines. 

The key benefit of this exciting new range
of back working tools over alternate systems
is the remarkably easy centre height
adjustment facility. In addition to the ease of
use for the centre height adjustment, the
FLO-Tool range is also available with an

exceptionally diverse selection of tool
holder solutions.

In additional to the standard line of ISO
insert holders, the FLO-Tool system has tool
holders available for 16ER threading inserts,
collet adaptors, boring tools and also insert
holders that will accept the extremely
popular range of Applitec inserts. The
ingenuity of the R&D engineers at Applitec
continually sees this industry leading
product line expand. 

The latest addition to the Applitec line
uses the twin screw Applitec 760/750 and
740/730 inserts from the TOP-Line range
whilst a single screw version from the
popular ECO-Line program is also available.
The Applitec insert range offers an
incomprehensible variation of cutting
geometries and grades that now include the
latest laser generated 764ZXB range.

The exceptional choice of insert grades
and geometries permit the Applitec line to
be applied to an extremely comprehensive
range of materials, machining applications
and parameters. Furthermore, the serrated

insert pocket corresponds with the ridged
insert to improve insert location, clamping
rigidity and overall performance. 

Floyd Automatic Tooling provide the
turned part and precision component
machining industry with specialist tooling to
a wide variety of subcontract and OEM
component manufacturers. The products
offered are from some of Europe's top
names providing quality at realistic prices. 

Floyd Automatic Tooling Ltd
Tel: 01462 491919
Email: info@floydautomatic.co.uk
www.floydautomatic.co.uk 

Making productivity 'FLO' with new tooling line 
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When material savings are a requirement
due to machining expensive materials, large
batch productions, or both, it is essential to
use the thinnest insert width possible.
CoroCut® QD dedicated parting off and
deep grooving tools are now available in
smaller insert widths with internal
high-pressure coolant to help customers
realise production efficiency. 

Realised material savings
Considered a “hidden machining cost,”
component material waste is an
often-overlooked production expense.
Wider insert blades cut away more material
than necessary during each parting off
operation with the excess material ending
up in the chip bin. Using a thinner insert
blade not only wastes less material but also
allows for more parts per bar when parting
off using a bar feeder. Material savings are
especially important for those who machine
components made of expensive materials,
such as heat resistant super alloys (HRSAs)
like Inconel, titanium and cobalt chrome.
When working with these high-priced

materials in higher volumes,
using a thicker insert blade can
be costly. 

Additional benefits
For smaller insert widths, insert
handling is easily accomplished
with the use of the insert cam
key. Accompanied with each
CoroCut QD, the cam key allows
the user to leave the finger of the
blade in the open position
allowing for use of both hands
for insert positioning. With the
turn of the cam key, the new
insert clamp design offers
improved rigidity for process security.
CoroCut QD toolholders are made using the
same improved tool steel as the larger width
CoroCut QD, resulting in 12 percent higher
tensile strength.

Staffan Lundström, parting and grooving
product specialist at Sandvik Coromant,
says: “As the only product currently on the
market that offers over and under coolant in
a tool this thin, the CoroCut QD inserts in 

1 mm, 1.2 mm and 1.5 mm work
well for deeper cuts and larger
diameters and for all materials,
especially HRSAs.” 

Parting and grooving specialist
Scott Lewis concludes: “Shops
that solely focus on tool costs can
be missing the big picture. When
a tool costs you more in material
waste over time, especially
expensive materials, the overall
cost to machine a component
can be much higher than
expected.”

New CoroTurn 300 with iLock
interface introduced
For longitudinal and face turning,
Sandvik Coromant has

introduced the new CoroTurn® 300 for
higher component quality, increased
handling efficiency and longer tool life in
steel turning operations. Available
immediately, the CoroTurn 300 features
stable insert clamping, as well as
eight-edged inserts for the high chip
control, tool life and surface finish.

Stable insert clamping for the CoroTurn
300 is made possible through the patented
iLock™ interface. This system securely locks
the insert in place to prevent cutting forces
from affecting the tool position. iLock
provides tool accuracy within ±0.05 mm
(.002 inch) giving the operator indexing
repeatability for a better surface finish and
increased tool life.

The eight-edged inserts for the CoroTurn
300 are available in grades GC4325 and
GC4315 featuring Inveio™ coating, a
uni-directional crystal orientation for high
wear resistance and long tool life. 

Sandvik Coromant
Tel: 0121 504 5400                 
Email: uk.coromant@sandvik.com    
www.sandvik.coromant.com

CoroCut QD inserts provide material savings

Delivery next day not some day
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Technically innovative, highly capable
tooling systems were presented to the UK
manufacturing industry by Horn Cutting
Tools Ltd at MACH 2016. The Ringwood-
based German-owned company presented
the scope of its capabilities ranging from
delicate micro machining facilities based on
the Supermini®type 105 to substantial
specialised tooling systems required by
heavy industry. 

The current focus of attention was on
grooving and part-off systems utilising
internally routed pressurised coolant
galleries. Horn now offers modular grooving
systems based on grooving cartridges 845
and 842 for use with the S100 grooving
system offering groove widths of 2.5, 3 and
4 mm with grooving depth from 22 to 105
mm.  All are compatible with a wide range of
turret options.

The new system offers a range of coolant
supply options which includes delivery via
nozzles to the side of the inserts, via the
clamping finger, via both the clamping
finger and the insert support. Coolant can
also be successfully supplied directly
through the insert to the cutting edge. All of

these enhance productivity and tool life. 
Mike Green, general manager of Horn

Cutting Tools, says: “We endeavour to
cover as many options as possible so that
that we can offer a fully optimised solution.”

Hence, the range of hardware available
from Horn has broadened significantly over
the last few years, particularly in the milling
sector. The System 406 Tangential milling
system offers high performance shoulder
milling with internal coolant supply, assisting
with good swarf evacuation, improved tool
life and excellent surface quality.

Similarly, high levels of performance have

been reported using the Type M101 disc
milling cutter along with the Horn DAH37
high feed milling cutter; which now benefits
from new positive geometry inserts.

Another recent milling development has
been a 9-tooth groove milling insert. The
Type 932 extends and enhances the
capabilities already available directly from
the 3-tooth and 6-tooth forerunners and
offers 2 mm and 4 mm cutting width,
resulting in 50 percent increase in cutting
efficiency.

At the more specialised end of the
spectrum is the advent of gear tooth milling
systems up to module 30 enhancing the
gear tooth generation range, between
module 0.5 and module 30.  The range now
includes the milling of spur gears, milling
shaft/hub connections. Horn also offers
special tooling solutions, for specific
customer requirements.

Horn UK
Tel: 01425 481800 
Email: info@phorn.co.uk
www.phorn.co.uk

Sustained development of high performance tooling across the board
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Visitors to the LMT UK stand at MACH were
given the opportunity to see a host of new
cutting tool technologies demonstrated live
by a Mazak TurnSmart 250 M turning centre.

The compact turning centre conducted
rough turning, profiling, milling and internal
and external threading with LMT's latest
tooling innovations, which were comple-
mented by LMT's new Bilz ISG1000 Shrink
fit toolholder.

A major attraction on the stand was the
new Bilz ISG1000 shrink fit toolholder
system.  Suitable for tools from 3 to 16 mm
diameter, LMT offered customers a limited
period promotion to buy the Bilz ISG1000
along with the adaptor to suit machine
spindle and also three toolholders. Along-
side the introductory offer was the industry
leading ISG3410WK-WS shrink fit machine.
This top of the range 'Professional' free-
standing system for diameters from 3 to
50 mm is fully automatic with a chip reader,
liquid cooling and drying. Essentially, the
ISG3410WK-WS makes your shrink fit
processes extremely fast, efficient, precise
and safe. 

On the turning centre, LMT UK's technical
engineers introduced show visitors to a host
of new tools that included the ingenious
new DHC (different helix cutter) range of
solid carbide end mills. LMT engineers have
optimised its milling line to generate
extremely smooth-running with astounding
material removal rates and unparalleled
surface finishes. Suited to rough machining
as well as finishing, LMT's DHC premium
solid carbide end mill delivers significantly
greater performance credit to its sequential
cutting edges with different helix angles.
The combination of an innovative new
geometry and a high-performance PVD
coating ensures long tool life and excellent
chip removal.

As a company that is envied for the
success of its threading products, part of the
'live-cutting' demo part encompassed
internal and external threading. For the
internal threading application, the company
drew show visitors' attention to the HPF
(High Performance Forming) series of taps.
With interchangeable threading heads, the
end user can reduce setup times, tooling

costs and consequent inventory. However, it
is the extensive range of thread forms, sizes
and insert grades that give the customer
absolute flexibility. With a carbide head on a
steel shank, the HPC range of fluteless taps
add astounding productivity and tool life to
its list of benefits. 

LMT UK Ltd
Tel: 0121 7175830
Email: AWright@lmt-tools.com
www.lmt-uk.co.uk 

New cutting tool technologies
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In order to gain an advantage by using the
latest developments in cermet inserts for
precision turning technology of longer tool
life, excellent wear resistance and superior
consistency of size and surface finish when
compared with tungsten carbide, Sumitomo
Electric Hardmetal has introduced two new
grades of uncoated cermet inserts, the
T1000A and T1500A. As a result, the highly
flexible in use, sharp edge inserts create a
greater cost-effective source for smaller
batch quality turning operations against the
more normal and more expensive coated
cermet insert.

The uncoated Sumitomo T1000A (P10)
cermet grade incorporates a dual structure
for excellent wear resistance and toughness
and is ideal for applications such as fine
finish profiling and continuous high speed
cutting of cast iron, soft materials, ferrous
powdered metal, high carbon and alloy
steels.  

Meanwhile the T1500A (P20) incorporates
a series of 3D chipbreaker designs that
enables a stable, quality finish to be
obtained such as when interrupted cutting
cycles are involved where they maintain a
high order of resistance to insert fracture
and cracking.

Recent cermet development by
Sumitomo has meant the performance
envelope of the material has dramatically
increased with improved toughness to
bridge the gap between ceramics and
tungsten carbide. Cermet is more
chemically inert and has a higher hot
hardness than tungsten carbide and is made
from a ceramic material giving high wear
resistance while a metal binder is used to
improve toughness. This means finish
turning can often eliminate polishing or
even grinding. Also, cutting speeds can be
increased without compromising tool life
and due to the high stability of the material,
it is ideal for near net shape part machining
and tight dimensional control. 

In developing the T1000A grade,
Sumitomo engineers targeted its use on a
wide range of applications that are not
based on a more dedicated volume
production where more expensive grades
have a longer cutting life. 

However, the new uncoated cermet insert

supports similar levels of
performance but over shorter
periods. This prevents the economic
advantage from being lower priced
and therefore suits smaller batch
operations.

T1000A has a high resistance to
welding (built-up edge) even when
cutting softer materials as well as
ferrous powder metal. It incorporates
a composite ‘Hard Phase’ that uses a
dual mix of strong but brittle ceramic
particles in a soft, but highly ductile metal
matrix to enhance its toughness. This makes
it ideal for cutting speeds between 100 and
400 m/min.

Meanwhile, the T1500A provides a stable,
ultra-high quality finishing operation giving
precise dimensional accuracy in medium
duty and light interrupted cutting cycles.
This insert optimises the balance between
‘Hard Phase’ where fine TiCN grains form a
composite with a hard phase of courser
grains in the binder. Having both a core and
outer layer, these are combined to enhance
hardness and toughness for increased wear
resistance and suppression of cracking.
Typical cutting speeds are between 50 and
300 m/min.

As a result of recent trials involving
multi-diameter profiling on 34CrMo4 steel
gear shafts, the T1500A DNMG insert

enabled tool life to be extended from 800
parts per cutting edge, with a competitor
insert, to 1,000 parts. The operation was run
with coolant at 140 m/min at a feed rate of
0.15 mm/rev and depth-of-cut of 0.25 mm.

When finish turning a multi-diameter 42Cr
Mo4 shaft, a T1000A DNMG cermet insert
increased the tool life from four to 10 pieces
per corner.  The machine was run wet at 180
m/min with a feed rate of 0.25 mm/rev and
depth-of-cut of 0.4 mm.

Sumitomo Electric Hardmetal Ltd
Tel: 01844 342081
Email Trevor.tolley@sumitomotool.com
www.sumitomotool.com

New grades are highly flexible
Latest T1000A and T1500A inserts enable cost-effective turning using advantages of cermets
on smaller batchwork quantities

Sumitomo’s uncoated T1000A cermet grade with sharp edge is ideal for finish turning on smaller batch
quantities

T1500A cermet insert from Sumitomo is ideal for
medium duty and light interrupted cutting cycles
with small batch requirement
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Intricate machining of square and hexagonal
holes on sliding head turning centres has
now been simplified by NTK with the arrival
of its new Shaper Duo series of cutting tools.
As an extension of NTK's Stick Duo range of
solid carbide boring and turning products,
the new Shaper Duo has been introduced to
reduce the machining and setup time when
machining precise and intricate hole forms. 

The Shaper Duo has been introduced as
an innovative new solution for use on the
sub-spindle tooling platens of small turning
centres and sliding head lathes. The PVD
coated solid carbide Shaper Duo tooling
inserts are compatible with NTK's renowned
line of Stick Duo tool holders, which reduces

costs, setup times and inventory for the end
user. The Shaper Duo is offered in two
geometry types, one for machining square
holes and another for processing hexagonal
holes or forms. 

The innovative new hexagonal Shaper
Duo line is available with a tool diameter of
2, 3, 4, 5, 6 or 8 mm to correspond with the
respective Stick Duo toolholder. The Shaper
Duo has two cutting edges on each tool that
is available with an overall length of 50, 60,
70 or 80 mm. The geometry on the
hexagonal series has been manufactured
with a base across flat dimension of 1.5, 2,3,
4, 5, 6 and 8 mm, which means the tool will
easily work within holes of these dimensions.

Each of the respective 120 degree tools
have an Across Flat 'AF' range of 1.4 to 2,
1.9 to 2.6, 2.4 to 3.6, 3.4 to 4.6, 4.4 to 6.2,
5.9 to 8.2 and 7.9 to 12.2 mm. 

For machining square holes and forms,
the 90° Shaper Duo is available with
diameter dimensions the same as the
hexagonal range with an Across Flat 'AF'
range that includes sizes of 1.9 to 2.3, 2.2 to
2.6, 2.5 to 3.0, 2.9 to 3.7, 3.6 to 4.6, 4.5 to
5.4, 5.3 to 6.6 and 6.5 to 8.1 mm. The
Shaper Duo achieves remarkable precision
and tool life whilst obtaining outstanding
surface finishes.

NTK Cutting Tools
Tel: 01442 281072
Email: ntkcuttingtools@ngk.co.uk
www.ntkcuttingtools.co.uk

Fitting a square peg in a round hole

To meet manufacturers’ requirements for
higher productivity and process reliability
Seco Tools has added a new range of face
and taper toolholders to its product
portfolio.

Unlike conventional taper-only type tool
holders that are only supported at their
maximum taper diameters (gauge line
diameter), the new range of toolholders are
supported at the gauge line diameter and
the flange face diameter.

This results in superior rigidity that, in
turn, improves part accuracies and surface
finishes, and also extends tool life by
minimising toolholder deflection and
vibration.

This face and taper system is especially
advantageous when machining complex
parts at high cutting speeds and feeds, or
for performing heavy-duty cutting
operations.

The working principle of the dual contact
type toolholder, is that before clamping, the
toolholder taper and spindle taper are in
contact with each other to establish a good
taper fit, although at this stage face contact

has not yet occurred. When the machine’s
spindle drawbar is activated, the toolholder
is pulled into the machine’s spindle that
expands, via elastic deformation, until the
faces of both the spindle and the tool holder
contact each other. This completes the
simultaneous fit of the toolholder taper and
flange to the spindle taper and face. 

In addition to complex part machining,
the face and taper toolholders provide
unrivalled process reliability in machining
operations involving long tool overhangs,
deep-hole boring and machining exotic
workpiece materials that have a tendency to
increase cutting forces. 

The new range of toolholders are
available for spindle connections BT30 TF,
BT40 TF, BT50 TF, CAT40 TF and CAT50 TF.

Seco’s production is spread across the
globe. Thanks to its standardised
production methods, much of the range can
be manufactured at several different
facilities without compromising on quality.
This flexibility enables Seco to rapidly adapt
its production to fluctuations in demand.

The Group’s global production structure

also ensures that it comes closer to
customers. Seco can currently reach all of its
customers within 24 hours through one of
four distribution hubs situated in Belgium,
the US, China and Singapore.

Seco Tools (UK) Ltd
Tel: 01789 764220
Email: mike.fleming@secotools.com
www.secotools.com/uk

New range of face and taper toolholders

Seco Tools has added a new range of face and
taper toolholders to its product portfolio
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At MACH 2016, SCHUNK more than
doubled the size of its 2014 stand to
accommodate the raft of new products that
were shown alongside established market
favourites.  At the show the innovator in
workholding, toolholding and automation
technology invited the manufacturing
industry to review a host of new products
that received their UK exhibition debut.
Industry experts were on hand to discuss
SCHUNK's technology that meets the
criteria of Industry 4.0.

As the industry benchmark in automation,
SCHUNK recently received a visit from EU
Commissioner Günther Oettinger to discuss
Industry 4.0. At the forefront of the
increasing importance of automation and
digitisation and its sustainability, SCHUNK
has setup a 'Smart Factory' task force
responsible for strategy development and
implementation of new business models.
The company has also developed
demonstration cells that incorporate pick &
place units, 3-axis gantries, robots and
mobile platforms that autonomously
cooperate in assembly, inspection,
packaging and transport processes. This
expertise was demonstrated in detail at the
show.

As well as new products and production
philosophies, SCHUNK drew customer’s
attention to the latest product lines that
included the PGN-plus universal gripper
that has been considered a benchmark for
gripping modules.  With the MACH debut of
the new PGN-plus Permanent, SCHUNK
raised the technology bar at this year's
show.

The SCHUNK PGN-plus Permanent is a
robust gripper that reduces operating costs
and offers a better performance than the

current flagship PGN-plus that will also be
shown at MACH. It ensures an excellent
repeat accuracy of 0.01 mm and its oval
piston drive guarantees high forces in
confined spaces. SCHUNK underlines the
extraordinary performance of this universal
gripper with a unique 30-year functional
warranty, which is second to none on the
market.  

The SCHUNK PGN-plus Permanent
seamlessly integrates into the PGN-plus
family. Nearly the whole range of possible
automatic applications can be
process-reliably controlled with the
universal gripper. This covers applications
from machine/system loading in the metal
cutting industry and foundries to assembly
applications in the automotive and electrical
industry through to delicate handling tasks
in the medical and pharmaceutical industry. 

To complement the PGN-plus at MACH,
SCHUNK introduced its new BSWS-MPG-
plus standardised finger blanks. The new
product features an integrated
quick-change jaw system that shortens the
time for a jaw change in small parts grippers
to less than 30 seconds.

Compared with a conventional jaw
change, the system reduces the setup times
by up to 90 percent. An easily accessible
form-fit locking mechanism ensures finger
change can be achieved within seconds by a
90° turn of an Allen key. As no through-
bores through the entire finger are
necessary, unlike other standard solutions,
users can benefit from maximum freedom in
the design of the finger contour. The
SCHUNK MPG-plus miniature parallel
gripper is the most powerful miniature
parallel gripper currently available.
Compared with similar modules that require
the same input, it achieves a significantly
higher output, paving the way for
increasingly smaller and more efficient
systems. The higher force and maximum
moment enable longer gripper fingers and
higher gripping forces in modules of the
same size. 

To ensure maximum flexibility, the
module can be mounted either on its side or
bottom. Both the standard and precision
version of the small parts gripper are
available in sizes 16 to 64 with finger strokes
from 1.5 to 10 mm and gripping forces from
25 N to 350 N. The maximum part weight is
between 0.13 kg and 1.25 kg, depending on
the size. 

SCHUNK is a family owned business, in
existence since 1945. The worldwide
"SCHUNK family" is committed to the
complete satisfaction of customers.

Skilled team members at the company
have many years of experience in the
industries that they serve, and are able to
share their experience when providing
advice, assistance and recommendations.
SCHUNK prides itself on a high level of
technical competence and expertise and
assure rapid turn-around of customer
queries and requests for quotations.

SCHUNK Intec Ltd
Tel: 01908 611127
Email: info@gb.schunk.com
www.gb.schunk.com

SCHUNK gets bigger, better & faster
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Email: enquiries@1mta.com  Freephone: 0800 783 0510

Fax: 0800 783 0517  www.1mta.com

Technomagnete workholding and lifting
solutions. From 1st MTA, the UK’s
leading machining accessories supplier.

Workholding
for 5 axis
machines? 
The answer’s
YES
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If you are in the market for a new vice that is
a fitting solution for all your challenging
clamping tasks, it may be time to look at the
new Makro Grip Avanti universal vice that is
now available from Thame Workholding.
Ideal for 5-sided manufacturing, this new
vice has a quick-change mechanism that
enables the customer to take an extremely
diverse range of components from raw
material to finished part in a single clamping
setup.

With the flexibility of the quick change jaw
system providing changeover times faster
than competitor vices, the new Avanti range
is the perfect addition to any machine shop.
The extremely compact 5-axis vice has
unbeatable workpiece accessibility and the
package is completed with multiple
clamping systems for clamping profile and
round parts with the complementary Profile
Clamping Vice and Ino-Grip chucks that are
all available from Thame Workholding.

Incorporating a patented clamping
interface, the new Makro Grip Avanti from
Lang has a centring accuracy of +/-0.02 mm
and double guided jaws that are available in
steel or aluminium. What makes this
innovative new vice so attractive is the
ability to rapidly change the jaws with a
single hexagonal socket clamping screw.
With a single rotation of the clamping screw,
the jaws can be rapidly locked into position.
This enables the customer to change setup
configurations for different parts with
remarkable ease. Furthermore, the option of

a wide range of aluminium or
steel add-on jaws allows the
customer to clamp irregular
shaped components with
confidence.

Sitting upon a lightweight
base that is extremely rigid
and sturdy, the Avanti is
equipped with clamping studs
that provide extremely precise
clamping in the QuickPoint
zero-point clamping system.
Using the zero-point clamping
system, the end user can
rapidly transfer the clamped
parts to alternate machines for
secondary processing and
even to a metrology department for
inspection with micron precision
repeatability.  

The Makro Grip Avanti is available in three
configurations: the Avanti 46, Avanti 77 and
the Avanti 125. The Avanti 46 is a compact
version that has the option of a 77 or 117
mm base length. The respective versions
have a maximum opening range of 5 and
45 mm with an overall weight of less than
3 kg. Despite the small and lightweight
characteristics, the Avanti 46 can clamp
workpieces with a maximum clamping force
of 6,000 N. The Avanti 46 is supplied with
55 mm by 36 mm quick change base jaws. In
terms of soft 'add-on' jaws, Thame
Workholding can supply steel or aluminium
jaws that are 57 by 38 mm with a height of

26 mm. The larger Avanti 77 vice is available
with a maximum opening range of 15, 55
and 95 mm, which depends upon whether
the customer selects the 130, 170 or 210
mm base configuration. This mid-range
clamping system has a remarkable clamping
force of 14,000 N that instils confidence for
the end user when they are conducting
extensive 5-sided machining operations.

Whereas the Avanti 46 and 77 are based
upon the Quick-Point zero-point clamping
system with stud spacing of 52 mm, the
largest system in the range, the Avanti 125 is
based upon a stud spacing of 96 mm. This
enhances the rigidity and stability of the
system when machining larger components
that demand higher material removal rates.
The Avanti 125 is available with base lengths
of 210, 260, 310 and 360 mm that permit a
clamping range up to 55, 105, 155 and 205
mm respectively. Depending upon the
model selected, the Avanti 125 has a robust
overall weight from 12 kg up to 17.7 kg. For
further details on how this next generation
vice can resolve your multi-axis workholding
issues, contact your local Thame
Workholding representative.

As a workholding solution provider,
Thame Engineering Co Ltd has the
resources to offer either standard products
from stock or bespoke design and
manufacturing services to create the
optimum solution to solve most
workholding needs.

Thame Workholding
Tel: 01844 208050
Email. sales@thameworkholding.com
www.thame-eng.com

New universal vice now available
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MAPAL has expanded its programme of
narrow contour HTC clamping chucks,
whose narrow shapes are produced without
a restrictive brazed joint thanks to additive
manufacturing. These new chucks can
directly clamp diameters of 3, 4 and 5 mm,
now also allowing hydraulic clamping chucks
to be used on the micro-scale, for example
in medical technology or the timepiece and
jewellery industry. 

Until now, reduction sleeves were usually
required to clamp diameters below 6 mm:
with the new chuck, these are no longer
needed. Moreover, the advantages of
combining hydraulic clamping technology
with the contour of a narrow shrink chuck
can now also be enjoyed on the micro-scale.
Like its counterpart for diameters above
6 mm, the new HTC is made using additive
manufacturing. As of yet, it has not been
possible to produce either the narrow
contour or diameters ≤ 6 mm for
direct-clamping hydraulic clamping chucks
using conventional manufacturing methods.

The clamping area is very close to the
front of the chuck, which is not possible in

conventional
manufacturing. This
provides an ideal
concentricity of < 3 μm
at the locating bore
and < 5 μm at 2.5 x
diameter, plus high
geometrical accuracy
along with good
vibration damping.
The damping built into
the system reduces
micro-outbreaks at the
cutting edge, giving
the tool a longer life
expectancy and reducing wear on the
machine spindle.

The HTC with a narrow contour offers all
the advantages of the proven MAPAL HTC
(High Torque Chuck) technology, with the
“T” standing not only for “torque” but also
for “temperature-resistance”. The wide
operating temperature range of up to
170°C ensures additional process reliability.
The balancing quality is G = 2.5 at a turning
speed of 25,000 min-1. The chuck is suitable

for all machining in contour-critical areas. It
allows the tool to be clamped easily and
quickly. In other words, no training courses
are required on its implementation, and no
high setup costs or expensive peripheral
devices are needed.

MAPAL Ltd
Tel: 01788 574700
Email: sales@uk.mapal.com
www.mapal.com

Direct clamping for small diameters on the micro-scale

Pratt Burnerd International, a division of
600 UK has launched its new chuck force
measurement Gripsafe gripmeter at MACH
2016. The Gripsafe accurately measures and
records chuck gripping forces within
seconds.

This new, innovative product, suitable for
use on all makes of chuck, has been
developed to help customers comply with
health and safety legislation, allowing them
to ensure that their chucks remain fit for
purpose.

The new Gripsafe is a vital health and
safety instrument. If your chuck is poorly
maintained, has damage or excessive wear,
grip force can be seriously compromised.

This is relevant on all lathes, from manual
through to full CNC lathes and turning
centres, whether industrial or educational.
No one can afford to ignore the loss of grip
that chucks succumb to over time, which can
rapidly become a hazard if not maintained
and monitored regularly. Pratt Burnerd
believes that the Gripsafe will prove to
become a welcome tool for health and
safety managers and lathe operators alike,

who have to meet exacting safety standards.
The Gripsafe ensures reliable and accurate
measurement of the gripping force being
applied by the chuck under both static and
rotating conditions. All that is required is to
clamp the Gripsafe unit in the chuck and
quickly run the tests, with instant results.
You will know immediately if your chuck
needs attention or replacing.

The Gripsafe, utilising the latest
‘state-of-the-art’ WiFi communication
technology and unique embedded software
provides end-users with many valuable
features including providing extensive data
collection and analysis and storage.  

The Gripsafe accurately measures static
and dynamic chuck gripping forces up to
100 kN per jaw at a rotational speed up to a
maximum of 6,000 rpm.

The Gripsafe gripmeter can be purchased
outright, or alternatively be rented for an
agreed timeframe to suit individual
maintenance schedules. 

Howard Bamforth, sales director at
600 UK, says: “Our aim at 600 UK and Pratt
Burnerd is to continually develop products

through our UK-based research and
manufacturing team to bring the best new
machine tool and chucking products to the
market for our customers. We firmly believe
that the Gripsafe chuck force measurement
gripmeter, falls directly into that category
with its innovative, design giving customers
clear value and fully satisfying their ever
growing need to comply with Health &
Safety legislation.” 

600 UK
Tel: 01924 415000
Email: hbamforth@600uk.com
www.600uk.com

New Gripsafe gripmeter 
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By setting tools offline using a presetter,
previous sequential methods of preparing
for machining operations are replaced with
a more efficient, simultaneous process that
releases significant amounts of latent
production time. Yet, despite this very clear
and proven benefit for subcontract machine
shops, tool presetting remains a process
that is not fully appreciated or totally
understood. 

Many ask why there is a need for a
dedicated presetter when cutters can be set
on the machine tool itself. The simple
answer is that machine tools should be
cutting parts as much as possible in order to
ensure an efficient process. As an alternative
to using feeler gages and test cuts to
determine tool offsets at the machine,
deploying an offline system to perform
independent tool presetting offers up
significant benefits.

Consider a typical machining operation
where each tool change takes three minutes
when presetting is performed on a machine
tool. If there are 20 tool changes in an eight
hour shift, the result is a whole hour of
manufacturing lost because of tool setting
on every machine. However, if that tool
setting was performed on an offline
presetter, then manufacturing would be
improved by 12.5 percent.  Where else can
that level of gain be found in modern
production operations without investing in
an additional, expensive CNC machine tool
and another operator?

Based on three machine tools, it is
estimated that a subcontract machine shop

can save up to £12,000 per shift over the
course of a year through the use of a
presetter. Furthermore, unlike on-machine
probing, the technique ensures that the tool
becomes productive the instant it is loaded
into the machine, while the guaranteed
accuracy of tools reduces scrap levels and
adheres to ‘right first time’ manufacturing
philosophies. Improved tool setting
precision also means lower costs for
replacement carbide inserts and better
component surface finish.   

Despite these numerous advantages, it’s
fair to say that many subcontract machine
shops assume they are not good candidates

for presetters because their
production quantities are
small. However,
subcontractors often
represent the very best
applications for presetters,
simply because they change
tooling not only because of
wear, but also because of new
jobs. The more frequently a
shop has to load a fresh tool
into a machining centre, the
more savings offline presetters
can deliver.

Similarly, those thinking that
presetting requires high
capital investment should also
think again. A general purpose
presetter such as the Zoller

Smile Pilot1 offers first generation users a
high quality system for less than £12,000,
thus achieving ROI within a year in most
applications. Moreover, a machine such as
this not only offers guaranteed accuracy and
repeatability, but auto-focus capabilities
and seamless transfer of data to machine
tools thanks to control specific output,
which eradicates operator intervention. 

Among a growing number of
subcontractors to take advantage is TEG, a
specialist in the provision of bespoke
engineered solutions to fully accredited
specifications, which has installed a Zoller
Smile 600 at its headquarters in Mullingar,
Ireland. The investment has seen the
company witness “significant improvements
in quality”, with “over 98 percent of parts”
now coming off the company’s machine
tools “right-first-time”.

TEG CEO John Hunt says: “We knew we
had to invest in consistent technology so
that we could control that part of the
process, and this is what the Zoller enables
us to do. We need our customers to feel
confident in our ability as we want their
repeat business. And, in many ways, that’s
what it boils down to; repeatability.” 

Elsewhere, Southampton-based Benham
Engineering, an established subcontract
supplier to aerospace and defence
customers, is also using a Zoller Smile
presetter to help the company reduce setup
times on its range of Mazak machine tools
by an average of 15 percent.

Production engineer, Neil Griggs says:
“There’s hardly any tools we don’t preset on
the Zoller, including face mills, end mills,
reamers, turning tools, parting and grooving
tools, and gun drills over a huge size range.
When you consider the work type, the
frequency of setting and the number of
machines here, we have eight Mazak
Integrex and six Mazak Variaxis machines,
plus numerous VMCs, HMCs and turning
centres, that’s a lot of savings.”

Zoller UK
Tel: 01283 499566
Email: chrisf@carfulan.com  
www.zoller-uk.com

A subcontractor’s guide to tool presetting
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Expand the capability of your CMM with 5-axis motion and infinite positioning
The RSP3-6 probe provides enhanced capability for accessing and inspecting features deep within bores by combining long 
extensions with 5-axis movements. This makes it ideal for inspecting large parts for heavy machinery in the construction, 
mining, automotive and defence industries. 

RSP3-6 is automatically interchangeable with all other probes in the REVO measuring system, including surface finish analysis 
and vision probes.

See the RSP3-6 probe in action at www.renishaw.com/rsp3-6
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Cambridge Vacuum Engineering has recently invested in a Baty
R400 unit with FT2-E touch screen display, using the latest
technology in measurement and inspection to ensure the highest
levels of quality on behalf of its customers.

Based in Cambridge, the company has over 50 years’
experience in the design and build of process solutions, including
the manufacture of Electron Beam (EB) systems and Vacuum
Furnaces (VF). Cambridge Vacuum Engineering's range of
equipment includes systems ranging from 50 to 200 kV with beam
powers up to 100 kW, with applications in the aerospace,
automotive and energy industries.

The company prides itself on effectively applying professional
engineering skills to customer requirements, resulting in
innovative solutions to technical problems. The skilled workforce,
experienced engineering department and extensive service team
are backed up by a range of in-house test and diagnostic facilities.
Offering global coverage, Cambridge Vacuum Engineering
provides sales service centres in the UK and across the world.

Although Cambridge Vacuum Engineering does not have a
dedicated inspection department, it employs a team of extremely
experienced and highly skilled engineers who have plenty of
experience operating similar equipment.

Staff from Cambridge Vacuum Engineering initially attended a
demonstration at Bowers Group’s sales office and demonstration
suite in Camberley, Surrey. They were impressed with the features
and capabilities of the Baty R400, including its 400 mm (16")
screen with 90º crosslines and chart clips, profile illumination and
wide choice of lens magnification choice. 

The FT2-E model chosen by Cambridge Vacuum Engineering
boasts complete TOUCH SCREEN DRO with 2D Fusion Touch
Software, and on-screen optical edge detection allows data points
to be taken ‘on the fly’ as the projected image is passed under the
screen mounted fibre optic sensor. The Fusion touch software
enables full reporting capability including SPC, tabulated details
with pass / fail analysis, saved in MS Excel compatible format and
auto sequence programming feature. They were particularly
impressed with the quality of the image, which was a big
improvement on the standard projector with standard display that
they had been using previously. 

Cambridge Vacuum Engineering took delivery of the Baty R400
back in May 2015, and has since been using the unit to
dimensionally check various subcontract manufactured components
and customer samples when required. Both of these components
are high precision, and although Cambridge Vacuum Engineering
has them manufactured to a high standard both externally and
internally to their own design and specification, they still require a
further selection of tests in order to ensure that they are suitable. 

A variety of these checks, including measurements for angles,
forms and radiuses, can now be carried out on the Baty R400 unit.
The components in question are manufactured in many different
sizes and configurations, and each one can now be checked in the
same way. The customer part that is held between these two
components can also be checked on the Baty unit, if an issue is to

arise at the point of test and acceptance. Cambridge Vacuum
Engineering previously used standard measuring tools such as
micrometers, Verniers and height gauges to measure components
and cover the majority of its requirements. Occasionally it would
manufacture special gauges as required.

Roy Burroughs, workshop supervisor at Cambridge Vacuum
Engineering says: “We decided to purchase the Baty unit over other
possible options due to its high quality. After an initial demon-
stration of the unit at an exhibition, we decided to explore the
device further and accepted an invitation to see the device in action
at the facility in Camberley. After research and demonstration, we
concluded that the device was well supported and offered us a
great overall package to suit our needs. Although we considered
other types of device, in the end it was clear that the Baty profile
projector was the best option for our needs.”

Roy Burroughs concludes: “The Baty unit has provided us with a
whole new level of measurement capability. It really comes into its
own when checking measurement data provided by the supplier’’.

Bowers Group
Tel: 01276 469866
Email: sales@bowersgroup.co.uk
www.bowersgroup.co.uk

Achieving the highest levels of
component accuracy
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The quality of the products a company
produces, and its assurance of that quality,
can mean all the difference to successfully
acquiring contracts. Maintaining that quality
also significantly increases the chances of
repeat business. High-Tech Engineering, a
precision engineering company based in
Dunstable, Bedfordshire, UK, has always
focused on the quality of the parts it
produces. Now with its latest addition, a
Renishaw Equator™ gauging system, it is
reaching 100 percent part inspection and
zero scrap whilst halving the operator
requirements and reducing part production
costs by 27 percent. 

Started in 1985 by managing director,
Steve Tickner, High-Tech Engineering has
built a reputation in the motorsport industry
for delivering high quality machined parts.
The company has since moved into the
aerospace sector and gained some key
industry approvals, including becoming a
preferred supplier to Rolls-Royce and BAE
Systems. 

Recently High-Tech won a contract to
produce precision milled titanium parts for a
large aerospace customer. Due to the
nature of the parts, High-Tech was
instructed to carry out 100 percent part
inspection. Steve Tickner explains: “We
knew from the start that we would need to
find an inspection method which could not
only meet the cycle time requirements for
the part, but would be a cost effective
solution for us as well. Relying on the CMM
we already had wasn't going to be an
option. We couldn't risk any bottlenecks.
We knew that we would either need another
CMM or something else which could give us
the measuring capacity. That's what led us
to the Renishaw Equator.” 

Equator gauging system acquisition 
It was through a simple internet search that
Steve came to learn of the Equator gauging
system. After some research and following
meetings with representatives from
Renishaw, High-Tech was impressed with
what the Equator gauging system could
offer, and was particularly pleased with the
overall price of the system. 

Steve Tickner says: “Space on our factory
floor is at a premium. Within the space we
set aside for this cell we had to include
faster, more efficient technology. This
meant that a coordinate measuring machine

(CMM) with a temperature controlled
environment was far too big to be practical.
The Equator suited the space perfectly as
it's a compact machine. The added bonus is
the fact it is thermally insensitive and
doesn't require any air supply, meaning we
didn't need to spend additional time,
money and effort putting in another
temperature controlled room or extra
piping.”

High-Tech is currently using the Renishaw
Equator gauging system to perform 100
percent inspection of a complex aerospace
part. It works by comparing the manu-
factured parts against a matching master
part, gauging all the features in a single
operation with an immediate pass/fail
decision, along with a report of the
component dimensions. 

Comprehensive measurement in half the
time of the existing CMM option 
The Equator gauging system is used to
gauge around 150 features including a
number of bores, thicknesses and form
measurements on the part with typical
tolerances of ±25 μm. The Equator gauging
system does this within 10 minutes and well
within the production requirements, far less
than the machining time. This is almost a 50
percent reduction in cycle time compared to
running the program on High-Tech's CMMs. 

Process control, run by the machine tool
operator 
Production at High-Tech runs 24 hours per
day, five days per week and is split into two
overlapping shifts. During this time Equator
is used by a number of operators with
varying skill sets. Previously, High-Tech
Engineering would have relied on its CMMs,
housed away from the machine tool in a
temperature-controlled quality room. Using
the CMM for the latest job would have
involved two separate operators, firstly the
operator machining the part and secondly
the operator with the specialist skills to
operate the CMM. By using an Equator
instead, newly trained staff can use
dimensions from a certified component,
approved by the QC operators, to “zero”
the Equator gauging system and set its
accuracy for subsequent measurements.

This has allowed the same operator who
machined the part to measure the part,
halving the operator time required. 

Process control with Equator gauging system 
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Flexibility and future proofing 
The Equator gauging system is fully
programmable and can be used on multiple
parts, meaning High-Tech Engineering can
perform highly repeatable and rapid
automated routines across numerous
contracts resulting in significantly reduced
labour costs. 

Push-button simplicity 
Steve Tickner says: “All of the operators can
use Equator. It really is easy; just load the
part and push the button. It completely
simplifies the process and frees up
manpower, which in turn helps to deliver
ROI very rapidly for the cell.” 

High-Tech has managed to reduce the
cost of producing the aerospace part by 27
percent with the Equator gauging system
being a factor in that. This has had a real
impact on the competitiveness of this sort of
production, allowing the company to make
the same precision quality parts, whilst also
delivering better value to its customers. It is
through implementing these types of
solutions and continually striving to improve
its processes that High-Tech has been
awarded six consecutive SC21 silver awards,
which is unrivalled in the UK. This award

recognises excellence within the aerospace
and defence industry, for the quality of the
products a company produces, as well as its
ability to supply them. To receive a silver
award a company must consistently achieve
at least 95 percent for delivery performance
and at least 99.5 percent on quality of parts
to all of its customers. 

Steve Tickner explains: “Since we started
using Equator we have not made a single
bad part. The Equator is allowing the
operators to operate complete process
control. They all look at the Process Monitor
screen, part of the Equator software, which
lists all of the features being gauged. Next
to the feature name there is a little bar which
turns from green to amber to red as the size
or location for each feature begins to drift.

The operators know which tool on the
machine is responsible for each feature and
so can take corrective measures to
occasionally tweak the process, to come
back well within tolerance. As we carry out
100 percent inspection, it would be very
hard to make a part wrong.” 

Outlook 
Following the success of this manufacturing
cell, Steve Tickner plans to use the Equator
gauging system as part of future cells he will
be commissioning for jobs in the pipeline. 
Steve Tickner concludes: “When you find
something which helps you make a perfect
part every time, reduces manpower
commitments, reduces overall costs and
doesn’t cost a fortune itself, it’s a winning
solution. All of the benefits are passed on to
our customers who know they are getting
the best quality at the best price”.  

Renishaw
Tel: 01453 524524
Email: uk@renishaw.com 
www.renishaw.com
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A mainstay of countless companies’
inspection departments for many decades,
the ubiquitous profile projector continues to
be an extremely popular means of achieving
precision measurement. In addition to
profile projectors’ inherent accuracy, speed,
ease of use and ability to measure
deformable materials, their enduring
popularity has been assured by continuous
technical developments and the use of
modern add-ons such as DROs that provide
advanced coordinate and geometric
capabilities. 

Typical of the quality conscious
businesses that take full advantage of
today’s advanced profile projectors is
Leicester-based JWA Tooling. Since 1985
the company has provided top class
problem solving and high precision
manufacturing solutions to some of the
world’s largest companies.

JWA’s modern tool room is equipped
with a range of advanced machine tools,
in-house capabilities include precision CNC
milling, turning and wire EDM. These
functions are complemented by state-of-
the-art CADCAM and design services, plus
assembly and laser engraving facilities.

Explaining the company’s purchase and
use of a Mitutoyo profile projector, Dave
Oswin, quality manager at JWA Tooling,
says: “Having decided to purchase a profile
projector, we looked at a number of
available options and decided that the
Mitutoyo PJ-A3000 best suited our various
needs. In addition to the performance of the
PJ-A3000, our decision was influenced by
our previous positive experience with
Mitutoyo equipment. For instance, our
Mitutoyo CMM, purchased in 1990, has
never given us a single problem and remains
very accurate and within specification. 

“The precision, speed and versatility of
our Mitutoyo profile projector means that it
is now in regular use within our temperature
controlled Inspection facility. As all of our
staff are actively involved in our culture of
total quality, in addition to our quality
control staff using the projector, our
machine operators also have access to the
instrument. 

“Given that we are a BSI ISO9001
accredited company and as the projector is
used for situations such as First-off Article
Inspection Reports (FAIR) and to generate
detailed inspection reports. The adaptable

nature of the PJ-A3000 means that it is able
to accommodate the vast majority of our
parts. For instance, a common use for the
projector is to accurately measure the holes
with demanding tolerances in trans-
parencies that are used to precisely guide
electrodes when performing EDM routines
on turbine blades. 

“Given our Mitutoyo profile projector’s
simplicity and accuracy it is now our most
used measuring aid. In addition to under-
taking a range of more complex final
inspection routines by our quality control
staff, it is extremely useful for many other
in-process checks made by our production
personnel.” 

Mitutoyo boasts decades of experience in
the design and manufacture of profile
projectors. As the size and measuring
requirements of manufactured components
varies, including deformable workpieces
that require a non-contact measurement
method, Mitutoyo provides a com-
prehensive range of profile projectors. Each
instrument represents an excellent
investment in terms of productivity,
versatility and quality of construction.

The high quality of the optical
components used in Mitutoyo’s profile
projectors provides high levels of
performance and helps to avoid operator
fatigue, whilst facilities such as edge
detectors and dedicated 2D processors
promote greater measurement efficiency.

Mitutoyo’s high-quality range of vertical
and horizontal-beam projectors feature
large screens that offer distortion-free

viewing and angle measurement to a
resolution of 2’/0.02° of arc or better, with
measuring stages incorporating linear scales
for fast and accurate linear measurement.

The Mitutoyo PJ-A3000 profile projector,
as used by JWA Tooling, is a bench top unit
based on a vertical beam, telecentric optical
system that provides distortion-free viewing
on a 315 mm diameter protractor screen.
The popular projector’s measuring stage
incorporates precise linear scales for rapid
action measurement to  1 μm/.0001”, with
angle measurements on screen to a
resolution of 1’/0.01° of arc. Built-in digital
readout of XY position and angle, including
zero-setting, ABS/INC mode measurement,
is conveniently located near to the
projection 

To further enhance the functionality of the
PJ-A3000 profile projector, JWA Tooling
specified the instrument fitted with
Mitutoyo’s QM-Data 200 unit. The
advanced QM-Data 200 was designed to
provide powerful 2D coordinate
measurement capabilities to optical
instruments such as profile projectors and
microscopes via their data outputs.

The QM-Data 200’s powerful data analysis
capabilities improves quality control
operations and slashes measuring routine
times.

Mitutoyo UK
Tel: 01264 353123
Email: philip.fisher@mitutoyo.co.uk
www.mitutoyo.co.uk

Projecting a quality image
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Aberlink gave a Control show debut to a
novel design of CMM at the recent
exhibition. Designed using a non-Cartesian
structure and utilising linear motors and
mechanical bearings, as its name implies,
the Xtreme CMM provides a robust solution
for providing precision inspection results.

The unique CMM’s advantageous
configuration ensures that it maintains its
accuracy at very fast measurement rates and
does not suffer from the accumulative
inaccuracies that occur in conventional
3-axis Cartesian designs. However, it is the
price that the Xtreme CMM will be sold for
that is perhaps the primary reason why it is
expected to have such a significant effect on
the market. The Xtreme’s cost-effective
price gives potential users the ability to
replace a single duality Department CMM
with several Xtreme CMMs located were
they are needed. To prove the multiple
capabilities, speed and the accuracy of the
new Xtreme, several models were
demonstrated at Control measuring a wide
range of parts from different manufacturing
industries.

The new Zenith 3 CMM also made its
Control debut. The award winning Zenith
too CMM has recently undergone several
improvements and design innovations
based on Aberlink’s larger Azimuth CMM
range. The advanced new Zenith 3 boasts
improved accuracy and faster travel.

Aberlink also demonstrated the latest
iteration of the company’s popular
inspection software at Control. ‘MK4’
delivers enhanced functionality and boasts
an improved CAD Comparison module. In
addition to touch-trigger probing and vision
measurement, Aberlink 3D CNC Inspection
software now enables the extremely
accurate, rapid scanning of complex
features and profiles. To help illustrate the
impressive scanning capabilities made
possible by the use of Aberlink’s new MK4
software, a Zenith 3 CMM was showcased
fitted with a PH10M motorised indexing
head and SP25M scanning probe. 

Also demonstrated on the stand was what
Aberlink is calling ‘the ultimate answer to
inspection bottlenecks’. The recently
launched, Axiom Too HS CMM is the

high-specification variant of Aberlink’s
best-selling Axiom Too. In addition to
boasting an enhanced accuracy
specification, the impressive speed of the
HS variant enables it to perform a
remarkable number of inspection tasks in a
fraction of the time normally taken.

Aberlink Innovative Metrology LLP 
Tel: 01453 884461
Email: gavin@aberlink.co.uk
www.aberlink.com

Control debut for robust solution

A flourishing precision engineering firm has chosen a Hexagon
Manufacturing Intelligence coordinate measuring machine to boost
its capabilities as part of a £4 million investment project in new plant
facilities.

A&M EDM is using the GLOBAL Performance CMM, which
includes a Leitz analogue scanning probe, to help reverse engineer
parts and scan intricate profiles as well as perform multi-point
standard measurement tasks.

According to quality manager Kevin Powell, the machine’s
versatility was one of the key reasons why Hexagon was selected
ahead of other suppliers:

“Not only was it the best value-for-money compared to similar
competitor equipment, but it also offered the flexibility of multi-
point measurement and scanning capabilities on a single, high
accuracy machine.

“I cannot speak highly enough of the professionalism of Hexagon
staff from the initial enquiry right through to the commissioning of
the machine”. 

The company has created a purpose-built, temperature-
controlled cleanroom for its metrology operations after purchasing
an additional 33,000 sq ft facility at its site in Smethwick, West
Midlands.

The expansion programme means the business is now able to
tackle larger packages of work for customers typically involved in
the aerospace, medical and high performance engineering sectors.

Hexagon Manufacturing Intelligence helps industrial

manufacturers develop the disruptive technologies of today and the
life-changing products of tomorrow. As a leading metrology and
manufacturing solution specialist, its expertise in sensing, thinking
and acting, the collection, analysis and active use of measurement
data, gives customers the confidence to increase production speed
and accelerate productivity while enhancing product quality.

Hexagon Metrology plc
Tel: 0870 4462667
Email: enquiry.uk@hexagonmetrology.com 
www.hexagonmetrology.com

Hexagon CMM is spot on for precision engineers

The new metrology facility at A&M EDM precision engineers
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The Durham-based Altec Engineering
Group of companies continues to grow,
both organically and through acquisition.
With over 140 employees, an impressive
15 percent of whom are apprentices, the
Group continues to consolidate its position
within existing markets and has also
successfully diversified into new market
sectors.

Key to the Group’s continued success has
been ongoing investment in state-of-the- art
CNC machine tools, facilities, infrastructure
and personnel. In excess of £1.5m has been
spent on CNC machine tools alone in recent
times, including the purchase of two large
Mazak 5-axis machines, a Studer CNC
universal grinder and a seat of hyperMILL
CAM software from OPEN MIND
Technologies. 

Two separate divisions operate from the
Durham site. The recently expanded
machine shop produces low volume high
complexity CNC machined components and
also services the company's Special Purpose
Equipment division, which produces
sophisticated production automation
systems for OEM’s.

As part of the Group’s diversification
strategy, Altec now operates within the
automotive, military, motorsport, oil & gas
and space science industries. The machine
shop boasts over 15 CNC machine tools that
include a variety of 3-, 4- and 5-axis
machines from HAAS, Hurco, Mazak, Mori
Seiki, XYZ and Studer. The one common

factor that links these machines is that they
are programmed with CAM software from
OPEN MIND. 

Altec Engineering's CNC production
engineering manager, Anthony Powell says:
"We bought some Hurco machines almost a
decade ago and as our CAM system was
inadequate for our needs, Hurco
recommended hyperMILL. We diligently
trialled various packages, but nothing
compared to the hyperMILL package
recommended by Hurco. We have since
installed a selection of machines from
various vendors and OPEN MIND has
supplied the post-processors for every
machine. This has made the integration of
any new plant completely seamless. In
addition, our machine purchases have
evolved from 3 to 4-axis and now the latest
5-axis machines and hyperMILL has been so
user-friendly, that any transition to new
machines has been simplified."

The North East company now has three
seats of hyperMILL with a fourth on order,
which will include the latest millTURN
module for the company's turning centres.
With two programmers in the subcontract
division working a single shift to keep pace
with 15 machine tools and 28 machinists
working over two shifts, the additional seat
with the millTURN feature will be
accompanied by a new programmer
promoted from the shop floor. As the
epitome of subcontract production, the
Altec machine shop produces anything from

one to 20 off batches of complex parts from
materials that range from aluminium and
stainless steel through to most exotic
materials. With anything from 200 to 500
individual parts produced each month, the
efficiency of the programmers is down to
their expertise and the programming speed
of hyperMILL.

Efficient and extremely capable
Many Altec customers provide the company
with digital models that the company
instantly drop into hyperMILL to generate a
part program. Once the component is
programmed it is anti-collision checked and
then sent to the shop floor for production. 
Anthony Powell continues: "Firstly, by
receiving the digital files we can rapidly
simulate the part and calculate a machining
time. This fast calculation is given to our
sales team to provide accurate quotes for
the customer. The combination of
productive 4- and 5-axis machine tools and
optimised cycles through hyperMILL are
primary reasons behind our easy transition
into new sectors and our ability to win
business in a competitive industry."
Prior to sending part programs to the
shop-floor, the programmers select the
machine tool, workholding fixtures and
toolholding configuration for the job. These
are all simulated in hyperMILL to eliminate
collisions and optimise the process and
toolpaths. To guide operators on the shop
floor as well as the inspection department,
the programming team use the hyperMILL
'Smart Dimension' feature to dimension the
model and provide a fully detailed print-out
to staff involved in downstream processes.
Furthermore, the Step files in hyperMILL
integrate with the new Mazak machine tools
seamlessly, enabling Altec to optimise its
tooling consumption. 

Anthony Powell adds: "We are
implementing the 5S philosophy; a target of

hyperMILL does a good turn for Altec Engineering

An oil & gas valve being produced on a HAAS machine at Altec Engineering

The operator holding the 3D produced part
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this is to reduce our tooling costs and
consumption. The Step Files in hyperMILL
are enabling us to maximise the use of each
tool and carousel position, which is
subsequently reducing our tooling
inventory. hyperMILL is making us look at
our cutting tool methodologies and we are
actively working with a tooling vendor to
optimise our tooling use and consumption.
We also use a 3D printer in the office to
visualise the parts, the potential tool paths
and tool access to difficult to reach surfaces.
This also supports our revised tooling
strategies."

What is the benefit of another hyperMILL
seat?
Of the 15 CNC machines in the subcontract
division at Altec, five of the machines are
turning centres. The pending arrival of an
additional programmer and hyperMILL seat
with millTURN will deliver a host of benefits
as Anthony Powell reveals: “By
programming the turning jobs quickly and
efficiently in the office with millTURN, we
will eliminate the time currently associated
with programming on the shop floor and the
subsequent machine idle times. hyperMILL,
will also improve consistency in production

times and eliminate any potential for
operator error.
"Added to these core benefits, hyperMILL
and the respective millTURN feature will
enable us to implement 5S in the turning
department and mirror the efficiencies we
have achieved with our machining centres.
We fully expect to improve cycle times
through optimised tool paths and
strategies, which will reduce tooling
inventory, eliminate scrap and standardise

processes for our turned part production.
After all, if hyperMILL has helped
revolutionise our milling department, it can
do the same for our turning machines,” he
concludes.

Open Mind Technologies
Tel: 01869 290003
Email: adrian.smith@openmind-tech.com 
www.openmind-tech.com
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An oil & gas valve being programmed with hyperMILL
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AE Aerospace has celebrated its 2nd
anniversary following its highly successful
MBO by Peter Bruch and Andy Masters in
2014. The Birmingham-based company has
established itself as a significant player in
the precision components market. It
supplies components and assemblies to
many of the civil and military aircraft
currently in service around the world.
Projects include airframe, power plant, and
both fixed and rotary wing. Individual
components range from small washers up to
complex 5-axis prismatic valve body
components. 

Managing director Peter Bruch says: “We
have a skilled and dedicated team which has
made the difference, enabling us to triple
our turnover and orderbook in the past 2
years, allowing us to make significant
investment in our people, equipment and
software.”

Having almost doubled employment of
skilled engineers and introduced an
apprenticeship programme, AE Aerospace
manufactures over 200 different OE
components and a similar number of spares,
strangers and alien parts. Over 25,000 parts
go through the facility annually. 

The company manages its business and
drives improvement through a set of metrics
for People, Quality, Delivery and Cost. It
works to Rolls Royce CDS Supplier
Development programme and UTC Supplier

Gold. AE Aerospace holds the aerospace
industry SC21 bronze award and is aiming to
achieve silver in 2016.

Production and engineering director,
Andy Masters says: “The engineering
department is constantly working on
reducing the cost of each component
through improved machining times and
techniques, and reduced set-up times. We
carefully choose the partners that we work
with to ensure that all systems are
compatible and help speed production.
We’ve recently doubled our Edgecam seats
because of its ability to program complex
components offline and seamless
integration with our latest Mazak 5-Axis
VariAxis milling and 5-Axis Integrex mill-turn
machine tools.

“As we sought to develop the business
and move up the supply chain by offering
complex milling and mill-turn, one of our
main differentiators was our ability to get
work into production extremely quickly,
along with the quality, delivery and cost that
the customer is looking for. The
combination of Edgecam with Mazak
machine tools has been instrumental in our
ability to succeed.”

Engineering manager, Lester Poxon says:
“Without Edgecam we wouldn’t be able to
look at the new 5-axis work that’s coming
through from our customers. Two years ago
we were focused on strangers and aliens
and NPI work.  We have successfully
transitioned this work into OE production
and now those same customers are looking
for us to take on more complex components
and larger packages of work. Edgecam
gives us the ability to program complex
parts offline.

“With the new investment we have
received, it’s a very exciting time for the
Engineering Department.

“Edgecam is a very valuable tool,
enabling us to be more competitive.  It helps
us produce accurate costs based on real tool
paths and cycle times, meaning we can have

programs ready before we even win the
contract.” 

In addition, the company works with
cutting tool manufacturer Seco, an
Edgecam business partner. 

“As Seco use Edgecam, their engineers
can help us produce the very best cutting
strategies, which is a tremendous benefit for
our customers,” adds Andy Masters.

AE Aerospace’s customer list features a
number of 1st and 2nd Tier concerns,
including Rolls Royce Derby and CDS, UTC
Actuation Systems, Moog, Bombardier,
Eaton, BAE Systems and Liebherr. 

The success that AE Aerospace has
achieved has enabled it to purchase
Andover Precision, based in Netherton in
the Black Country.  Andover Precision
specialises in components for marine and
power generation applications as well as
aerospace. Customers include Rolls Royce
Marine, Doncasters and Pattonair. 

Both companies hold numerous customer
approvals, AS9100 approvals and, together,
form the TI Dos Aerospace group.

Peter Bruch says: “We’re applying the
same methodology to Andover Precision as
we did to AE Aerospace, which has made it
so successful over such a short space of
time, investing in our people, equipment
and software. This includes installing their
first Edgecam seats, new Mazak machine
tools and combining our DNAsme ERP
system.”

Vero UK Ltd
Tel: 01189 756084
Email: info@vero.co.uk
www.edgecam.com

Edgecam helps AE Aerospace reach new heights
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International manufacturing technology
company, Jaivel has used Delcam’s
PowerMILL CAM software to generate
programs for the machining of more than
fifty parts for the Bloodhound SuperSonic
Car project.  Bloodhound SSC, which is
powered by a combination of a Rolls-Royce
jet engine and a rocket, aims to set a new
world land speed record of 1,000 mph in
South Africa next year.

Staff at Jaivel, which has grown over
almost twenty years into an international
supplier of technology solutions for
advanced manufacturing, is more used to
working in the aerospace industry.  The
company has played a key role in the
manufacture of parts for some of the world’s
largest commercial aircraft.

However, the company has also a strong
background in other sectors including
medical, Formula 1 and energy.  Managing
director, Vipul Vachhani explains:

“I had worked in the Indian aerospace
industry since leaving university so, when I
started my own company in 1998, I wanted
to continue in that sector. I soon realised
that it was much too early to build a business
in aerospace in India so diversified into
providing design and manufacturing
services for other engineering sectors.”

“Equally, I found that using manual
programming was limiting the projects we
could undertake so, in 2001, I decided to
invest in a CAM system. The system that I
had used in my previous job was no longer
available and PowerMILL seemed to be the
only software that offered the same level of
flexibility.”

The optimal balance of automation and
flexibility still remains the main benefit of
using PowerMILL.  

“PowerMILL incorporates a lot of
automation which makes programming

faster and the software usually gives the
toolpaths we need,” claims Vipul Vachhani.
“When the automated results aren’t perfect,
PowerMILL gives us a lot of options to edit
the toolpaths to get exactly what we want.”

PowerMILL has also allowed Jaivel staff to
customise the software for common
applications.  One example uses a
combination of Excel and PowerMILL to
generate plunge milling routines for
complex blisks with limited space between
the blades.

By 2004, the business in India was
growing well, but Vipul Vachhani still had
ambitions to expand within the aerospace
industry.  

“The Indian industry remained very small,
so I decided to open an office in the UK to
be closer to aerospace customers there. I
choose Mansfield because it was a central
location near to Derby, the home of
Rolls-Royce. I originally planned to stay in
the UK for two years but I’m still here after
more than ten.”

Jaivel now uses PowerMILL in both the UK
and India.  More recently, the company
added FeatureCAM to provide programs
for turn-mill equipment.

Jaivel became involved in the
Bloodhound SSC project after being asked
to develop programs for one of its
customers that was making some parts for
the car. Over time, its role expanded to
more than fifty components, the most

complex being parts for the car’s gear box.
The work on Bloodhound SSC has high-

lighted another strength of PowerMILL, the
quality and flexibility of its post-processors.  

“We are providing programs to various
suppliers to the project and often don’t
know exactly which machine will be used
until quite late in the process,” says Vipul
Vachhani.  “Post processing in PowerMILL is
both quick and reliable so we can cope with
last-minute changes quite easily.”

Involvement with Bloodhound SSC
helped Jaivel to raise its profile, initially in
the UK but now in India as well. The
country’s media is starting to make enquiries
since Jaivel is the only Indian company
involved with the car. A growing track
record of other successful projects is also
helping to bring in more business.  

As well as producing toolpaths for new
components, Jaivel is also being asked to
revisit the programs it developed for some
of its earlier projects. The demand for
year-on-year cost reductions is prompting
requests for more efficient tooling or newer
strategies to be used.  

For further information on Delcam’s
PowerMILL CAM software, contact:

Delcam Ltd
Tel: 0121 683 1081
Email: marketing@delcam.com
www.delcam.com

PowerMILL programs 50 Bloodhound SSC parts
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Bloodhound SSC includes more than 50 parts
programmed by Jaivel using PowerMILL
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Ostling Etchmark Ltd has provided marking
solutions to the aerospace, automotive,
engineering and medical sectors for over 20
years, and has broadened its product range
with the launch of its brand new, compact
‘All In One’ laser system. The ‘AIO’ was
launched on Monday 11th April at the
MACH 2016 exhibition at the NEC in
Birmingham.

The company believes that the AIO is the
most compact Q-switched DPSS laser on the
market today and it can be used for a wide
variety of marking applications, including
micro-machining.

The rugged, yet lightweight, monoblock
design of the AIO combines the resonator
and laser source, so that there is no need for
a rack or the fibre that usually links the optics
and supply unit, and it can be simply and
safely integrated, even in tight spaces, due
to its compact size. The AIO laser is
controlled simply by connecting to a
standard PC via USB or network, and the
user-friendly software XS Designer makes it
easy to generate sequential serial numbers,
2D codes etc.

The AIO is equipped as standard with two
separate safety circuits for E-Stop and guard
door, and meets the requirements of
Performance Level e (PLe) according to
EN-ISO 13849-1.

The compact design, high immunity to
interference and user-friendly operation
provide operational flexibility and
guarantee an optimal cost/performance
ratio. The AIO can mark a broad range of
materials in a simple and economical
manner, and can be integrated into
automated systems or manual workstations.
The high peak power and excellent beam
quality make AIO laser systems an ideal
partner for the most demanding industrial
applications.

The AIO is currently offered in 6 W and
20 W models.

In addition to the AIO, Ostling Etchmark
offers a complete range of specialised laser
marking solutions. The company’s OEM

models can be fully customised to integrate
seamlessly into existing production systems,
whilst the compact, ready-to-mark LaseBox
has been designed as a ‘plug & play’
stand-alone laser marking station. 

In the middle of the 18th century, steel
experts of Walloon origin migrated from
Belgium to northern Sweden. They were
called Pierro. In the striving steel district of
Sandviken they grew prosperous, purchased
a manorial estate and changed their name:
ÖSTLING. Their interest in technology
remained unchanged and they developed
machines to rationally harvest turf, reshape
steel or produce nails, for example.

Company founder Rolf Östling was born
in the port city of Gävle in Sweden.
Following his school leaving examinations
and his industrial engineering studies, he

had the idea of developing a marking
system. In a tiny, dark basement, he began
in 1968 to build a machine that was
purchased by the Sandvik Company, the
world’s largest carbide producer.

The UK subsidiary Etch-Mark Ltd was
founded, with both companies sharing
development ideas and technology over a
period of more than 40 years. When John
and Barbara Casey, the founders of
Etch-Mark Ltd, retired in 2008, the company
was  incorporated into the Ostling group of
companies. Innovations such as
corrosion-free electrolytes and template
material with very long durability promoted
further expansion.

In 1978, the company ÖSTLING Vertriebs

GmbH was founded in Essen, Germany and
a year later the company headquarters was
relocated to Solingen, the centre for
Germany’s cutlery industry with a worldwide
reputation for quality products.

Due to the continuing expansion,
primarily in export, a move was made again
within Solingen in 1988, in order to satisfy
the wish for development and space. The
company was renamed ÖSTLING
Markiersysteme GmbH. The product
portfolio in the field of electrolytics
encompasses the manual marking stations
and extends to semi and fully automatic
marking systems. 

In 1989, the company developed its own
pad printing machine and included it in the
product portfolio. The needle embossing
system followed in 1993, the inkjet and laser

marking system in 1995, and the
identification system in 1997. 

At the German headquarters in Solingen,
a modern development and production
centre was set up to develop hardware and
software, among other things.

The Östling Group now offers marking
systems for almost any product.

Over the years our company has achieved
something that money cannot buy:
experience and expertise.

Ostling Etchmark Ltd
Tel: 01785 253143
Email: nick.haynes@ostling.com
www.ostling.com

New ‘All In One’ laser system

Feature - METAL MARKING
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The battery operated hand-held marking
system FlyMarker® mini is a lightweight dot
peen marker. With only 2.7 kg and its
compact design this marking unit is mainly
suitable for durable markings of big and
unmovable workpieces directly onsite. 

With the new, optional available column
frame, it is also very easy to mark small
workpieces or type plates. The mobile
marking unit can easily be put into the
column frame and can be fixed with a
clamping lever. Smooth-running linear
guides allow a quick adjustment of the
marking pin distance and the marking can
be started directly. Thanks to the T-slot base
plate of the column frame, it is possible to
mount the optional available MARKATOR®

type plate as well as individual plates which
are produced by the customer itself to
position the work pieces which need to be
marked.  

The portable marking system is suitable to
mark several materials with a hardness of up
to 63 HRC. A quick and reliable technology
and the easy operation characterise this
battery operated marking unit. Due to the
two Lithium-Ion batteries, which are

integrated in the standard scope of supply,
it is possible to mark nonstop. The housing
consists of break-resistant glass fibre
reinforced plastic. Next to characters and
numbers it is also possible to mark logos,
test symbols and data matrix codes. 

With the new version of the FlyMarker
mini with an integrated barcode scanner it is
possible to scan 1D and 2D-codes, for
example barcodes, QR-codes, etc. without
any external accessories. The scanner is
integrated directly on the front face of the
marking unit. With this, barcodes can be
scanned quickly and the content can then be
marked in characters directly on a work
piece. 

For the transportation to another
construction site or a different hall, the
practical carrying case can be used. This
carrying case contains all components of the
scope of supply. Depending on the material
and the customer requirements, the
marking force and with this the marking
depth can be adjusted individually. 

The clearly designed software is very easy
to understand and enables an intuitively
operation of the hand-held marking system.

Thanks to the use of latest processor
technologies, a fast navigation and quick
access times to the marking files is possible.

Several hundreds of marking files, fonts
and logos can be stored and administered in
the internal memory of the marking unit.
There are many language versions available.

MARKATOR
Manfred Borries GmbH
Tel: 0049 7144 857516
Email: uschi.gassmann@markator.de
www.markator.de

New hand-held marking system convinces with new accessories
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As part of the Hemlock Group, HPC
Services provides high precision machining
services to demanding customers in many
industry sectors. When the company
became involved with the production of
tight tolerance parts for a new system for
suppressing building fires, traceability
became a necessity. This is efficiently and
cost-effectively achieved by a TD412
laser-equipped LaserTop 2000 workstation
supplied by marking and traceability
specialist Technifor. 

Initially established in 1986 by Paul
Cobb’s father, today the Derbyshire-based
Hemlock Group has an annual turnover of
around £7 million and employs 70 highly
skilled staff. Hemlock invested in 3- and
5-axis prismatic machine tools, while HPC
Services provides multi-axis turning with
Swiss-type sliding head and turn-milling
machines, to provide a one-stop shop
service for companies across a wide
spectrum of industry sectors. Both were
early adopters of CNC technology and look
to automate and improve efficiency
whenever possible.

“It was the drive for efficiency and
cost-effective results for the customer that
initially prompted us to review the various
component marking solutions available,”
recalls Paul Cobb. “We are machining
15,000 parts a month and there are a lot of
variables. One particular customer, Dual
Mist required component traceability to
meet end customer expectations and
industry safety standards. It requires part

number, date and location it was
manufactured, as we don’t know when we
are making a batch of any particular design
we had to have a flexible solution.”

That flexibility came from a Technifor
LaserTop 2000 workstation fitted with the
company’s TD412 diode-pumped Nd:YAG
laser to efficiently generate high definition
marks. With a marking power of 12W it
provides consistent, high contrast character
quality on a wide range of materials and is
capable of marking at up to 2.5 m/sec. 

An innovative workstation, the LaserTop
2000 can accommodate any of the highly
capable Technifor YAG or fibre technology
lasers fitted with any lens. Compact in
design the LaserTop 2000 can be installed
on a desk or a worktable. It is quiet enough

to be used in an office and no external
cooling is required. The useful 520 by 580
mm working area provides maximum
flexibility in the size and weight of
workpieces accommodated. It makes laser
part marking more accessible and can be
operated with minimal training.

The Class 1 enclosure, certified against
laser emissions, is fully interlocked to ensure
maximum safety. The counterbalanced door
is equipped with sensors and an anti-pinch
system. Opening vertically up to 420 mm, it
allows access and loading on three sides of
the working area, while a large viewing
window ensures operator confidence during
marking.

LED lighting is embedded in the marking
head so the marking area remains perfectly
illuminated. A red diode marking pointer
and 300 mm Z-axis motorised height-
adjustment with positional display makes
sure that parts are positioned correctly in
the 240 by 240 mm maximum marking area
and processed correctly every time.

For HPC Services the Technifor laser is
used to drive a rotary axis to allow the
cylindrical nozzles to be clearly marked
around their circumference. By repurposing
the plastic collet designed to be used by the
installation engineers to screw the nozzle
into the water feed pipework HPC Services
has created an effective method of holding
the nozzle body without risk of damaging it.

Paul Cobb states: “We investigated the
various methods and suppliers and selected
the Technifor TD412 for a number of
reasons. First, as a bench-top machine it is
very compact; while we are not restricted for
room, we are keen not to waste floorspace.
Secondly it is extremely well designed and
built, when you have seen a few you know a
good one. The third reason is the intuitive
ease of use of the software; it is so
straightforward even I can use it.” 

Prior to investing in the Technifor marking
system, the company used the engraving
capability of its Nakamura Tome CNC
mill-turning centre to achieve the required
traceability information: 

“When we first started producing the
parts the volume was low enough to
engrave the data on the circumference of
the body. However, it added a minute to the
machining cycle time of a lathe that cost
£200,000. We are currently producing to
order 2,000 parts per month, and that would

Technifor supports more than a sprinkle of success
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be a lot of lost machining minutes. The
Technifor system allows us to run the turning
centres more efficiently and the mark
generated on the component is of a much
higher quality,” explains Paul Cobb.

Although the quality of the mark was not a
requirement at the outset it is an
unexpected benefit that has impressed
customers in other industry sectors,
particularly the train braking sector that HPC
Services supports. Components for this
sector are now also marked using the
Technifor laser, and there is enough
capacity for HPC Services to offer its
capabilities as a subcontract service to other
engineering businesses.

With the sprinkler-based fire suppression
industry worth around £500 million each
year, Paul Cobb is confident that the Dual
Mist product range will grow significantly. In
fact, he is so confident he has invested in the
company: “Our paths crossed when a
couple of businessmen approached
Hemlock looking for 5-axis machining and
also sliders to make some nozzles they had
designed. I could see the potential, but they
were difficult to machine and therefore
expensive to produce. 

“We redesigned the nozzles using our

engineering skills to
simplify the design to
make it both easier
and more
cost-effective. We
spent a few years
getting the design as
effective as possible,
with the nozzle exit
controlling the
mist-to-water droplet
ratio. It is so efficient
now that we can
literally replace nine
sprinkler heads with a
single Dual Mist nozzle. The potential cost
saving for the construction industry is huge
and we expect exceptional growth, so the
marking machine will have to work even
harder as we produce more nozzles.”

It was not just the body of the nozzle that
the team at HPC Services redesigned; the
internal components have also been
focused upon. The aim was to remove any
rubber seals as these can perish with
associated warranty and maintenance
penalties. 

“We wanted to produce a ‘fit and forget’
nozzle, and every element has been driven

by that goal. These systems have to remain
operationally ready for the life of the
building, and we are confident that the
traceable marks created by the Technifor
TD412 will remain completely intact and
legible for the same timeframe,” concludes
Paul Cobb.    

Gravograph Ltd
Tel: 01926 884433
Email: info@gravograph.co.uk
www.gravograph.co.uk
www.gravotech.com 
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World leading component marking, identification and traceability
specialist Pryor Marking Technology has unveiled a new
technological breakthrough, with help from the University of
Sheffield Advanced Manufacturing Research Centre with Boeing
(AMRC).

Pryor has been pushing the boundaries of marking technology
since it was founded in Sheffield almost 170 years ago and includes
leading aerospace and performance car manufacturers among its
clients.

The company spotted a gap in the market when several
customers asked if it was possible to mark components using the
same CNC machine that made them, instead of having to transfer
them to special marking stations.

“Moving parts around the shop floor is the biggest cause of
scrappage and waste in many manufacturing environments,” says
Pryor’s sales director, Alastair Morris.

“A tool that eliminated the need to move machined parts to a
separate workstation would significantly reduce the risk of damage
and free up workshop space, but there weren’t any on the market.”

Although Pryor is at the forefront of marking technology, its
understanding of how CNC machine tools are controlled was
limited, so it contacted the AMRC for help.

The AMRC invited Pryor’s technical director David Ray,
mechanical designer Richard Smith and Alastair Morris to its
headquarters in Catcliffe, Rotherham, where Michael Garrett, a
project engineer with the AMRC’s Integrated Manufacturing
Group, provided the advice they needed.

“We’re here to help companies large and small and are glad to
see that result in innovations that will play a role in improving
manufacturing processes and reducing waste,” says Michael
Garrett.

Alastair Morris explains what happened at the AMRC: “We
looked at the different CNC systems, the connectors they use and
the common issues they face with tools.

“We also discussed the problems you encounter if you try to mark
a component with a standard CNC tool.”

Armed with that information, Pryor developed a battery
powered, wirelessly-controlled dot peen marker that could be
stored alongside other tools in the CNC machine and selected
when needed.

“Once we’d built a prototype, we took it back to the AMRC for
testing in their new Mazak machining centre. The test was a success,
demonstrating the manoeuvrability and marking ability of the
prototype and how it could be controlled wirelessly, using a
Bluetooth connection,” says Alastair Morris.

“We’ve now filed a patent application and are about to launch
our new CNC Marking Tool on the global market.”

Pryor’s CNC Marking Tool produces human or machine readable,
two-dimensional inscriptions that meet strict international
aerospace marking standards.

It can been controlled wirelessly from a Windows computer, using
Pryor’s standard software, which can vary the force produced by the
marking head, allowing it to mark materials of different hardness.

For more information on Pryor's CNC Marking Tool, follow this
link: www.pryormarking.com/news/cnc-marking-breakthrough-to-
speed-production-cut-waste-and-free-up-workshop-space#sthash.ljoj9sUn.
dpuf

Pryor Marking Technology, the trading name of Edward Pryor
and Son Ltd, is a world leader in the manufacture and design of both
traditional and innovative marking, identification and traceability
solutions. Founded in 1849 in Sheffield, a hub of manufacturing and
the birthplace of stainless steel, the company’s success is built on
providing solutions for all manufacturing industries, with extensive
expertise in aerospace and automotive standards.

Operating from sites in the UK, France and India, Pryor serves an
extensive customer base, supported by a comprehensive
distributor network in countries across the globe.

Pryor has grown to become a single source supplier, offering a
complete portfolio of solutions for permanent part marking;
ranging from a simple hand stamp through to turnkey, bespoke
designed systems with multi-axis computer-controlled marking
heads, machine vision and traceability software. The combination of
breadth and length of marking experience, engineering excellence
and vision has created a customer centric organisation renowned
for the highest levels of quality and durability. 

Pryor Marking Technology   Tel: 0114 276 6044
Email: info@pryormarking.com   www.pryormarking.com

A technological breakthrough in metal marking
CNC marking solution speeds up production, cuts waste and frees up workshop space
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TYKMA Electrox, a leading worldwide
supplier of industrial laser systems, has
announced an expanded sales footprint in
the UK and Ireland through partnership with
The Needham Group of Shropshire.

Paul Mincher, UK managing director of
TYKMA Electrox, comments: “Electrox has a
rich history of providing quality industrial
laser systems within our home market of the
UK and our customers will continue to rely
on us for  laser technology well into the
future. Through our strategic partnership
with The Needham Group, located in
Shropshire, we are offering even greater
sales and support coverage in the UK and
Ireland. Our footprint for the sales and
servicing of customers has essentially
doubled. In addition, customers and
prospective clients can now benefit from a
more diverse product portfolio from the
combined organisation of TYKMA
Electrox.”

The Needham Group is a family business
with its roots in the heart of rural Shropshire.
Founded by Roger Needham in 1962, the
company has grown from a regional

distributor of marker pens to a diverse
group of divisions serving a wide variety of
market sectors. For over 20 years, The
Needham Coding division has supplied,
supported, maintained and developed
industrial ink jet and laser coding/etching
systems for a multitude of applications.

An expansive work area and choice of
lenses makes Zetalase™ XL TYKMA
Electrox’s most flexible marking system yet.

The new Zetalase XL features the most
expansive work area of the company’s entire

product range. It is available in multiple
configurations to mark tall and/or large
components as well as large fixtures of
parts. A front vertical pneumatically
actuated door maximises operator
ergonomics. Programmable Z-Axis
capability as a standard option allows for a
quick and easy changeover between
components. A choice of laser power and a
variety of large focal lenses provide the
ability to solve any application. The Zetalase
XL features an onboard PC and a gas
assisted swing arm with monitor, keyboard
and mouse allowing operators to easily
design, edit and select laser etching marking
programs.

Programming with Minilase™ Pro SE
software enables you to easily mark text,
barcodes, serial and date codes, graphics
and more. A full size rotary device for 360°
radial part marking can also be utilised.

The Needham Group
Tel: 01948 662629
Email: aled@needham-group.com
www.needham-group.com

TYKMA Electrox makes its mark with Needham Group

Laser marking, also known as ‘laser
engraving’ or ‘laser etching,’ is a marking
method which utilises laser light to mark
materials using a fine spot diameter ranging.
The laser engraver marks with short pulses
(10s-100s of nanoseconds), providing
precise control, and negligible heat input to
the part.

A fast and clean technology, laser
engraving is rapidly replacing older marking
methods like dot peen and chemical
etching. A key factor its widespread
adoption is the exponential increase in the
use of direct part marking to enable tracking
and traceability across many industries,
most notably medical device and
automotive electronics manufacturing. Easy
and flexible automation, the fact that it is a
non-contact process, improved
environmental profile, and low cost of
ownership add to the benefits of purchasing
and using laser marking equipment or laser
etching equipment.

Laser marking can take on many forms.
Some applications specify highly visible,

attractive marks, while others need marks on
obscure places or small enough to be visible
only using magnification, including
annealing, bleaching, engraving, etching,
and foaming. The type of mark made is
dependent on the characteristics of the laser
used to make the mark. The energy density,
wavelength, and material properties
determine the type of interaction with the
material. High energy density and short
wavelengths will typically yield
ablative/material removal effects, while
lower power density and longer
wavelengths will typically yield thermal
effects.  

Types of marks include alphanumeric
characters, barcodes, 2D matrix codes,
serial numbers, logos and graphics.
Materials which can be laser marked include
metals, semiconductors, plastics, ceramics
and more. See the paper Material Suitability
for Laser Marking, for more information.

Amada Miyachi offers a full line of pulsed
fiber laser markers with 10-100 W output
power; standard, benchtop, CDRH class 1

eyesafe workstations; and custom
engineered system solutions including
tooling, vision, motion and optics.

Amada Miyachi Europe UK
Tel: 01332 361238
Email:infouk@amadamiyachi.eu
www.amadamiyachi.eu

Fast and clean marking
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With its Y-Series, FOBA Laser Marking + Engraving, a leader in
industrial laser marking and engraving solutions, is introducing the
next generation of high-precision fibre lasers for direct part and
product marking. With their newly developed scan head technology
and the modular design, the fibre laser marking systems in the
Y-Series provide highest integration capability and application
flexibility: They are easy to integrate in production lines and laser
marking stations, and ensure tailored solutions for a wide variety of
marking applications. A scan head built-in vision system for
in-process imaging combines validation and verification prior to and
directly after laser marking in a holistic marking process.

Laser marking has become one of the preferred methods for
product identification, decoration and material processing. Due to
ever increasing quality standards, new legal and industrial
regulations, or the manufacturer's intent to add value and safety to
their products, many applications have already been developed,
and still new fields of use arise. Especially in the medical technology
and automotive industries, there is a growing demand for reliable,
accurate and at the same time efficient direct part marking and
identification solutions, which enable safe traceability and provide
counterfeit protection. 

The new Y-series has been developed to create more clarity and
take the complexity out of laser marking. FOBA introduces a
modular platform consisting of nine compact and flexible fibre
marking lasers spanning power and pulse width ranges. The
proprietary scan head technology offers tunings for optimal
marking quality and high marking speeds.

Modular concept ensures easy integration 
The easy, quick, reliable and cost-effective integration into various
production environments and systems is one of the key customer
requirements when it comes to installing a marking laser. The
modular design of the Y-Series takes this major requirement into
account as it includes nine different Ytterbium fibre laser sources
(1064 nanometer wavelength) which are identical in construction,
spanning power (2 to 50 W) and pulse width (1.5 to 200 nano
seconds) ranges and two continuous-wave lasers (CW) on one
modular platform. Additional features include various optics, a
choice of marking fields, two beam turn versions for straight-out or
90° beam exit, a patented camera system and major customer
interfaces (TCP/IP, Profibus) for flexible integration.

The new High-R (resolution) marking field calibration offers an
uncompromisingly accurate mark positioning and a substantial
reduction of marking field distortions. Both are crucial when
marking small parts and applying large marking contents, but also
when high code integrity is required.

Vision inside: marking head with integrated vision system for
process-integrated imaging
All Y-Series fibre marking lasers are available with the optional
vision system IMP (Intelligent Mark Positioning) directly integrated
in the marking head. IMP is the core of FOBA’s holistic vision-aided
laser marking process HELP (Holistic Enhanced Laser Process),
which offers verification prior to marking and validation right after.

The validation of marking contents right after the laser marking
helps to avoid marking errors, reduces scrap and non-conforming
products, and ensures process reliability. Particularly important for
manufacturers with strict quality and code and data integrity: 1D
and 2D contents are directly read back during post-mark validation
and characters and images are immediately verified.

A marking system for every use case with numerous applications 
The new Y-series fibre laser marking systems are perfect for the
reliable laser marking of various plastics, for example epoxy resins
and foils, metals, for example aluminum, steel, titan, etc. and many
other materials with codes, comprising QR, DMC, bar codes,
alphanumeric signs, logos, graphics and images. 

Y-Series marking lasers are specifically engineered for the
corrosion-resistant marking of medical stainless products. The
powerful new fibre lasers are, not least due to their flexibility, best
suited for the precise and efficient direct part marking (DPM) in
almost all industrial areas, ranging from the automotive and
automotive supplies industries through medical and safety
technology to electronics and others.

FOBA Laser Marking + Engraving
Tel: 0049 38823 55393 
Email: aweich@foba.de 
www.foba.de 
www.fobalaser.com 

Precise, flexible and easy to integrate
New generation of Yb fibre lasers for marking plastics, metals and many other materials
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One of the UK's leading manufacturers of
glass sealed units, Vetroseal's customers
include window manufacturers, installers
and fitters. Since the company began back
in 2000, it has taken pride in the quality of its
products and its ongoing investment in
up-to-date technology that it uses on a daily
basis.

Eric Falisi, Vetroseal director, explains:
"We need to stamp the toughened glass we
produce and from day one we went down
the laser marking route as we soon saw how
much more efficient this was when
compared with using a traditional stamp."

Vetroseal's incumbent laser system was
coping with the demands of the busy
company but it was only when the business
expanded by opening a second factory that
Eric realised there were potential further
improvement to be made.

"We invested in a £250,000 Hegla
auto-loading cutting table for the new
facility,"  continues Eric Falisi. "This came
with the option of a fully-integrated laser
unit, which it made sense to choose. Seeing
this laser in action made us realise that the

laser we were using on our standalone laser
station was definitely not achieving the
optimum results."

When the team at Vetroseal found out
that Laser Lines supplied the laser for the
auto-loader cutting table, they called Dave
Earl, technical sales engineer at Laser Lines,
to discuss their options. He explains: "We
took an in-depth look at all Vetroseal's
specific requirements, making sure we
understood both the technical and
operational business needs before going
back with our recommendations. We also
wanted to ensure we maintained the
excellent results the business was already
seeing with its integrated laser."

After Laser Lines' guidance, Vetroseal
opted for a Synrad v40 laser marker with a
30W EOX system from Data Logic. 

Eric Falisi enthuses: "We're so impressed
with the quality of the laser and the support
system, too. It's more automated than our
previous solution, as well as much more user
friendly and intuitive."

"The team at Laser Lines put in a lot of
groundwork. They made sure they matched

up the exact dimensions and location of the
Synrad laser with the laser on the
auto-loader cutting table so it's impossible
to tell where the glass was marked, ensuring
consistency for our customers.

"As and when the time comes to replace
our lasers, Laser Lines will definitely be our
first port of call. I highly recommend its
service and products."

Laser Lines Ltd
Tel: 01295 672500 
Email: lasers@laserlines.co.uk
www.laserlines.co.uk

Laser Lines is a clear favourite for Vetroseal

Medical device manufacturers produce
typically high mix and low to medium
volume. They often face the challenge of
processing small, single use devices with
stringent quality and ever-increasing
reliability requirements. These are just a few
of the reasons why a system that can simplify
changeover from part to part or batch to
batch, whilst ensuring zero defects is a
valued addition to their manufacturing
processes.

There are many suppliers of laser marking
systems offering different solutions.
However, only a few provide real turnkey
and closed-loop solutions. Manufactured by
German laser system specialist FOBA and
available in the UK and Ireland from
Worcestershire-based TLM Laser, HELP is a
comprehensive process that offers tangible
additional value. 

HELP (Holistic Enhanced Laser Process) is
a three-stage closed-loop medical device
marking process that ensures process
reliability before and after laser marking and
easing compliance with regulations. Parts
are validated prior to marking, and with the

combination of a TTL (Through-The-Lens)
vision system and IMP (Intelligent Mark
Positioning), only the correct mark will be
applied in the correct position and only on
the correct part. 

Once the laser marking process is
complete, the mark contents can then be
verified using Optical Character Verification
(OCV) and 2D code reading. This inform-
ation is captured whilst the part is still in the
machine, everything achieved with just one
laser and its fully integrated machine vision
system. 

There are three separate stages to the
process, which begins with part validation.
The vision system is used to ensure that the
correct part is in place, eliminating the

potential for marking the wrong part or
defective products. 

Part verification confirms that the part
waiting to be marked has not already been
marked previously. Mark alignment is used
to check the position of the mark relative to
the position of the to-be-marked part. It is
important to note that the part does not
have to align to the mark, as the mark
automatically aligns itself accurately to the
part.

The mark verification stage, post laser
marking, validates that the marks are where
they are expected, checking for contrast,
alignment and size. Optical Character
Verification (OCV) then validates that every
character marked by the laser matches the
content expected. The contents of 1D and
2D codes (Datamatrix [ECC 200, GS1], QR)
are also read and compared to the content
expected.  

TLM Laser
Tel: 0845 260 2220
Email: sales@tlm-laser.com
www.tlm-laser.com

Closed loop marking and identification for medical devices 
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Eco-Burner, based in Waterford, Ireland,
manufactures the Chafo burner. Although
the company was founded in 2004, it was
not until 2010 when it received external
investment that sales began to grow
significantly. At that point, it was making
products for stock and using a series of
Excel spreadsheets to manage orders, stock
and even to print out invoices prior to being
entered into its Sage 50 accounts software.

Ciaran Doyle, CFO says: "The key
challenges for us with that system was the
lack of traceability of components within
each batch produced. Each department was
working independently of the other, so
finance only knew that we bought
something when the invoice came in the
door. There was no approval or
authorisation process in place. There was
also difficulty in forecasting the right stock
purchase levels for the quantities that we
were trying to make. Given the size of the
business at the time it was achievable but
difficult and frustrating, and there's no way
we could have scaled from where we were
then to where we are now with that kind of
approach."

In 2010 the company set about evaluating
ERP systems, considering several costing up
to around €200,000, with ongoing annual
maintenance of around €13,500. Ciaran
found that while most had entry-level
systems at lower prices they did not meet
their needs.

Ciaran Doyle says: "Most of the
competing systems offered five or six
different levels of functionality. We quickly
discovered that with the lower levels we
weren't getting the traceability as part of
that. They were very simple
transaction-based systems, but they
couldn't control all of the component level
batch numbers for us. So with those systems
we very quickly ended up going from level
one to three or four, and the price tag rose

accordingly. One of them quoted €200,000
for a system that in my view wasn't simple to
install or user-friendly."

After further online research Ciaran Doyle
discovered 123insight and reviewed the
Multimedia Disc. He also liked the
subscription-based pricing model.

Ciaran Doyle explains: "The SAAS
(Software As A Service) model where you
are paying a fee monthly rather than paying
a significant capital amount up front,
created a certain attraction to the point
where we decided to find out a bit more
about this offering to see whether it would
meet our needs."

He attended an Evaluation Workshop in
Southampton in September 2011, although
he was initially reluctant:

"I have a background in IT and the
standard model when you say 'I want to buy
a piece of software' is that they will come to
your door and show you their wares. I guess
I'd been trained into that mindset through
previous roles. My initial reaction was 'I
don't really want to travel to do an initial
evaluation to see whether this was
something I wanted to proceed with or not'.
It took a little while for me to get over the
'you come and have a look at us rather than

us coming to you' approach to the initial
product demonstrations."

Eco-Burner's products require minimal
assembly time, so he wanted to ensure that
whichever system they selected did not add
complex and time-consuming IT-related
processes to this. As the company had staff
with programming experience they planned
to write a bespoke shop floor interface and
wanted a system that they could easily
connect it to. 

Ciaran Doyle explains: "When the product
goes through assembly there are a number
of components and sub-assemblies
involved. The unit itself is serialised and the
production labour is around four to five
minutes per unit after all of the sub-
assemblies have been put together. We
needed a process that could accurately and
consistently record every component that
went into it but that didn't add three to four
minutes of processing time onto the
assembly time. One of the things that set
123insight apart was the ability to interface
via the SDK (Software Development Kit)
option. That allowed us to write some very
simple screens where staff just have to scan
the barcode on the front of the unit and
123insight would, through the SDK, update

Fuelling growth with 123 Insight
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all the stock and works orders. Transactions
that could have taken a minute or two were
reduced to simply waving a barcode under
the scanner with all of the stock transactions
in the background. The ability to take away
any requirement for transaction processing
from the operators was quite an appealing
concept for both us and them."

The decision was made immediately after
the workshop to select 123insight, and the
six days of no-obligation training were
scheduled in November for two key staff in
production and finance. 

Once training was complete Eco-Burner
used 123insight's Data Import Toolkit to
reshape the data from its Excel spread-
sheets, which Ciaran Doyle found extremely
easy:

"It wasn't a case of trying to go through
one at time to setup your products, as if
you've got it in an Excel format it's very easy
to see all the fields you need’’

Instead of installing 123insight on a server
in its offices, he decided to opt for a
subscription approach: 

"We're a relatively small company. We
don't have in-house IT or server support
people and decided from the outset that if
we were going to take 123insight on as a
monthly subscription why not take the same
approach for our servers and emails. We'd
then have a set IT cost per month without
any additional in-house costs. We decided
to rent some server space from a company
in Manchester, and our 123insight database
and applications are hosted there, which we
can then access remotely from anywhere."

The decision was made to go live on 2nd
April 2012, just eight weeks after
implementation was started. The company

stopped production on the Thursday,
performed a stock check and transferred
data over the weekend. 

Reporting has benefited significantly. A
minimum stock level 'traffic light' report is
generated for the weekly production
meeting, instantly highlighting any potential
issues. Ciaran Doyle liked the flexibility that
123insight's reporting provided:

"If you have anyone in the business that
understands a little bit about SQL or Crystal
Reports, within an hour they'll have written
the report that they want to have,
customised exactly the way they want it. We
have a scheduled Crystal Reports app that
runs a stock report on month end along with
a WIP report, with all of the reports in
exactly the format and layout that we want
them. When the financial controller comes in
on the first working day of the month
everything is there in her inbox, customised
with groupings for our own product
classes."

As Eco-Burner continued to streamline
processes, he noticed a further benefit from
sending both production and financial staff
on training: "We discovered a few things
that we'd been doing in the past that we
could actually scrap. Department 1 only did
things because they thought department
two needed it and department two just filed
it because department one gave it to them.
It gave us some additional benefits that
weren't really related to the training, so I
definitely recommend that companies
should train as many people on as much of
the software as possible."

At Eco-Burner's request 123 Insight also
developed a feature that became standard
within the product. 'Packing and Unpacking'
allows Eco-Burner to scan all Chafo units
placed in a box and produce a single label
for the outer box. When the goods arrive at
the distribution depot they simply scan the
outer box label to 'unpack' all of the
individual serial numbers back into stock.

Eco-Burner has taken advantage of
123insight's scalable licencing, taking as
many or as few as required on a monthly
basis. 

The company has new products on the
horizon and is continuing to expand. Ciaran
Doyle concludes: "123insight is the
cheapest employee we have in the building.
We've been on the system for just over four
years and our revenue has grown over 100
percent each year without any additional
administration to support that growth. To
add five production facilities, four overseas
warehouses and 800-900 percent growth
with the same resources speaks for itself. It's
just something that is now simply a part of
Eco-Burner - it's just part of the way we do
things"

123 Insight Ltd
Tel: 01489 860851
Email: info@123insight.com
www.123insight.com 
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Developing components that are
lightweight and easy to produce is a key
issue for many industries. Whether it’s
reducing the weight of portable military
equipment, aircraft or high-performance
cars, weight reduction is at the top of many
industry agendas. 

Advances in composite technologies
mean plastics are increasingly being
considered alongside traditional materials
such as aluminium and titanium, but there is
one material that, until recently, was
perceived as being too volatile to offer a
viable, lightweight solution for many
mainstream applications: magnesium.

Weighing 30 percent less than aluminium
by volume and being both stiffer and
stronger weight for weight, magnesium has
a reputation for being somewhat reactive.
The development of more stable alloys,
together with advances in surface
technologies, mean that this is now
changing and magnesium is becoming an
exciting, viable option for many
applications, particularly those where
metallic components are preferred, for
example, where components need to be
strong, ductile, and have specific thermal or
electrical properties as well as being easy to
fabricate.

At Keronite, we’ve been working in
conjunction with a number of businesses to
develop technologies that will allow
manufacturers to take advantage of the
significant weight savings offered by
magnesium. 

Magnesium Elektron, with its Elektron®43
alloy, has recently shown that magnesium
alloys can meet tough flammability
requirements, driving a change in the

wording of SAE AS8049, the aerospace
safety standard, that will allow magnesium
components into passenger aircraft.  But
this is only part of the story. In reality,
corrosion is the greatest enemy of
magnesium, which is where specialised
surface treatments come in. 

Magnesium is extremely chemically active
and protecting it presents its own
challenges. However, at Keronite we have
now commercialised the use of plasma
electrolytic conversion (PEO) to impart a
highly abrasion and corrosion-resistant
ceramic coating to magnesium alloys. This
offers real performance improvements
without adding significant weight. 

PEO is an electrolytic immersion process
that passes an electrical current through the
surface of a light metal part, in this case
magnesium. The surface of the metal
oxidises, generating a plasma oxide layer
that converts the surface into a hard, yet
flexible, ceramic layer that grows into and
outwards from the surface of the metal. This
creates a strong bond and can be tailored to
deliver a range of alloy performance
improvements. 

The process can also be honed to offer
bespoke solutions for different applications.
Simply by making adjustments to a range of
controllable parameters, the coating can be
engineered to offer multi-functional
performance on different parts of the same
component. So, where one part of the
component might need increased wear
resistance, another may need better thermal
or aesthetic qualities, all of which can be
delivered in one, repeatable treatment
process.

The coating itself is derived from the
original base metal, meaning the
process doesn’t bulk out the
component, which is a feature of
many traditional coatings that
ultimately undermines the whole
lightweighting effort. Add to this
the fact that the Keronite finish can
remove the need for primers, and
it’s clear that the potential weight
savings on offer are significant. 

These developments are exciting
news for OEMs working across
high-performance industries such as
aerospace, automotive and

motorsport, as it means they can now
consider magnesium components as a
genuine alternative to traditional materials
such as aluminium and steel. 

From engine components and fuel
systems to energy recovery systems and
structural parts, OEMs in the motorsport
sector are already exploring the benefits of
magnesium and this is beginning to trickle
down to the mainstream passenger car
sector too, where manufacturers are
increasingly adopting magnesium for things
like alternators, transmission casings, motor
housings, and even body parts. 

Finally, the recent change to AS8049 also
opens up a raft of opportunities for aircraft
and aerospace component designers due to
the large volumes and repeatability of
components required in this market. For
example, we see an opportunity to use
magnesium in aircraft seating that could
offer potential weight savings of almost 20
percent per part: with hundreds of seats on
a typical commercial aircraft, the overall
savings would be huge, making a sizeable
difference to the aircraft’s environmental
impact, as well as its running costs.  

Keronite International Ltd
Tel: 01223 893222
Email: info@keronite.com
www.keronite.com

Surface technologies show the way for magnesium
by Steve Montisci, Keronite International Ltd
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North West-based Bindatex, Europe’s only independent specialist
in the precision cutting of composite materials, has developed a
working relationship with BAE Systems, facilitating the creation of
an agile UK supply chain.

Enlisting the services of Bindatex, BAE Systems’ expectation is to
ensure a fast turnaround time of low-volume advanced slit
materials, such as carbon fibre, which are used in the aerospace
industry. 

Simon Baxter, a member of the composites development team at
BAE Systems Samlesbury, says: “With its base in Greater
Manchester and as a growing, independent business with no
minimum order quantity, Bindatex is an ideal choice for BAE
Systems and will be instrumental in providing agility in the
development of our process and products.

“By fulfilling smaller orders quickly, Bindatex will allow us to
reduce lead times, which is not always possible with our
conventional supply chain, which is focused on delivering product
to its high volume customers.”

The relationship will see Bindatex perform an important role,
processing composite materials to tight tolerances for use in a
number of significant projects in the aerospace industry which,
according to a 2015 UK parliamentary briefing note, is set to grow
by 6.8 percent over the next few years.

Chris Lever, managing director of Bindatex, says: “The pace of
the supply chain in the world of composites can be hampered by
long lead times so, ultimately, the aim of the partnership is to speed
up the process for the benefit of the aerospace sector, which is one
of the major industries we supply.”

The various material types converted to precision tapes by
Bindatex have been utilised recently in a number of automated fibre
placement (AFP) composite research programmes, both exclusively
within BAE Systems and in cooperation with the UK catapult centres
for high value manufacturing, where advanced, automated fibre
placement equipment has been utilised.

Chris Lever says: “Securing BAE Systems as a client is a real coup
for us. We look forward to seeing the relationship develop as our
capabilities advance and evolve within an industry that’s certainly
set to boom over the coming years.”

Established in 2004, Bindatex is Europe’s only independent

specialist in the precision cutting of composite materials. Bindatex
is the only independent company in the industry that can provide
suitably-stored composite materials cut to such tight tolerances,
while being well-positioned to supply Europe. The company is
internationally recognised as being at the forefront of its industry
and has maintained rapid development through innovation and
technology.

Bindatex Ltd   Tel: 01204 399604
Email: info@slittingandsheeting.co.uk   www.slittingandsheeting.co.uk 

Deal with BAE Systems takes off
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During 2015, APT (Automatic Precision
Turning) celebrated 60 years in business and
is now looking forward to further success.
The company's PSL Datatrack production
management and business administration
system will feature as the cornerstone of its
operations. 

As one of the UK's leading subcontract
engineering companies, APT has a very
successful strategy of continuous
investment in its production capabilities,
including high precision CNC multi-axis
turning centres and vertical machining
centres. These are a testimony to the
company's core aim of offering reliability,
precision, speed and high quality service to
its customer base. Alongside these
investments, the first involvement with PSL
Datatrack came in early 2012 after the
software had come to APT’s attention
through its successful implementation within
other engineering subcontractors and as a
result of PSL Datatrack's successful publicity
campaigns in the engineering media. 

APT supplies high precision turned parts
and components from 1 mm to 42 mm
diameter, as well as intricate prismatic parts
in batches of up to one million, produced in
materials as diverse as aluminium, brass,
steels, plastics and high temperature alloys.
Its broad client base covers industries such
as aerospace, automotive, medical, motor
sport and security with many customers
taking advantage of APT’s AS EN 9100 and
ISO 9001 accreditations. With so many
manufacturing permutations, APT had
recognised the need to improve its
administration and PSL Datatrack provided
the ideal solution.

Nick Baller, operations director at APT
says: “At the time we were looking to
replace our many separate Excel-based
recording systems and our previous
manufacturing control program from
another software supplier. We needed to
combine our various databases and
resources into one integrated system that
would provide overall complete control of
the many variables within our production
processes and PSL Datatrack fitted the bill,” 

As a modular software system, PSL
Datatrack is designed to integrate different
manufacturing and administration routines,

thereby saving time and money. APT
subsequently invested in the PSL Datatrack
software in order to have total control over
processes from customer enquiry through to
delivery and invoicing. This reflects the
company’s commitment to giving customers
an engineering service from initial drawing
to the finished part. 

PSL Datatrack handles APT's quotations,
works orders, purchase orders, stock,
non-conformance reports and much more,
ensuring traceability, close batch control
and full compliance with its quality
accreditations. 

Nick Baller says: “No longer do we have
to switch painstakingly between each of our
previous standalone reporting and
monitoring systems. “ 

Working closely with PSL Datatrack to
ensure that the software is fully tailored to
meet on-going, changing requirements,
APT has also been a very active contributor
to PSL's customer “wish list” programme.
This ensures that the PSL Datatrack system is
regularly updated and configured from the
user's viewpoint and not just from the
developer's own ideas for improvement.

Nick Baller says: “We have seen many of
our suggestions actioned and included in
new versions of PSL Datatrack. This shows us
that the customer “wish list” is not just an
ideal but is taken seriously by the company
as a real means of implementing practical

improvements to the software's
functionality. It has been very useful to have
an input into this development,” 

PSL Datatrack has proven to be an easy to
use system for APT, with the interlinked
modules delivering significant time-savings,
whilst the benefits of traceability that the
system provides are making auditing quick
and easy. As a result, the company is now
looking at further investment in PSL
Datatrack time & attendance and
assemblies’ modules as well as status boards
to take efficiency to even higher levels by
automatically distributing information and
instructions to any department.

APT feels that the support they get from
PSL Datatrack is first rate with the provision
of concise, well written help files, effective
telephone support and if a query cannot be
solved immediately, then a prompt call back
from PSL Datatrack is always provided,
giving APT great confidence in the service.

Nick Baller concludes: “PSL Datatrack
software is the industry standard and will be
at the heart of everything we do as we move
into our 61st year of operation and
beyond.” 

PSL Datatrack
Tel: 08456 345931
Email: sales@psldatatrack.com
www.psldatatrack.com

Successful implementation of
production management system 
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The University of Sheffield Advanced
Manufacturing Research Centre (AMRC)
with Boeing is using a DMG MORI
LASERTEC 65 3D in its research into
applications for additive and subtractive
manufacture. Dr David Curtis of the AMRC
explains: “There is a big push in the
application of 3D printing technology for
components across different industrial
sectors. A range of parts are already 3D
printed, but our investigations are focused
towards overcoming the limitations
presented by the maturity of some of the
processes to broaden their scope of
application. There is little doubt that as the
technology develops we will see wider
applications.” 

Research is led by partners within industry
that are looking at additive and subtractive
technology. They regard it as a key
disruptive technology which will offer a step
change in the way in which products are
made. Dr David Curtis says: “There is a
growing interest in this emerging
technology across UK based manufacturers
and we partner with other centres across the
UK that are investigating disruptive
technology and metallurgy.”

The objective of the research is to
understand the capability of the process and
develop it to a higher technology readiness
level. It will look at options such as growing
features onto a base component or starting
from zero, and aspects of sequential
additive and subtractive manufacture and
the capability that this will enable. The
opportunity to investigate cladding and
laser treatment will also be explored. The
integrity of the parts produced will also be
investigated, down to the micro structure
level, as will repeatability to see if the
process is good enough for critical
components. 

As a Tier 1 member of the AMRC, DMG
MORI is delighted to be involved in this
activity and that the AMRC has selected the
LASERTEC 65 3D for its research. DMG
MORI has been involved in several projects
with the AMRC including ultrasonic
machining with the DMG MORI
ULTRASONIC 10 for carbon fibre machining
with PCD tooling. Research is currently
underway on cryogenic machining which

gives the benefit of a clean working
envelope and could have applications in
high strength titanium which is generally a
wet process at the moment. To support the
research programmes, DMG MORI has an
engineer permanently on site in Sheffield
and the AMRC also has a good relationship
with engineers at DECKEL MAHO Pfronten
where researchers can initiate technical
meetings and obtain additional training.

The LASERTEC 65 3D uses laser
deposition welding to build up components
and can lay down two different powdered
materials during the 5-axis process, which is
more than 10 times faster than powder bed
technology. The machine can build parts up
to 500 mm diameter with undercuts and no
supporting structure. The technology can
also create parts with internal channels with
its continuously monitored and measured
laser build up process. The laser head is safe
during milling operations outside the
machining envelope, making it possible to
alternate between milling and laser
deposition, creating parts which would
otherwise be very difficult or impossible to
manufacture in one operation. As a special
highlight the machine is equipped with the
ULTRASONIC technology pack. This will
allow post machining of wear resistant
coatings that have been deposited with the
additive solution using ultrasonic machining
techniques. DMG MORI has four additive

manufacturing technology centres
worldwide and has a database of materials
and parameter settings for the technology
and can work with customers on specific
material development requirements.

The first application under investigation is
the use of additive and subtractive
technology in gear manufacture. The
current technology for gear manufacture is
well established so applying disruptive
technology could result in a radical change
for future manufacturing methods. Further
investigations will cover topics more closely
aligned to aerospace applications.

AMRC executive dean, professor Keith
Ridgway CBE concludes: “We aim to make
Factory 2050 the most advanced factory in
the world, built to carry out collaborative
research, it has been designed to ensure the
UK’s advanced manufacturing supply chain
can access the expertise it needs to make
the most of new challenges and
opportunities, and that our region retains its
international lead in high value
manufacturing.”

DMG MORI UK
Tel: 02476 516137
Email: steve.finn@dmgmori.com
www.dmgmori.com

AMRC partners with DMG MORI for
additive and subtractive manufacture
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Water Jet Sweden used its 2016 Open
House to showcase a raft of new products.
The annual event has always been a staple in
the Waterjet calendar and this year was no
exception, with the highest number of
potential customers attending on record.
The Ronneby-based firm has a reputation
for high precision, accuracy and reliability in
its systems and has used these principles in
the design of the new NCT and NCH
machines.

The aim was to meet a more general
market demand with a range of standard
machine configurations whilst still ensuring
the quality and peak performance of a
Water Jet Sweden machine but at a lower
price level.

Both models offer a complete turnkey
solution which includes the machine table,
intensifier pump, auxiliary components,
installation and training. A ready to start
package, it can easily be used as an addition
to existing waterjet users or ideal for
customers taking their first steps in to
waterjet cutting. Customers can add several
machine features to tailor it to their
requirements and all packages include a
Fanuc controller and 3800 intensifier pump
as standard, with both 4,000 bar and 6,000
bar upgrades available.

Water Jet Sweden CEO Lennart Svensson
explains why this is crucial: "There are a lot
of lower priced systems out there with
non-supportable controllers and crank
pumps, but they're simply not reliable.
That's why we've ensured our NCT and NCH
machines come with both as standard. The

machines are specifically designed with
everything the Water Jet Sweden name
should live up to: precision, accuracy and
reliability. The aim was to reach a new
market segment with a standardised
concept, at an affordable price point,
without compromising on our principles.
We're known for our service and support,
but by looking after our customers with a
longer term approach this has been a big
part of our success."

Tony Ryd, head of development at Water
Jet Sweden adds: "The NCT machine has a
3 x 2 m table and of course there are a
number of options as well for customers
with more specific demands. By designing
the system to fit in a container for easier
transportation, it also makes installation
simpler and quicker, which all benefits the
customer. Both machines come with our
market leading five year extended
mechanical warranty to give customers the
comfort to know they are covered."

The NCH model is a 2D waterjet cutting

system and is based on Water Jet Sweden's
patented gantry design and construction.
The NCH is suitable for industry plants or
contract cutting shops where there is a need
for volume production and efficiency. It is
available in three different table sizes, 1 m x
1 m, 2 m x 1 m and 3 m x 1.5 m. 

The five year extended mechanical
warranty is a market first and brings the new
machines in to line with WJS's premium
machines. 

With the Swedish firm having customers
from one man startups to global aero engine
maker Rolls Royce amongst their ranks, they
can tailor a machine to suit almost any
configuration required. The Open House
event gave potential clients a great
opportunity to see the new ranges as well as
a myriad of different machine options and
configurations waiting to be delivered to
customer around the world. Lennart
Svensson explains: 

"The event has exceeded all of our
expectations and is the biggest one yet. We
aim to hold our Open House when we have
a large range of machine models and
different systems available, so that
customers can see all of the potential
options before making their choice.
Customers travelled from all across the
globe to attend and it gives them the
potential to interact, make connections, and
expand their business in a less formal
setting. We have technical, sales and
support experts on hand who can explain all
the benefits of different systems and give
technical advice for particular applications."

WJS UK Ltd
Tel: 01937 845499
Email: info@wjsuk.com
www.waterjetsweden.co.uk

New models launched at Open House
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OMAX® JetMachining® Centers  

provide premium high-precision  

abrasive waterjet cutting. 

ADVANCED ABRASIVE WATERJET SYSTEMS  |  800.838.0343  |  WWW.OMAX.COM

Just as erosive forces create intricate rock patterns, advanced abrasive waterjet technology 

enables OMAX JetMachining Centers to cut complex workpieces from virtually any material 

with the utmost precision and speed. Experience the power of OMAX. #TruthInWaterjet
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The staff at Custom Precision Technologies
(CPT) in Florida faced a tragic crisis in early
November 2008. Their entire facility burned
to the ground from a random fire, and they
lost all their equipment including their
OMAX® 80160 JetMachining® Center. CPT
was in immediate recovery mode as it
searched for a temporary place to set up
shop again and to resume its part
production and supply services. Various
clients, mostly from the assembly machining
and aerospace industries, were still counting
on them to fulfil their orders in a timely
fashion.

An OMAX field representative arrived on
the scene as CPT’s waterjet specialist Drew
Phillips was speaking to the fire marshall. A
makeshift team of OMAX and CPT
employees expedited a replacement OMAX
waterjet for the company later that month.

“We will take an OMAX waterjet as soon
as you can get us one,” Drew Phillips said to
the field representative. The responsive
OMAX customer service left a positive
impression with him when OMAX quickly
offered a floor model previously
demonstrated at a trade show.

CPT’s reliance on abrasive waterjet
technology became even more apparent
after the shop fire. Although CPT couldn’t fit
a Model 80160 into their smaller temporary
shop, it chose a Model 5555 to suit its
waterjet cutting needs until they could
rebuild at the previous location. When it
came time to move into their permanent
facility, CPT wanted to add a larger scale
OMAX jet cutting machine based on the
project demands it experienced from their
previous JetMachining Center.

Choosing the 80X was an easy decision for
CPT. Evaluating their cutting work, it
realised that keeping most of their cutting
work in-house instead of outsourcing would
save money. With the size of many of their
projects, they needed the largest cutting
bed they could get.

With an X-Y cutting travel of 160 inches x
80 inches, the 80X became an indispensable
shop tool for cutting CPT’s full plate
materials, which commonly comes in
dimensions of 4 ft x 12 ft. It discovered
traditional machining by EDMs and lasers
did not produce the satisfactory cut quality
for their needs, or the faster turnaround
time.

Initially, a large percentage of CPT’s
cutting projects were affiliated with the
aerospace industry. With the advantages of
cold process waterjet machining, cutting
exotic materials without heat-affected zones
(HAZ) appealed to its customers, according
to Drew Phillips. Introducing heat to metals

can increase material hardness to the cut
areas of the part. When the cut edges are
harder than the rest of the part, the metal
part contains material stress. The aerospace
clients were particularly strict about not
having HAZ on their metal components
since these parts go directly into an area in
the airplane engine where combustors,
augmenters, and nozzles endure extreme
heat during operation. With aerospace
tapering off in their area, CPT applied this
same concept to other markets such as
marine and racing industries. Thus, CPT
holds itself responsible to meet its
customers’ material quality requirements.

Another reason CPT chose OMAX
waterjet technology was the Tilt-A-Jet®

cutting head option. The accessory’s taper
removal capability offered unmatched part
precision compared to what other waterjet
cutting services were touting in the region.

“We knew from the get-go we couldn’t
have a standard waterjet,” says Drew
Phillips. “We needed a Tilt-A-Jet for the
kind of work we do. Being able to have zero
taper on our parts has been most valuable
when cutting locator holes.”

Most of the work done on the Tilt-A-Jet
involves preparing parts with locator holes,
so that customers can conduct subsequent
machining processes. Sometimes the
locator holes require true positioning of
0.005 of an inch.

“With taper, that’s just not possible,”
adds drew Phillips. “I can’t even tell you how
much the Tilt-A-Jet helps with
accomplishing those projects.”

Operating a Tilt-A-Jet with highly
advanced nesting software allows CPT to
get the best parts yield when cutting from

Adapting for the future
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an expensive exotic sheet of metal, such as titanium, nickel-based
alloys, high temperature and super alloys, all of which add up when
you consider price per pound. Tilt-A-Jet precision makes way for
strategic nesting of parts on stock plate, even allowing an operator
to cut parts within parts by using as much of the remaining space
left on the sheet. According to Drew Phillips, this sort of output
from the OMAX accessory is what keeps the business competitive.

CPT gains a competitive advantage between cost and speed with
this combination of hardware and software. With the capability of
producing more parts faster than other shops in the region, CPT is
able to lower its prices and stay ahead of the competition.

When customers ask it to produce even tighter tolerances for
locator holes, CPT runs a MAXJET®5 MiniJet Nozzle on its Model
5555. The MiniJet produces a smaller jet stream than the standard
OMAX nozzle and cuts narrow widths between 0.020” to 0.025”.

The company’s typical projects with the MiniJet involve small
parts with narrow slat openings so another part can drop through
the slat to complete a section fitting. 

It has also been asked to pierce 1/8th inch holes in polycarbonate,
graphite, nylon, and titanium sheets. With the MiniJet, CPT
benefited from more efficient parts nesting and even greater parts
yield with minimal taper.

In just a few short years, CPT’s business broadened to additional
markets where the advantages of abrasive waterjet keep both
OMAX machines at high capacity. 

More clients interested in leaner manufacturing processes, such
as improving lead time and quality solutions, rely on CPT’s waterjet
cutting services. The temporary facility setback is now just a
memory as it focuses on customer satisfaction and expands the
business in exciting new directions.

UK Distributor:
Aquajet Machining Systems Ltd   Tel: 01244 409199
Email: peter.lucas@omax.com   www.omax.com

www.edition35.co.uk

For it’s 35th anniversary, Flow – the Innovation Leader 
in the field of Waterjet Cutting Technology – created a special 
anniversary edition with the goal of giving you the highest 
revenue for your business.

Save money with the Edition 35 by:

… programming faster and easier with solid models
… benefiting from a robust and long lasting design
… having the most efficient pump in the Waterjet Industry
… getting a perfect result from the first cut 

Learn all about the Edition 35:

Now at a very special anniversary price, 
including a 1 year full service package

LIMITED EDITIONLIMITED EDITIONLIMITED EDITION

Learn all about the Edition 35:

y t a verNow a special anniv
including a 1 year full ser

LIMITED EDITION

Learn all about the Edition 35:

y priceersarspecial anniv , 
vice packageincluding a 1 year full ser

LIMITED EDITION

n35.co.edition35.co.uk
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STM has now developed a smart answer to
the market’s issues of rising energy and
water costs or environmental regulations:
“OneClean” the integrated modular system
for fully automatic recycling of water and
abrasive. This system can convey sludge out
of cutting tank, clean cutting water for canal
inlet or recycle it 100 percent.. 

Abrasive, the greatest cost factor in
waterjet cutting, is also recycled 50 percent
and automatically returned to the system.
“OneClean” also fully automatically controls
the water cleaning, treatment, recirculation
and abrasive recycling right from the cutting
tank. It thus reduces the running costs
significantly and at the same time increases
operating convenience as well as
maintenance friendliness. This is supported
not least by the central control system via
Siemens Controller S7 PLC with which
processes can be controlled and read out via
touch screen. A solid design with central
stainless steel frame and an aluminium
casing in combination with high-quality

brand components additionally guarantees
the wear resistance that is typical for STM
products. The worldwide unique recycling
system is available as a basic version for
separating abrasive and process water or in
combination with an abrasive recycling
module and/or water recirculation module
to match the requirements. Depending on
the version, the system which can be retrofit
without great expenditure costs between
10,700 and 29,900 euros. 

Module 1: Desludging via hydro filter. The
cutting water is sucked out of the cutting
tank with a ceramics covered high-
performance pump and the hydro filter of
the “OneClean” system. This process starts
automatically during the cutting with
abrasive and is switched back off again after
the cutting process. It separates process
water from abrasive in the cutting tank and
drains the latter into a BigBag that holds
approx. 2 t. An integrated weighing sensor
shows when the BigBag is almost full or

stops the cleaning process upon request if
the collection container must be replaced.
This enables abrasive disposal without
disruption of the cutting process and the
collection container with the BigBag can be
removed conveniently and cleanly with a
lifting carriage. A second high-performance
pump transports the water that was
separated from the abrasive back into the
cutting tank via two wash heads. Process
control and visualisation takes place via a
central S7 PLC with TouchDisplay. All parts
of the hydro filter that are coming into
contact with the abrasive are outside of the
cutting tank. This reduces downtime during
maintenance and the customary running
costs for desludging.

Module 2: The water treatment upgrade
ensures that the cutting water can be
introduced. A combination of harmless
chemicals to separate various metals and
sophisticated filter units clean the water
until no environmentally harmful substances

Resource-efficient waterjet cutting
New “OneClean System” from STM recycles water and abrasive fully integrated for the first
time and sustainably increases profitability
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can leave the machine. This greatly
facilitates approval processes and enables
environment friendly operation of the
system. 

Module 3: Abrasive recycling. A specific
hydro filter sorts out coarse and fine parts
from the used abrasive into the collection
container of the basic module. The used
abrasive is dried energy-efficiently and
automatically mixed with new abrasive from
the abrasive container in order to ensure
high abrasive quality. With this system and
depending on quality and cutting speed, up
to 55 percent of the used abrasive can be
reused. That saves procurement, disposal
and transportation costs, which make an
amortisation within about 3 to 5 years with
an approx. annual abrasive consumption of
50 tons. 

Module 4: The water cycle system cleans
the water so thoroughly that it can be fed
into high pressure pump again without
hesitation. The separation limit of less than
0.1 μm is achieved with the employed
ultra-filtration. There is an upstream cascade
of sediment clarifiers and filters that are
automatically cleaned and monitored via

PLC. A water quality agent
and ultra-filters round off
the cleaning step. A water
sample is taken prior to
commissioning to
coordinate water treatment
with the local water quality
and to ensure proper
operation of the system.

In order to make the
individual use transparent
for each individual
interested party, STM offers
a non-binding evaluation of
the individual savings potential from
avoiding waste water and fresh cutting
water as well as all other relevant operating
cost parameters. Interested parties can have
individual sample cuts prepared at the STM
test centre in Eben/Austria for this purpose.
STM and Maximator JET will even provide
rental machines for trial use, if required.

STM is a leading provider of waterjet
cutting systems with its head office in Eben,
Austria. For more than 20 years, the
traditional company has developed
future-proof production solutions, mainly
for the steel, aluminium, metal, plastic,
stone and glass industries, which are most

notable for their efficiency, ease-of-use and
resistance to wear. 

As well as future-proof technology and
quality as standard, STM places great
emphasis on innovative full service. In so
doing, the brand name manufacturer
ensures that its individual manufacturing
processes are continually matched to the
current requirements of its customers.

STM Stein-Moser GmbH
Tel: 0043 6458 200140 
Email: office@stm.at
www.stm.at

With over 30 years experience in  
waterjet cutting our passion for  
precision, develop- 
ment & quality is  
unparalleled.

We offer bespoke  
machine designs & with  
our market leading service & support  
are with you every step of the way.  

Call us on 01937 845 499.

Passion  
for precision
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Waterjet manufacturer cuts carbon
composite, steel parts for the University of
Minnesota’s Formula SAE Racing Team
Determined to race its way to a Top 10 finish
at the intensely competitive Michigan
Formula SAE this May, the University of
Minnesota’s Gopher Motorsports team has
enlisted the help of waterjet manufacturer
Jet Edge, Inc. to cut parts for the team’s #52
G04-16 Formula SAE race car.

Minnesota-based Jet Edge has been busy
waterjetting a wide range of carbon
composite, steel and aluminum parts for
Gopher, as it builds an open-wheeled, open
cock-pit race car for the Society of
Automotive Engineer’s largest and most
prestigious global collegiate competition
from May 11-14 at Michigan International
Speedway (MIS). Among the parts
waterjetted are mounting tabs for the
frame, structural inserts for the wings, and
several other components including the
chain guard and brake rotors. 

“Using waterjet is the fastest way to
produce parts with the geometry that we’ve
designed,” says Nathan Tigges, Gopher
Motorsports FSAE vice president. “Based
upon our good experiences with waterjet
cutting, we have redesigned several CNC
parts to be manufactured as an assembly
from waterjet parts, such as our rear
bellcranks.”

The Formula SAE competition draws
some of the world’s brightest engineering
students, who design, manufacture, market,
and ultimately race their cars at MIS, which is
widely regarded as the fastest track in
NASCAR.  The teams are scored on their
vehicle’s performance, business logic and
design presentation. Gopher Motorsports,
which is the University of Minnesota’s
student chapter of the Society of
Automotive Engineers, has been competing
in the Formula SAE since 1997, twice placing
seventh out of 120 teams from around the
world.  In 2015, the team placed 13th.  This
year, Gopher has its sights set on a Top 10
finish and hopes to continue outpacing its
rivals from the University of Wisconsin-
Madison.

“We are proud to say we’ve beaten
Madison for three years running,” says
Nathan Tigges.

Gopher Motorsports builds a new car
every year as well as change the frame
geometry every year. To improve
competitiveness, it also fully redesigns
about one-third of the system each year.
Another one-third of the car needs to be
revised in order to comply with the new
designs and the legacy components. Prior to
2015, the team pillaged old cars for parts,
but with the support of the university and
local community it is now able preserve the
old models.  This allows it to preserve the
team’s heritage, train new drivers and give
future team members the ability to see the
progression of previous designs so they can
improve upon them.

Nathan Tigges notes that Jet Edge has
been very helpful in saving the students
time, money and material, which should give
the 34-member team an edge in the
important ‘Cost Report’ event at the
Michigan competition:

“We are able to produce high quality
parts at low cost, both in monetary and
personnel terms. Having a great sponsor like
Jet Edge reduces the time we would
otherwise spend in the shop ourselves and
lets us use money that otherwise would be
spent on the same services elsewhere. That
not only lets our members work on other
projects, but also lets us stretch our budget.
Using waterjet technologies improves our
competitiveness, because it helps us reduce
our estimated large-scale production cost in
the ‘Cost Report’ event at competition.
Rather than pricing these parts as machine
parts, we are able to quote the cost of
waterjet cutting, which drives down the
overall budget in our Cost Report.

“From working with Jet Edge, we have
figured out ways to more efficiently utilise
the raw materials that we have. Jet Edge’s
machinist Brian Wallace helped us save half
of a sheet of carbon composite material by
nesting our pieces more efficiently, which
really helps us out. More importantly, we will
be able to implement some of those
efficiencies to help out down the road.”

Brian Wallace, who runs Jet Edge’s
waterjet applications test lab, has been
cutting the team’s parts on Jet Edge’s
premier EDGE X-5 5-axis waterjet system.
This CNC-controlled industrial waterjet

system transforms ordinary tap water and
garnet abrasive into a 75,000 psi hair-thin
bullet-fast abrasive waterjet that cuts
precise shaped parts from virtually any
material. The system uses a Jet Edge
hydraulic intensifier pump to pressurize the
water, which is then forced through a jewel
orifice, mixed with abrasive and focused
through a nozzle.  Wallace used a .010/.030
orifice/nozzle combination and 0.5 pounds
per minute of 80 grit garnet abrasive to cut
Gopher’s parts.

In addition to placing competitively in the
Formula SAE, Gopher Motorsports has
received several awards, including the
Cummins Powertrain Excellence award. It
was one of only 10 teams worldwide chosen
by Bosch for sponsorship because of the
creativity displayed in testing when it lost
critical dynamometer research space but
compensated by building a dyno of its own
along with trackside tuning.

Jet Edge president, Jude Lague says he is
very proud that Jet Edge has had the
opportunity to help Gopher Motorsports:

“It’s always exciting to work with the
talented engineering students at the
University of Minnesota. It’s no secret that
we love racing at Jet Edge. We’ll be
cheering for Gopher Motorsports to win the
Michigan Formula SAE, and I can’t wait to
get behind the wheel on sponsor drive day.”

Watch the video at:
https://youtu.be/vUGeDA-dtlo

UK Agent:
Aquablast Ltd
Tel: 01502 714143
Email: sales@aquablast.co.uk
www.aquablast.co.uk

Gopher Motorsports gains a competitive
edge with Jet Edge

Jet Edge waterjet systems can tightly nest parts to
reduce material waste. The parts cut here include
brake pedal mounting arms, throttle pedal mounts,
and an assortment of frame tabs. Gopher
Motorsports performed FEA analysis to validate the
decision to use waterjet-cut pedal mounts instead
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WATERJET SOLUTIONS

WWW.STM.ATMADE IN AUSTRIA
100% PREMIUM QUALITY

OneClean, the modular system 
for recycling and reprocessing 
of water and abrasive.

complex 3D systems. STM provides 

and successful.

STRONG PERFORMANCE
NEEDS A STRONG HEART

THE HEART OF WATERJET CUTTING

Benefit from the Expert in Waterjet Cutting

• Customized Cutting Technology

• Over 40 Years of Pioneer Leadership  
in the World of Waterjet Cutting

• Innovative Products and Solutions

Waterjet Cutting with www.kmt-waterjet.com
Phone: +44 1384 40 88 92 • info@kmt-waterjet.com

 

   

 

 

   

 

 

   

 

 

   

 

 

   

 

 

   

 

 

   

 

 

   

 

 

   

 

 

   

 

 

   

 

The Wightman Stewart Waterjet name is
synonymous with high quality waterjet
technology and this was underlined at the
2016 MACH exhibition where the company
highlighted some of the latest innovations
from the Waterjet Corporation of Italy.
Alongside an extensive range of standard
cantilever and gantry and waterjet cutting
machines, visitors could also find out more
about the company's ability to develop any
kind of specialist waterjet cutting solution.

The versatility of the abrasive waterjet
cutting process means it is specified for a
wide range of applications, including the
cutting of virtually any material cleanly,
accurately and efficiently. Waterjet
Corporation software then allows the
customer to select the surface finish
required for the parts being cut. Evolution
X5, 5-axis waterjet 3D cutting technology, is
designed to appeal to companies in the
aerospace, oil, gas and power generation
sectors. 

The new EDGE 5 cutting head with
integrated ITC (Intelligent Taper Control)
can interpolate simultaneously all five axes

with RTCP technology (Rotation Tool
Centre Point) in order to perform
inclined cut up to ± 55° and to
compensate the taper to reach the
perpendicularity of cut. The
mechanical touch sensor fixed on the
cutting head is able to measure the
correct distance from the material in
order to position automatically the
nozzle correctly before starting the
synchronized 5-axis interpolating cut.
Integrated mapping software helps also to
identify the correct planarity of the material
sheet before cutting. 

When it comes to specialist solutions, a
typical example is the Supreme Double
Bridge DXD 1030 cutting system that
combines high definition plasma and
waterjet. The highly specialised  Rolljet RJ
710 cutting system allows the processing of
insulating materials by means of loading and
holding three coils securely. 

“These underline the design capability of
the Waterjet Corporation and demonstrate
how we can offer the UK market specialised,
high specification waterjet cutting tables for

both new and experienced users,” says
Simon Fitton, managing director of
Wightman Stewart Waterjet.

Market leading intensifiers and associated
waterjet technology including abrasive
management systems are also available
from Wightman Stewart Waterjet together
with a comprehensive range of waterjet
spare parts and consumables designed to
match OEM quality. 

Wightman Stewart Waterjet
Tel: 01422 823801
Email: simon@wightmanstewart.co.uk 
www.wightmanstewart.com 

Waterjet innovation that leads the way
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In standard waterjet cutting, the stream
remains perpendicular to the material being
cut at all times. The supersonic stream
accelerates abrasive particles and erodes
the material. It is capable of cutting hard
materials such as metals, glass, stone, and
composites. Using standard parameters, this
cutting head can cut materials with hardness
up to and slightly beyond aluminum oxide
ceramic (often called alumina, AD 99.9) and
over 10 inches thick. 

Part quality is excellent with no heat
affected zones, no mechanical stresses, and
extremely detailed part geometry. It uses
FlowMaster software and can process part
thickness over 10" Thick (254 mm).

Core component options comprise:

PASER 4 cutting head
Paser UCL (Ultra Component Life)
technology extends orifice and mixing tube
component life to an unmatched level. You
get lower cost of operation since fewer parts
are consumed and maintenance intervals
are greatly reduced.

At the core of Flow’s UCL technology is
the unique orifice assembly. The longest
lasting and most durable Diamond Precision
Orifice performs reliably at 60,000 psi/4,150
bar or 87,000 psi/6,000 bar operating
pressure. Additionally, Flow offers other
jewel orifice assemblies, such as ruby and
sapphire, which offer good life at a reduced
cost.

Unlike other abrasive waterjet cutting
heads, the PASER 4 has only two con-
sumable parts: the orifice and the mixing
tube. No expensive carbide mixing chamber
exists in this high-tech cutting head. Similar
to our orifice assemblies, we have a variety
of performance grades of mixing tube
available. These nano-grained composite
carbide mixing tubes act as the rifle barrel as
the abrasive is entrained and accelerated
into the powerful cutting stream.

UltraPierce Vacuum Assist 
Flow’s patented UltraPierce™ Vacuum
Assist technology provides reliable piercing
of brittle and laminated materials such as
marble, stone, glass, and composites.

Fragile materials such as these tend to
form craters, cracks, or break during high
pressure piercing. UltraPierce is a cutting
head option that allows the Paser 4 to pierce

these materials easily, saving time and raw
material, as well as enhancing the quality of
the finished product. UltraPierce's exclusive
no clog design pulls abrasive into the cutting
head a split second before the waterjet
starts so that the waterjet has abrasive
particles entrained in the jet stream
immediately.

Dynamic Contour Follower and Collision
Sensor
The Dynamic Contour Follower™ (DCF)
allows for automatic setting and tracking of
the stand-off distance between the mixing
tube tip and the material being cut, allowing
for more efficient and accurate part cutting.

Three independent legs transmit height
variations in cutting material in full 360
degree movement on the XY plane.
Variations in the XY plane are
communicated to the Z-axis producing
immediate adjustments in the stand-off
height to maintain the ideal cutting
environment. It works with both Standard
and Dynamic waterjet cutting heads.

The Dynamic Contour Follower can also
be used with an optional collision sensor –
designed to detect collisions with
obstructions and stop the machine before
damage can occur. 

Flow Waterjet launches new website
www.flowwaterjet.com
Flow International Corporation has launched
a new website designed to provide visitors
the ultimate user-friendly experience. The

global site is available in 14 languages at
www.flowwaterjet.com. The site's modern
design, combined with enhanced content,
improved search functionality, and
optimization for tablet and mobile devices
allows visitors to better interact with Flow
online.

When using the site, visitors will learn how
Flow waterjet solutions improve manu-
facturing processes; from cutting common
materials and applications to highly
engineered products of tomorrow. 

“Created with the user experience firmly
in mind, the site includes extensive
application, service, and product
information to help visitors understand
Flow’s complete range of waterjet
solutions,” says Chip Burnham, Flow’s vice
president of marketing, “Technical data,
service offerings, videos and application
case studies work together to provide a
detailed overview of Flow’s capabilities
across a wide range of sectors, including
aerospace, energy, automotive and more.”

As a world leader in waterjet technology,
Flow International Corporation, a Shape
Technologies Group company, is a leading
manufacturing solution provider.

Flow UK Ltd
Tel: 01455 895300
Email: info-uk@flowcorp.com
www.flowwaterjet.com

Easily cut virtually any material
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Fastest cutting speeds at 6,200 bar

75

The PRO model from KMT Waterjet
Systems' STREAMLINE SL-VI high-pressure
pump series enables waterjet cutting at up
to 6,200 bar. Furthermore, with a pump
output of 125 HP, users can use several
cutting heads. This combination of
extremely high pressure and powerful
motor results in what KMT believes is the
fastest waterjet cutting system in the world.
In addition to the speed, the high cutting
pressure has even more advantages in
actual use. 

Waterjet cutting at 6,200 bar has many
advantages, the most obvious probably
being the higher cutting speed compared to
conventional 4,000 bar applications.
Depending on the material, the speed can
be increased by up to 50 percent or even
more. However, this not the only advantage
that results from the use of extremely high
pressure.

More orders thanks to 6,200 bar
A STREAMLINE PRO high-pressure pump
with 125 HP has been in operation for
several years in the contract-cutting
company Innocut Solution SchäferGmbH in
Bad Nauheim, Hessen. Jochen Schäfer,
owner and managing director of the

company, doesn't want to do without it:
"Purchasing the pump was absolutely worth
it. There are orders that we otherwise would
never get. For example, we cut 5 mm thin
aluminium in 3-4 layers in continuous
operation at 5,300 bar with a 4,000 bar
pump, which we run in continuous
operation. With 3,600 bar, this would only
be possible to a limited extent. For us this
means a speed increase of 50 percent
compared to the smaller pump.

“We got this order first of all because we
must make smooth cuts. The material must

not get hot, otherwise it will bend. We
regularly cut irregular contours. 

In the same cutting time, the higher
pressure system produces a considerably
longer cut. If there is heat input, material
distortion is possible and that must not
happen. There were also considerations of
outsourcing the order to a foreign company,
but our 125 HP pump allowed us to use four
cutting heads at 5,300 bar. Through this we
are competitive with low labour cost
countries and can keep production in
Germany."

Innocut Solution has three cutting tables,
of which two are equipped with
conventional 4,000 bar pumps and one is
driven with the STREAMLINE PRO 125
pump from KMT. This of course creates a
certain flexibility and also points out the
efficiency of the PRO pump. Jochen Schäfer
comments: "We use the 6,000 bar machine
for many different orders. Since we have
available one cutting table with a 4,000 bar
pump and one with a 6,000 bar pump, we
can directly compare them: Here practice
shows that the piece costs with 6,000 bar are
around 15-20 percent less expensive."

The thicker the material, the greater the
advantage
Despite the universal applicability of the
technology, there are, of course, cases of
use for which the extremely high pressure
especially pays off. Here the key message is
the thicker the material the greater the
advantage. Jochen Schäfer can also confirm

this: "In continuous operation the pump
runs at 5,300 bar, but when it is necessary,
for example in single-piece production or
especially with thick materials, we of course
increase the pressure. In this way we achieve
a higher speed but also higher quality. The
cutting edge quality increases significantly,
especially with thick materials, since the
distortion of the cut starts 20-30 percent
later."

For most applications, it actually depends
on the cutting speed and there the
combination of high pressure with strong
motor power is unbeatable, according to
Jochen Schäfer: 

"Concerning the costs, the 6,000 bar is
superior to the 4,000 bar: The speed
increase is 40-70 percent, depending on the

material. Of this, 40 percent is the norm, but
there are also materials which reach up to 70
percent, for example in the rubber area.
With thick or multi-layer rubber there are
significant advantages. Here we distribute
the pressure on up to eight jets with our 125
PS pump, and, of course, that is
unbeatable."

KMT Waterjet Systems
Tel: 01384 408892
Email: info@kmt-waterjet.com
www.kmt-waterjet.com

Stainless Steel plate cut at 6,200 bar (90k psi) and
4,100 bar (60k psi). In the same cutting time, the
higher pressure system produces a considerably
longer cut
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One of the unavoidable side effects of press brakes is frame
deformation. We're bending steel with other steel, which for
physical reasons will have its deflection. In particular, the ram will
bow in the center. In that point the punch will be farther away from
the die and the resulting angle will be wider. Therefore, the bent
profile will have a boat-like shape. We will see how even a small
difference can turn metalforming into a process full of pitfalls.

This deformation is compensated with crowning. The table is
pushed upwards to keep the die at a constant distance from the

ram. There are two types of crowning, the former uses a series of
wedges to raise the die mechanically; the latter uses short-stroke
hydraulic cylinders embedded into the bench.

But how much crowning is just right? Most manufacturers rely
upon tables calculated based on the press brake structure and the
sheet metal characteristics as they are declared by the foundry.
Everything is fine, apparently. Actually, this method does not work
because sheet metal behaviour is unpredictable. It has a high
variability that depends on a series of factors. Knowing them and,
when possible, compensating them is essential in order not to waste
time and material in tests and samples. Especially today, when
batches are much smaller, getting the right angle at the first try
becomes fundamental.

Not all steels are created equals
What does A36 steel stand for? Sheet metal is labelled according to
its yield strength. This value is highly variable and depends on
impurities in the casting and imperfections in production
techniques. To avoid the risk of building weak structures,
regulations require a declaration of the minimum strength. So any
steel with a yield strength higher than 36,000 psi will be labelled as
A36. 

As a result, 41,000-psi strong steel will still be sold as A36, in spite
of being 13 percent harder. The increased resistance will require a
higher force to the press brake, which in turn will cause the ram to
bow more. For instance, switching from a 36,000 to a 41,000 psi
steel will get a deformation of roughly 0.002" in depth. Yet, this
small curve causes a difference of almost 1° on a 0.3" V-die.

V-die opening Depth for Δ=1°
1/4" (6 mm) 0.016" (0.04 mm)
3/8" (10 mm) 0.024" (0.05 mm)
1/2" (12 mm) 0.027" (0.07 mm)

In other words, a thickness smaller than a sheet of paper (which
measures about 0.04") already causes remarkable differences. Bear
in mind that narrow openings like these are often used to bend thin
plates for very high quality products.

You can't win them hole
Labelling data of the steel bought, which may or may not be
reliable, becomes completely worthless when the sheet is modified.
Holes change strength along the bending line, both in case of
thermal cut and by drilling or milling. And if on the same piece there
are some bends on full parts and other on drilled parts, predictions
are even more useless. Punched holes, on the other hand, also
introduce internal stresses that make it even more difficult to
consider crowning as a fixed amount of deformation.

Conditions matter
Steel is a living thing. Rolling direction creates fibres in the
structure, so bending across or along the grain will affect both the
required bending force and the springback. 

A recently pickled sheet is harder than an aged or oxidised one,
even after just a few weeks. Moreover, bending a hot plate is not
the same thing as bending an ice-cold one. Temperature has an
influence on forming conditions and may lead to different results.

Even dimensional figures are extremely variable, especially
thickness. For example, EN 10051:1991+A1:1997 regulation
divides sheet metal in 5 groups. Let's consider steel roughly
between 37,000 and 49,000 psi (260÷340 MPa), up to 0.1" (2 mm),
between four and five feet wide (1201÷1500 mm):

Category A1 A B C D
Tolerance (in) ± 0.0055" ± 0.0075" ± 0.0087" ± 0.010" ± 0.011"

(0.14 mm) (0.19 mm) (0.22 mm) (0.25 mm) (0.27 mm)

Tips from Gasparini
No.2: The 4 characteristics of sheet metal that you and your pressbrake must know

By Alvise Crozzolin, area manager, Gasparini Industries
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This means that a sheet with a 0.1" (2 mm)
nominal thickness can fall anywhere within a
14 percent bracket, and within 31 percent in
the worst-case scenario.

Measure twice, cut once
While shearing alters the grain in sheet
metal, plasma, laser, and oxy-fuel cutting all
generate localised thermal shocks on sheet
edges and hole perimeters that cannot be
ignored. 

For these reasons, a good press brake
cannot and must not rely upon any type of
database, and should be based on
estimating or forecasting software. For the
simple reason that there is no algorithm able
to predict sheet metal reaction. To think
that steel behaves as a perfect and
unchangeable material is a delusion that
soon leads to a bad awakening.

If sheet metal forming is not perfect,
welding becomes more difficult, painting
gets harder and joining becomes a tough
job, especially when tolerances are close.
Material waste and working hours skyrocket. 

These four factors can drastically reduce
company margins if they are ignored instead
than faced. Operators and press brakes
must know sheet metal like the back of their

hands, they must be able to react to
changes and to adapt to it to guarantee the
best result.

The only way to manage crowning is to
use a system that measures actual
deformation and corrects it in real time.
Only with such a technology one can be sure
that, regardless of the material
characteristics, results will be those that the

job requires. Any other system will make
bending quality worse and will affect
finished products.

Gasparini Industries s.r.l.
Tel: 0039 0422 8355
Email: info@gasparini.it
www.gasparini.it

We will be demonstrating our New Platino 2.0 Fiber 6KW Laser Machine 
and Punch Genius with Compact Express loading/unloading system

Join us at our  Open House
on the 17th, 18th,19th May

For more information email or call:
daniel.mcginty@primapower.com        +44 (0) 2476 645588
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Based on the reliable Platino platform,
which has nearly 2000 installations
worldwide, Prima Power’s new Platino 2.0
Fiber Laser comes with a high brilliance,
energy efficient fibre laser with power levels
ranging from 2-6 kW, and time saving
technology options.
The fibre laser uses a single lens which is
suitable for all material types, and has a
highly dynamic focal axis with a 35 mm
stroke. The system has a quick alignment
system, and a wide range of nozzles which
can be automatically exchanged, resulting in
near-zero setup times between jobs and
precise, reliable cutting.

Safety and reliability is ensured with Prima
Power SIPS, which protects the head in the
event of a collision and allows the machine
to be reset easily, avoiding damage to vital
parts of the laser head, minimising
downtime.

The machines’ construction uses a short
fibre path and synthetic granite frame
delivering low inertia for rapid acceleration,
and axis speeds of 100 m/min, thermal
stability, and superior vibration damping all
adding to part accuracy and cycle time
reduction. Two cabin choices, LEAN which
offers faster installation and an attractive
price, and OPEN for higher accessibility and
visibility in the working area, add further
flexibility to the choices available.

The SMART Cut, MAX Cut and NIGHT Cut
technology options enable the machine to
be tailored to suit the individual demands of
each customer. SMART Cut is designed for
thin materials up to 5 mm thick, offering fast
cutting and can save up to 30 percent on
cycle times. MAX Cut is for medium to thick
material over 5 mm, reducing processing
times by up to 40 percent. For intensive
production, where unattended operation is

required 24/7, Prima Power recommends its
NIGHT Cut option. This includes features
which provide piercing, cutting, safety and
reliability to maximise production output.

Energy reduction is in line with Prima
Power’s Green Means® philosophy for
sustainable manufacturing. The Platino 2.0
Fiber has 30 percent wall plug efficiency and
low maintenance. With its fully sealed
optical chain, simple construction and
minimal consumable requirements, thanks
to the fibre laser technology.

As well as 2D laser cutting, the Platino 2.0
Fiber is able to cut tubes and profiles in 3D
with a rotary axis, expanding the capabilities
and flexibility of the machine. For auto-
mated production, Prima Power offers a
wide range of options from its Compact
Tower, which handles blank material and
finished parts with up to 15 pallets in a single
tower to its LST and Night Train FMS®

systems. The Compact
Tower loads and unloads
blanks and finished sheets
while cutting continues
enabling a sequence of
different jobs to be
processed automatically
meeting a flexible
production schedule. With
the LST system, parts are
picked, sorted and
stacked by robot as they
are cut, while with the
Night Train FMS®, the

Platino 2.0 Fiber can be part of an
integrated and flexible production system
which can include processes such as storage
and folding for a completely automated
solution. The ergonomic P30L CNC control
system includes 17” touch screen LCD and
Trackerball.  Offline programming is
possible with the MAESTRO-Libellula® and
NC Express e3 CADCAM systems.

Overall, the Platino 2.0 Fiber provides
companies with a machine that has proven
reliability, which can be tailored to individual
requirements. It has the power for the most
demanding applications, and with fibre laser
technology can cut many different types of
material, including reflective materials,
quickly and at minimum cost. By adding
Prima Power’s automation options, users
can transform their production operations
for unattended or 24/7 manufacturing.

The Prima Power Group offers a complete
range of equipment for the sheet metal
industry. With over 30 years of experience, it
has over 10,000 machines installed in more
than 70 countries. It has manufacturing
facilities in Italy, Finland, the USA and China
and offers sales and service through a
worldwide network of Group companies
and distributors. 

Prima Power UK Ltd
Tel: 0844 4996241
Email: daniel.mcginty@primapower.com
www.primapower.com

Savings of up to 40 percent on cycle times
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Bystronic now offers two new options for the
Xpert 40: a bending line laser and an optical
foot switch which increase the versatility and
ergonomics of the machine.

It is not always possible to position bent
parts on the press brake using the
backgauges. For example, with conical parts
whose shape does not provide a stop
position. And occasionally operators choose
not to position the part using the precision
of the backgauge system simply to save
time.

In order to fulfil these requirements on the
Xpert 40, upon request, Bystronic now
equips the small press brake with a bending
line laser. The laser projects a bending line
directly onto the surface of the part. With
the help of this bending line, the operator
can position and subsequently bend the part
without using the backgauge.

Another new option for the Xpert 40 is the
optical foot switch. This allows operators to
conveniently trigger the stroke of the press
brake through a foot movement. The new
option increases the ergonomics of the
machine, because it eliminates the need for

a manual foot switch, which constantly has
to be moved when the operating position is
changed.

Bystronic is a worldwide active supplier of
high-quality solutions for the economical
processing of sheet metal, other sheet
materials and tubes. Customers benefit
from application-oriented systems and
services for laser and waterjet cutting

processes as well as bending. Bystronic
stands for reliability, high-performance
innovation, an outstanding price
performance ratio and user-friendly
operation. The focus is on the automation of
the complete material and data flow of the
cutting and bending process chain. As a
partner, Bystronic offers security, continuity
and transparency, and is represented
regionally by competent employees who
speak the customer's local native language.

Bystronic UK Ltd
Tel: 0844 848 5850 
Email: david.larcombe@bystronic.com
www.bystronic.com

Two new options for Xpert 40

AICON 3D Systems has launched a new
version of its software platform
BendingStudio. BendingStudio 3.0 offers
many new features, which facilitate daily
work in bending production. The software
platform connects all data and processes
around production of bended parts, from
production and process planning to
manufacturing and quality control. It is the
only tool to meet and combine these
requirements with emphasis on metrological
processes. 

With the revised control concept, AICON
is able to react to customer requirements.
The software is even clearer structured and
easier to handle. The setup of inspection
plans is separated from the measurements.
The big advantage is that the user sees only
the information relevant for his task.

The new CAD-WIZARD enables the user
to create bending elements for a bending
machine from a component’s CAD data in
IGES or STEP. Even complex data files can
now be processed, and bending data is
easily and reliably extracted. Even
newcomers can handle this new function.

The wizard guides the user through the
process step by step. The setup of new parts
is integrated into the application “part
editor”. This new arrangement optimises
measurement and analysis. 

Besides the structural novelties,
BendingStudio 3.0 offers extended
measurement options. The connected
measuring device, like AICON’s
TubeInspect or MoveInspect, provides the
measurement data, and BendingStudio
carries out the analysis of the measured
pipe. A wizard guides the user through the
single steps of the bending point model.
Usually, the analysis is automated. However,
the user can step in when needed. Manual
intervention is more transparent and
graphically supported. In Reverse
Engineering, different bending radii can
easily be taken care of.

Furthermore, BendingStudio offers new
options especially for very long and complex
pipes with many bending points (e.g. long
brake pipes). They can be measured with
TubeInspect by overlapping repositioning
section by section. The partial

measurements are then combined. The user
can either delete measurements or change
the parameters of the analysis afterwards. If
the overall measurement is not successful,
new single measurements are added,
defective measurements deleted or single
measurements re-evaluated with changed
parameters. This is especially useful if the
part cannot be measured in a single step. It
allows for an even more effective workflow,
as the part does not have to be completely
re-measured. 

AICON 3D Systems GmbH
Tel: 0049 531 58 000 75
Email: guenter.suilmann@aicon.de
www.aicon.de

Easier bending production with BendingStudio 3.0

Fast and simple positioning of the parts: no
problem with the bending line laser on the Xpert 40

Just a foot movement: with the optical foot switch
users conveniently trigger the stroke of the press
brake through a foot movement
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At MACH 2016 KASTO had on show for the
first time in the UK a new bandsaw, called
KASTOwin tube A 5.0, designed specifically
for processing tubular material. The blade
cuts from the bottom upwards, unlike on
other bandsaws where the reverse is the
case. The novel action, for which patent
applications have been made, reduces wear
on the band and avoids damage to its teeth
that often occurs when a blade travels
downwards into swarf that has accumulated
inside the bottom of a tube. 

Until now, this problem made it virtually
impossible to use a high efficiency, tungsten
carbide tipped (TCT) blade for sawing tube,
as the delicate teeth were invariably
damaged. A bimetal blade was the only
option. This is a thing of the past with the
KASTOwin tube A 5.0, on which TCT blades
may be used without fear of premature
wear, resulting in greatly increased
productivity.

The automatic saw has a feed mechanism
rotated through 180° so that the cutting
action starts at the surface supporting the
stock. Round tube up to 530 mm in diameter
can be processed and shortest cut length is
10 mm. The frequency-controlled drive can
be adjusted steplessly to deliver a cutting
speed between 12 and 150 metres per
minute. 

The intelligent SmartControl ensures easy
operation and incorporates a new
KASTOrespond feature that continuously
records the force on the tool, without the
need for additional sensor systems that are
often fault-prone. An intelligent algorithm
continually varies the feed rate so that the
force on the blade is maintained at a
constant, optimised value. The feature was
developed for the KASTOwin tube A 5.0 but
is applicable to cutting all types of stock.

The tube saw is the sixth model to be
introduced to the KASTOwin range of
bandsaws, which was originally launched at
the manufacturer’s German factory in May
2014. As a result, the KASTOwin missed the
opportunity to be exhibited at the last
MACH show by a matter of weeks.

The original five fully-automated
bandsaws have maximum cutting capacities
from 330 to 1,060 mm and are suitable for
processing a variety of materials, especially
steels, in stockholding and manufacturing. A
KASTOwin 3.3 with a maximum cutting
capacity of 330 mm diameter or 330 mm x

350 mm was demonstrated at the show
equipped with a hydraulic layer clamping
device.

The various sizes of saw are similarly
constructed and the components used are
largely identical. Moreover, 25 percent
fewer parts are used in each machine
compared with their predecessors, so
KASTO is able to offer the saws at
considerably lower prices than comparable
products. Nevertheless, quality remains
high. 

The bandsaws feature a frequency-
controlled drive that enables cutting speeds
of 12 to 150 metres per minute. For all
machine sizes, the saw band is hydraulically
tightened and looped around hydraulic
band guides, which now have inter-
changeable carbide inserts. The latter save
80 per cent of the previous cost of replacing
an entire carbide guide.

To reduce idle times, an innovative
feature called KASTOsense eliminates the
need for a 5 mm stand-off from the material
surface, which can waste a lot of time when
the saw is programmed to cut tough
materials at slower rates. Instead, the saw
blade descends straight into the material
and stops within microseconds to continue
the cut at the programmed infeed rate,
without damaging the teeth.

For simple, intuitive operation, KASTOwin

saws are equipped with the innovative
touch-screen SmartControl unit, which
monitors and controls all relevant order
requirements and sawing parameters using
an in-built material library. 

At the end of last year, a variant of the
largest model in the range was introduced.
Called KASTOwin F 10.6, it has a moveable,
2,600 mm long support table that allows
heavy, bulky stock such as ingots, large tools
or forged eccentric shafts to be fed into
position easily and reliably, ready for
sawing.

KASTO Ltd    
Tel: 01908 571590    
Email: sales@kasto.uk.com
www.kasto.uk.com

UK launch of new bandsaw for cutting tube

The blade of the KASTOwin Tube A 5.0 bandsaw cuts from the bottom upwards, improving chip flow and
reducing wear on the band and especially the teeth. Consequently, a high efficiency TCT blade can now
be used for cutting tube

The KASTOwin A 3.3 bandsaw was on show at
MACH for the first time at a national exhibition
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Key industries operating in the world
economy require large quantities of
case-hardened and heat-treated steel
(16MnCr5 and 42CrMo4) at ever more
frequent intervals. Forging plants have
adjusted to the increased demand, and
there is pressure on machine manufacturers
to offer plants enabling the economical
machining of this type of material. Behringer
GmbH has been stepping up to this
challenge for a number of years already, and
has revolutionised the world of bandsawing
in terms of cutting output, saw blade life and
material savings with its Speed Cutting
Technology (SC Technology). 

CEO Christian Behringer confirms:
“Speed Cutting Technology represents a
quantum leap in sawing technology” It is the
culmination of a successful symbiosis of
innovative machine technology and newly
developed tools, and is setting whole new
standards in terms of speed. It uses
extremely thin standard saw blades just 1.1
mm in thickness and 67 mm in height. The
minimal thickness of the saw band reduces
the cutting forces required per tooth, and

the significantly narrower kerf channel saves
material. This material saving has a major
impact particularly in comparison to
conventional large-scale circular sawing
plants.

The pivotal issue in any high-performance
machining operation is the stability of the
overall machine. This is why Behringer
produces all the essential components using
vibration-absorbing grey cast iron. By using
servo technology to control the saw’s
infeed, not only is an even stock removal
process guaranteed during machining, but
also the highly precise cutting pressure
control helps prevent the blade from
overloading. 

Economical operation hinges largely on
the service life of the tool. Special band
guides and a suitable coolant feed system
make a significant difference here, meaning
that speed and cost-efficiency are no longer
contradictory objectives. Impressive proof
of the key improvements made in this field
are cutting output levels and saw blade
service lives which would have been
inconceivable up until only recently.

An optimised chip cleaning system
efficiently transports the higher number of
chips occurring during high-performance
sawing out of the cutting area in the chip
conveyor located in the machine bed.

Utilising the full potential offered by SC
technology imposes stringent demands on
the machine concept, in particular the
degree of automation. Behringer supplies
individually tailored solutions to address this
need. 

Behringer Ltd
Tel: 01296 668259
Email: simon.smith@behringerltd.co.uk
www.behringerltd.co.uk

Cutting steel at record speeds 

K E R F  D E V E L O P M E N T S  L I M I T E D
T A I L O R E D  P R O F I L I N G  S O L U T I O N S

Best in class
cutting technology  

Over the years Kerf customers have come to expect QUALITY, VALUE AND SERVICE. 
Comprehensive turnkey profiling solutions with dedicated support and service. 

For solid, reliable down to earth advice, contact Kerf today -

OXY-FUEL

PLASMA

Kerf Developments Ltd, Unit 1a Eagle Technology Park, Queensway, Rochdale, OL11 1TQ

Call us on: +44 (0)1706 757 670
www.kerfdevelopments.com      Email: sales@kerfdevelopments.com
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Franklin Steel plc, an established steel
stockholder that has steadily diversified into
related products and services, recently
invested in an ESAB SGX plasma cutting
machine so it could undertake profiling
in-house. Previously the company had
outsourced profiling, whether that was for
steelwork it was fabricating, or to fulfil
orders from customers who did not want to
use a separate supplier for profiles. By
investing in a plasma cutting machine,
Franklin Steel has reduced the lead time for
customers ordering profiles, increased profit
margins on those orders and, most
importantly, opened up a new revenue
stream in the form of a profile cutting
service.

ESAB’s SGX plasma cutting machine was
developed specifically to meet the needs of
customers such as steel stockholders and
fabrication shops requiring compact,
cost-effective machines that still offer the
quality, ruggedness, reliability and longevity
associated with ESAB’s larger plasma and
oxy-fuel cutting machines. Costs have been
reduced by measures such as standardised
machine sizes, so quality has not been
compromised; the SGX machine features
the same plasma system, controller and
software as found on the larger ESAB
cutting machines. The Vision® T5 touch
screen CNC system, with its intuitive
operating wizard, is easy to learn, so users
who are not familiar with automated plasma
cutting can very quickly start earning money
with their new equipment. The built-in
EasyNest™ facility also helps in optimising
plate utilisation, and the EasyShape™ part
program generator makes it straightforward
to import DXF or DWG component
drawings for creating cutting paths.

Franklin Steel’s SGX 3000 plasma cutting
machine was specified with a m3 plasma.
This configuration is capable of cutting mild
steel up to 50 mm thick, stainless steel up to
25 mm and aluminium up to 38 mm,

dependent on the plasma system selected.
During the setup procedure the operator
can opt for precision or production cuts, and
the software automatically identifies ‘small’
holes and applies extended hole technology
to virtually eliminate the taper usually
encountered with plasma-cut holes that can
result in bolts not fitting. A further benefit of
the PT-36 torch is that it is suitable for both
cutting and marking, and it also has far fewer
wear parts than conventional plasma cutting
torches, which helps to reduce the total cost
of ownership.

Michael Wallace, sales director at Franklin
Steel, explains why the ESAB machine was
specified: “We wanted to bring profiling
in-house so looked at a couple of potential
suppliers. We also talked to several
companies that already had their own
plasma machines and they all recommended
ESAB, citing quality and ruggedness. 

“When we started to look for a machine
we knew very little about plasma cutting but
ESAB did a fantastic job of explaining
everything and ‘hand-holding’ to get us
where we are today. They took the time to
find out what we really needed to do so we
would end up with the right machine for our
purposes. As well as supplying the machine,
ESAB also provided the software, plus

installation, commissioning and training
services as a complete package to ensure
we were ready to get the most out of our
new profiling capability. Having had the

machine operating for six months, I have to
say that we are 100 percent satisfied with
the choice we made.

“We are now offering much shorter lead
times; previously we typically quoted three
to five days, but now we can often deliver
profiles the next day if there is an urgent
requirement. Customers also appreciate the
very high-quality finish on the cut faces, a
‘vast improvement’ according to one, and
considerably better than when we relied on
subcontract profilers.”

An extra benefit is that the need for
post-cut clean-up and slag removal is
minimal, which helps to minimise lead times
and operating costs.

Franklin Steel serves customers in a
variety of different industries, including the
automotive supply chain, ship repair and
reworking, construction, oil and gas,
children’s playgrounds, and general
engineering. Franklin Steel provides services
including straight and mitre cutting, drilling,
decoiling, shearing, finishing (shot blasting,
primer painting, galvanising, powder
coating), bending and fabrication and now
the company has added a new ‘string to its
bow’ by offering precision plasma cutting
with short lead times. 

ESAB Group (UK) Ltd
Tel: 0800 389 3152
Email: info@esab.co.uk
www.esab.co.uk

Plasma cutting machine 
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In business since the 1920’s, gear
manufacturer Varatio Ltd has been based in
Slough since the 1950’s and continues to
expand to cope with the increased demand
for its high quality products.

With around 50 employees, the company
produce an average of 50,000 gears every
month, up to 90 percent of which are
exported. The company has recently
purchased a second LX460AE bandsaw from
Prosaw in order to help manage demand,
having originally purchased its first machine
two years ago. 

The company are capable of producing
gears of up to 47 mm in width, although the
majority of their production is for 12 mm
wide gears. After the billets have been sawn
by the bandsaw, they are turned on CNC
machines, hobbed, shaved and finally heat
treated in a specialised heat treatment plant
to form the finished gear, many of which are
used in high quality diesel engines and
industrial gearboxes, by companies such as
Rolls-Royce.

The latest bandsaws acquired from
Prosaw replace older models that had
become outdated and lacked some of the
technical innovations that can be found on
these modern saws.

Production director Colin Brown says:
“The reliability of these machines is a really
important requirement for us, since we
operate on a two shift basis and produce
such large volumes of gears that any small
interruption to production can have a highly
detrimental effect on our business. We are
therefore delighted with the performance of

our new saws. They have proved to be
exceptionally reliable.

“The new saws also have a number of
innovative features that were missing from
our previous saws. We now have machines
that have a larger capacity than previously,
making them much more versatile, whilst the
capability to automatically dial in feeds and
speeds is a huge saving in setup time for
us.”

Prosaw Ltd
Tel: 01536 410999 
Email: sales@prosaw.co.uk
www.prosaw.co.uk

Gearing up for success

Gamechangers 
in their field

FICEP beam and plate processing machines and systems have been used for the 
production of structural steel for some of the most iconic buildings and sports stadiums

throughout the world.
Whenever increased productivity, reduced production costs and accuracy are the goals, 

FICEP’s team of high performance CNC machines, for structural steel and 
fabrication companies, are in a totally different league. 

Seeing  the machines in action will win you over - just ask for a demonstration.

For further details - call 01924 223530
or e-mail info@f icep.co.uk

FICEP UK Ltd., 3 Gilcar Way,  Valencia Park, 
Wakefield Europort, Normanton WF10 5QS, UK.  

www.f icep.co.uk

THINK PRODUCTIVITY

Gemini - CNC Plate Machining System

One of the fastest and most technologically advanced
machines for the profile cutting, drilling, bevelling, 
machining and scribing of flat parts from plate.
It’s faster, and more economical, with the same or greater
accuracy,  than more expensive, separate cutting and
labour-intensive machining centres. 
Now with the options of double bevel heads and
drill spindles with up to 3 Oxy Fuel cutting torches.

Endeavour - CNC Drilling, Milling & Scribing
Line for Beams
Drilling, milling and scribing can be undertaken 
simultaneously and independently on all sides of the
beam without any further intervention of the operator.
This allows milling, including notches, apertures, 
pocketing, slots, countersinks, scribing, drilling and 
tapping up to 250mm in diameter. 

Excalibur 12 - CNC Single Spindle Drill for
Beams
A laser beam in the vertical clamp establishes the 
physical location of the web surface and a wireless 
remote control system eliminates up to 30% of the 
operator’s movements. 
Equipped, as standard, with a six-position automatic
tool changer to facilitate different holes size 
requirements, making it ideal for scribing, 
countersinking, milling for slotted holes and tapping.

Long established gear manufacturer continues to expand with the acquisition of a new Prosaw bandsaw
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SETA Training and Advisory Services
provides technical and safety training and
consultancy services to the private and
public sectors, both nationally and globally.
Having recently won a contract to teach
welding to apprentices from the Cartwright
Group, one of the UK’s leading
manufacturers of commercial vehicle bodies
and trailers, SETA needed to purchase new
welding equipment. After careful
consideration of various welding machines
currently on the market, SETA chose to
purchase seven ESAB welding sets through
ESAB’s distributor Complete Welding
Services Ltd: three Caddy Tig 2200i AC/DC
sets, three Origo Mig C250 sets and one
Aristo Mig 3000i Pulse set with a U6 control
panel. In addition, the order covered
welding consumables and PPE (personal
protective equipment). 

Before joining SETA, Dean Shannon
worked for more than 20 years as a welder in
the offshore oil and gas industry. During this
time he used ESAB equipment and came to
appreciate its ruggedness, reliability and
performance, as well as the high standard of
customer support provided by ESAB. He
also used the renowned ‘one-stop-shop’
distributor Complete Welding Services, and
got to know the company’s representative,
Paul Strutt. When SETA needed new
welding equipment, Dean Shannon
contacted him as part of his market
research.

New welding equipment was required for
training not only apprentices from
Cartwright and other employers, but also
experienced welders wanting to up-skill.
The overall package therefore had to
include equipment suitable for use by
beginners and all skill levels up to highly
experienced welders. For the apprentices,
SETA opted for three each of ESAB’s Caddy
Tig 2200i AC/DC Tig welding sets with T33
control panels and Origo Mig C250 Mig
welding sets; the Aristo Mig 3000i Pulse will
be used to enhance the skillsets of
experienced welders. Dean Shannon
estimates that over the course of a year, the
new welding equipment could be used by
up to 250 people in total.

ESAB’s Caddy Tig 2200i AC/DC Tig
welding machine is rugged, portable and
suitable for AC/DC Tig welding and also
manual metal arc (MMA) welding. When
equipped with the T33 control panel – as is

the case with the SETA order – the operator
simply sets the plate thickness and the
machine controls the welding parameters.
The ESAB Origo Mig C250 machine is a
three-phase, step-regulated welding power
source for MIG/MAG welding. A built-in
wire feeder makes this all-in-one machine
very convenient to use in a training
environment. For more sophisticated tasks,
the Aristo Mig 3000i Pulse also has an
integral wire feeder; with the Aristo U6
control panel, users benefit from features
such as synergic MIG/MAG welding,
synergic Pulsed MIG welding, QSet
technology for simplifying set-ups for given
combinations of substrate, welding wire and
gas (including MIG brazing), and the
machine is also capable of MMA welding.

Prior to placing the order, SETA had a
demonstration of the Caddy Tig 2200i
AC/DC with a T34 control panel. Suitably
impressed with both the equipment and the
price, SETA included the Caddy Tig in the
order, albeit with the simpler T33 control
panel that was felt to better suit the needs of
apprentices.

Some of the apprentices SETA trains

already have their own PPE but, for those
who don’t, SETA purchased ESAB gloves,
helmets and safety glasses. In addition,
Complete Welding Services has a contract
to supply welding rods and wire on a
consignment stock basis, so SETA only pays
for the consumables that are used. The
distributor also holds wear parts and other
spares that might be required for the
welding equipment. All of the ESAB welding
equipment has a three-year warranty, and
Complete Welding will also undertake
annual servicing and provide other back-up
that might be required. Furthermore, the
contract to supply the seven welding sets
included ‘train the trainer’ sessions run by an
expert from ESAB to ensure SETA’s staff are
fully up to speed with the equipment’s
capabilities so they can pass on this
knowledge to trainees.

ESAB Publicity 
Tel: 0800 3893152 
Email info@esab.co.uk
www.esab.co.uk

ESAB distributor supplies leading training provider
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When welding titanium, zirconium as well as
some stainless steel joints, it is important
that the welding zone is purged of oxygen
to a level as low as 10 parts per million
(ppm).  

A flexible chamber is available from
Huntingdon Fusion Techniques HFT® for a
fraction of the cost of a rigid welding
chamber. Flexible Welding Enclosures®

provide a solution where a rigid chamber
may not be economically viable or where
space may be at a premium.  

Luke Keane, Technical Support at HFT
says: “For many years the enormous cost of
a metal enclosure prevented all but the
major companies taking on work involving
the fabrication of these metals. HFT came to
the rescue a decade or so ago with the
introduction of these flexible welding
bubbles.”

Size for size, HFT’s range of Flexible
Welding Enclosures can cost less than one
tenth of a metal glove box and less than one
hundredth of a vacuum system. These
enclosures provide a very fast purging time
down to a few ppm of oxygen and are ideal

for small production quantities of items that
need total gas coverage. 

Aerospace, automotive, biochemical,
medical, food, beverage, semiconductor
and nuclear sectors have all taken
advantage of the low cost and easy-to-use
Flexible Welding Enclosures. More recently,
companies experimenting with wire plus arc
additive manufacturing (WAAM) have also
invested in these enclosures. 

The standard enclosures are
manufactured with two sets of glove ports
as standard and the upper half of the
enclosure above the arm entries is optically
clear, providing excellent welding vision. A
transfer sleeve makes it possible to pass
small parts in or out of the enclosure without
affecting the purge quality.  

As in the case of the robot manufacturing
cells and for laser and arc additive
manufacturing applications, special
enclosures are designed and manufactured
to suit.

Operator comfort and ease-of-use with
Argweld® Flexible Welding Enclosures
versus the disagreeable conditions with

rigid plastic or metal chambers make the
HFT versions a big hit with welding
personnel.

Huntingdon Fusion Techniques HFT is a
weld purging innovator, designer and
manufacturer with offices located globally.
Huntingdon Fusion Techniques HFT
invented the ‘Weld Purge Monitor®’ in 1975
and own all international intellectual
property rights and registered trademarks.   

Huntingdon Fusion Techniques HFT
Tel: 01554 836836
Email: hft@huntingdonfusion.com
www.huntingdonfusion.com

Flexible chamber for ultra-low cost welding

Kemppi’s new A3 and A5 MIG Systems offer
welding mechanisation equipment for
straight line OR orbital MIG/MAG welding
applications. 

The A3 MIG System is an excellent,
durable and simple straight rail solution.
Powered from a reachable battery, the A3
torch carriage is an ideal and low-cost
solution to mechanise longitudinal welding
and cutting process. 

The A5 MIG Systems offer integrated
welding carriage solutions for either straight
rail or orbital MIG welding, incorporating a
weaving unit, remote control, plus either
straight rail or guide ring sets for orbital MIG
welding. The A5 MIG Systems are digitally
integrated together with Kemppi's latest
FastMig welding equipment, guaranteeing
excellent welding arc control. The operator
can easily select the best welding settings
for each application prior to and during the
welding cycle, including the use of preset
memory channels, direct from the remote
control unit.

Upgrading from manual to mechanised
welding makes a great improvement in

welding quality and productivity, through
faster welding speed, greater duty cycles
and increased deposition rates. A3 and A5
MIG Systems linked with WISE performance,
takes MIG welding to the next level.

Kemppi mechanisation systems also link
to Kemppi’s celebrated ‘WISE’ modified arc
solutions, including WiseFusion,
WisePenetration, WiseThin and WiseRoot.
WISE arc performance solutions ‘make the
impossible, possible’, ensuring quality and
productivity improvements when compared
to standard equipment.  For example, in
filling and capping passes on heavy plate,
WiseFusion, together with WisePenetration,
ensures the optimal welding arc

performance during the whole welding
cycle, offering ideal conditions for reduced
joint geometry and narrow gap welding,
bringing significant cost savings through
reduced filler material, fewer welding passes
and shorter welding times.

Kemppi is a pioneering company within
the welding industry. Its aim is to develop
solutions that make you win business.
Headquartered in Lahti, Finland, Kemppi
employs over 600 welding experts in 17
countries and has a turnover of more than
110 M euros. Its offering includes welding
solutions, intelligent equipment, welding
management software and expert services,
for both demanding industrial applications
and ready-to-weld needs. Local expertise is
available via Kemppi’s global partner
network covering over 60 countries. 

For more information and/or site
demonstration contact:
Kemppi (UK) Ltd  
Tel: 01234 832620 
Email sales.uk@kemppi.com  
www.kemppi.com

Speed marries quality with Kemppi mechanised MIG systems
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For the largest and most
advanced range of

DEBURRING • GRAINING
FINISHING • POLISHING

Machines, Tools, Accessories and
Consumables for

Sheet Metal Engineers
• Sheet & Plate Fabricators • Profilers

and Steel Centres

Surface Technology Products Ltd
Email: sales@surtech.co.uk

click on www.surtech.co.uk or
call 0121 359 4322

Portable abrasive
wheel power tools

Special/large abrasive
finishing machines

Abrasive, polishing
consumables

Pedestal abrasive
machines

SAWS UK HAS 
MOVED & GOT 

BIGGER!
0844 880 4511   

www.sawsuk.com

• Exclusive  range  of Alligator sawing machines
• Do -All full range • Klaeger machines • Spares 

• Sawing blades • Expert service & advice

Come & see our
new showroom 
facilities, you 
are welcome 
anytime, 
the kettle is 
already on!

Laser Process help manufacturers
to improve performance

• More than 20 years experience
• Advanced, high speed laser systems
• Project management
• Technical advice
• Highest quality standards
• Nationwide delivery

Laser Process Ltd, Tel: 01543 495000
Upper Keys, Cannock, Fax: 01543 495001
Staffordshire WS12 2GE Email: sales@laserprocess.co.uk

www.laserprocess.co.uk

EDM Wire

Electrode Manufacturing

Electrode Materials

All EDM Consumables

T: 01384 892011 F: 01384 897162
s a l e s @ e r o d e x . c o m

w w w . e r o d e x . c o m

Cranden
Diamond Products Ltd

Automotive & Aerospace
Diamond & CBN 
Grinding Wheels
Electro-Plated & Resin bonded

Made by us to your specification.
Call Technical Sales on 01580 241252 
e: 

Premium 
British engineering

 
  

 

 

  

   

CNC Lathes &
Machining Centres

01706 648485
victorcnc.com

The premier supplier of Workholding Solutions

www.smwautoblok.co.uk
t: 01733 394 394
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To advertise in this section please call John Barber on
01403 242803 or email: john@rbpublishing.co.ukCLASSIFIED SECTION

GUYSON FINISHING EQUIPMENT

www.guyson.co.uk
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Thank you to everyone who
visited our stand at MACH 2016
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Double-sided 90°  
Milling System 4910

Shoulder Milling
Like Never Before!

90
°

WNT United Kingdom Ltd. • Sheffield Airport Business Park • Sheffield S9 1XU • Tel. 0800 073 2 073 • wnt-uk@wnt.com • www.wnt.com

2TOTAL TOOLING = QUALITY x SERVICE

90° x 8 Cutting edges + Dragonskin  
= 100 % More Power

For machining of

Cast ironStainless steelSteel
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